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PRE'^ACE

Dose^n "„'^!l°" "T """ '" "'"" "" ""in pur-P«e. m prepanng thi, elementary Arithmetic Thesemay be briefly «ated as follows : (i) To aid pup 1, (^b«om.ng accurate and rapid i calculation fu Z
Te^r I ,

"," '"'^'P'"^-"' 'Wnkinff and in applyi„°

IcUonsTl.?/' °':Z'^' '° ""' "«"'" business'' an,"actions of life
;
and (.1) to aid the teacher in assiimina

:^nrrifci::. - '^--^ -'- -~-
The wo^k consists of two parts Parf T ,-c ^ • ^

the first four or five years at school.

which hitherto has been entirely oral to them

ducfdt'l" °",""^'™P" f-^"'™' has beenintro.auced at an early stage, as the authors believe .h=,

"umbers to^ faf^^L"
''''''' ^" ^^^ "- °^ ^-<=tiona!numbers too large to be comprehended by the average

As many pupils leave school before the sixth ««,!

subiect.: th.l
introduced, since these are

bSrrtirriir" ^"^ '^ "'°"''-'-

iii



IV Preface

Numerous mechanical and practical exercises on
the fundamental rules for seat work form an important
feature of the book. It is believed that these exercises
form a well-graded and progressive series such as will
develop the reasoning powers of the pupil and at the
same time familiarize him with the important practical
applications of the science of numbers.

Part II. is designed to complete the public school
course. In this part there is a careful review of the
work of Part I., in which the subjects treated in it are
expanded and adapted to the growing mind of the
learner. The new material which has been added will,
it is believed, supply those applications of the science
of numbers which are needed by the average pupil in
later years.

''

The inductive method of development has been
followed. The child has been led to draw his own
conclusions and form his own rules. Definitions have,
however, been carefully worded, as experience has
shown that, when the child is left entirely to himself
to word these, they are usually lacking in that exactness
which is one of the essential features of all good
teaching.

The review exercises at the end of each chapter
and the special reviews introduced to cover all the
part previously made familiar to the pupil will, it is
thought, secure for the treatment all the advantages
of the "Spiral method" without its many obvious
disadvantages.

The Authors.
Note.-Answers to the problems in this book, together with

hints for the solution of the more difficult problems, will be found
in the "Handbook to Elementary Arithmetic, Parts I and II, for
Public Schools.*'
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ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC
PART II

CHAPTER I

REVIEW EXERCISES

I. Notation and Numeration

EXERCISE 1

Point oflf the following numbers into periods and
read each number:

1. 361280202; 275248604; 720006; 201204000

2. 607070; 8100180; 10150105; 1015010; 101501
7007022.

.J'
^^^'^0220; 700702202; ll^imi- 500050005

6076076.

Express in words:
4. 707.7, 850.79, 5695.06, 473.628.
5. 564.18, 7840.06, 4005.07, 36000 41
6. 3000.71, 901,007, 720,009. 1820.106.
7. 31400.06, 50000.604, 36000.107.
8. 404004.001, 440000.04, 40004.004.
9. 500500500.01, 505005050.05, 5005000 505

10. 77007700.707, 8097088007.06, 904000440*001
11. 516362076.401, 700000001.002, 9200700700.704
12. Name the periods in order to the left of the

decimal point, as far as trillions.



10 Elementary Akithhetic

Write in figures the following-
"'

(tl F-*?' u""^"^ "'<"'»*"<' ^"d eight,
(i) Eight hundred thousand and eighty.

W Elfht,h" "!."'?"'""'• '«"" '"''dred.W E ght thousand, eight hundred and eight

W Eighty thousand, eight hundred"
6> o„°""Mr°"'°""'"'"'^"<''°"ehundredandone

L 0^!™^"'"""'°"'^"'''°"ehundredandten

and o«^ "' """'"" """ •"•"'•^'d -d one thousand

W On": S„°:'a°ndor'"' "«'-"'' ^^-

sixlirS^houtdr'tlnTidl'"-!:""^'"^'''--

-;:c^.:ru-d;^^^^^^^^^^^

EXERCISE 2

Write in Romi.0 numerals-
>• 444, 999, 949. 4. 3849, 1844 1900

' 12 T: ''"'•
' "'' '«' '«^

Wr'^^fiir^^- '-".--.l-.



Review Exercises h
10. What numbers can be expressed by means of the

letters C and X, taken separately or in combination?
U. Multiply MCMI! by MDCCCXIV, and divide

the result by CCCXVII.

11. Simple Rules

Add the following:

EXERCISE 3

1.

748569
686977
768497
698954
492327
999777
787878
738437
969696
454545
386386
784784
978996
444555
768479
668492

3.

897368
896584
875734
897598
987796
898978
696969
767678
«98989
454545
578578
589768
879845
786387
386487
378489

3.

754596
569784
937565
875543
669988
676767
384567
494949
787856
555777
987987
497584
758759
589964
564936
785939

4.

997857
398579
375578
767457
777888
845854
558899
565656
999999
777888
789789
684634
778899
875578
567849
764879

5. Write down the following statement of six weeks'
cash receipts; add the amounts vertically and horizon-
tally, and prove the correctness of your work by adding
your results:

MON. TUES. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. Total
1st

2nd
3rd
4th
6th
6th

$84.56
73.55
91.32
64.39
57.95
78.19

$74.68
65.43
47.62
54.98
49.17
63.58

$57.92
81.47
90.54
76.41
42.86
09.29

$78.81
86.57
64.93
71.46
92.78
63.69

$51.27
74.23
83.57
54.39
67.44
96.08

$73.28
36.19
75.64
46.37
85.16
79.31

Totals
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Subtract and verify the results:

6. 370001884706 8. 900700600500
197094793759 166987784907

7. 550077006301

184738956975
9. 307040502070

156489765097

10. Subtract 78563 ten successiv times from 888072,
and add the ten successive remainders.

Multiply the following and verify the results:
11. 90007006 by 4060706.

12. 98700987 by 789504.

13. 45C78947 by 38090757.

14. 76897957 by 8497652.

EXERCISE 4

Divide the following and prove the results:
1. 768497689 by 5974. 3. 507080903 by 178579.
2. 380078000 by 69368. 4. 910008100 by 3778.
5. What number must be added to 280 so that 133

times the sum will be 95 times 399?

6. Find a number such, that if it is added twenty-
nine times to 54678, the sum will be 70541.

7. The product of four numbers is 827658432; the
first number is 12, the product of the second and third
is 144. Find the fourth.

8. The number 8967 is both divisor and quotient of
an example in division, and the remainder is the largest
possible. Find the dividend.

9. The quotient is 12434, the remainder 2743, and
the dividend eighty-seven million nine hundred and
eleven thousand one hundred and twenty-three. Find
the divisor.
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CXERCliC 6

1. A grocer mixed 106 lb. tea costing 38c. per pound,

75 lb. costing 42c. per pound, a.id 94 lb. costing 45c. per

pound, and sold the mixture at 60c. per pound. What
was his gam on the whole?

2. If 24 men do a work in 10 days, and 40 boys

do it in 8 days, which will be the cheaper—to get

boys to do it at 90c. each a day, or men at $2.50 each

a day?

3. How much water must be added to 63 gal. of

brandy worth $4.40 per gallon, in order that the mixture

may be worth $3.60 per gallon?

4. A coal dealer paid $965 for coal. He sold 160 t.

at $5 a ton, and then the remainder cost him only $3
a ton. How many tons did he buy?

5. A drover bought 247 sheep at $4.75 each, and 42
more at $4.80 each; 8 of them died, and he sold the

rest at $6 each. How much dia he gain?

6. Seven hundred and twenty navvies have pro-

visions for 50 days, but after 20 days an additional

number arrive, and the provisions are exhausted in 10
days. Find the number of navvies in the additional

number.

7. If 26 sheep are worth 5 oxen, 2 oxen are equal in

value to 3 horses, and 7 horses can be purchased for

$455, find the value of a sheep.

8. A man hired a laborer on the agreement that for

each day he worked he should receive $1.50 and his

board, but for every day he was idle he should pay 50c.

At the end c*" iO days the laborer received $40. How
many days did he work?
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HI. Compound Numbers

CXCRCISC 6

1. Reduce the following to yards:

43 rd.; 101 rd. 2 yd.

2. Reduce the following to rods:

623 yd.; 2507 ft.; 1131 in.

3. Reduce 7 mi. 5 rd. 2 yd. 2 ft, 11 in. to inches

to Jr"!^'
'""'' '^ '^^"^^"« *^^ ""-^r of inch^

to miles, rods, etc.

4. Reduce the following to square yards:
365 sq. re

. ; 75 sq. rd. 19 sq. yd.

«. Reduce the following to square rods:

890 sq. yd.; 5000 sq. yd.

in. t^o s^qtrinche!.'
^^ ''' ' ^^ ''' ' ^' ^^' '"^ ^'

rd. TydTflfin''
'''

' ''' ' ''' ' '"' "^^^ ' -• ''

mnnl f f'
'" P^""»^t«^' every day during the

9. Divide 313 mi. 208 rd. 4 yd. 1 ft. 11 in. by 19.

10. A person takes 110 steps in a minute, the length
of^each bemg 30 in. At what rate per hour does'h.

.ni'" ^!l\^u''^'Z^^?^
°^ ^ ^^'"^*^^ '^ ^0 ft. in circumfer-

^

ence and the hind one is 16 ft. How many more
revolutions will one wheel ' "

going 1 mi.?
make than the other in
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EXCRCitK 7

1. How many hours are there from noon on June 16
till 9 a.i".. on December 31 following?

2. If telegraph posts are pla» ^ 80 yd. apart, and a
train passes one every 4 ser., how many miles an hour
is it running?

3. What will it cost to feed 13 horses for 40 weeks
when hay is $10 per ton and oats 40c. per bushel,
if a horse eats 15 lb. of hay and 12 qt. of oats per
day?

4. From Belleville to Made: is, 26 mi. 80 rd., and a
carriage wheel turns 11088 times in going the distance.
Find the circumference of the wheel in feet and
inches.

5. A box with a cover is 2 ft. long, 2 ft. wide, and 2
ft. deep on the outside and is made of boards 1 in. thick.
How many feet of lumber are required to make it, and
how many cubic inches of space are inside it?

6. A owns a farm of 25 a. 19 sq. rd. 7 sq. yd.; B
owns a farm J the size of i4's; Cs is 9 a. 18 sq. yd. 7 sq.
ft. less than 9 times as much as B's. Find the amount
of land in the three farms.

7. How many miles will a boy walk to plough 3 a.,

turning a furrow of 9 in.?

8. A man rolling a wheelbarrow takes 85 steps, each
2 ft. 6 in. long, in 1 min. How often will the wheel of
the barrow, which is 46 in. in circumference, revolve in
1 hr?

9. On a field I sow $17.85 worth of barley, at 84c.
per bushel, using 2 bu. and 2 pk. to the arr^.. Find the
size of the field.
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KXCRCItl t

1. A cubic foot of wheat weigh. 48 lb. How many
bushels of wheat will a bin 8 ft. long, 5 ft. wide, and 3
It. deep hold?

2. Ruleinproperformandmakeoutthefollowingbiil-
Mr. Thomas Kennedy, bought from Wm. PeterK)n.

Toronto. December 1914: IJ doz. knives at 13 50
per dozen; 1 doz. dinuer plates at 13 per dozen. De-
cember 6: U doz. cups and saucers at II . 10 per dozen;

;k K..f°^
^' ^ ^ ^°""' ^ P'^<^»>«" «t 50c. Date

Pcterwn
^°' *"** '^'^^ *" *^'*'^ '°'' ^™-

3. What is the total cost of the following: 108 eggf

JJ/^lh Tk'*^""'.!^
'^- °^ ^'^ *' »«-25 per ^i;

1650 lb. of bran at $12 per ton ; 6060 lb. of wheat at 87c.
per bushel; 375 lb. of sugar at 20 lb. for a dollar; 963
lb. A oats at 68c. per bushel?

4. A wagon wheel 11 ft. in circumference, makes 48
revolutions m a minute. How many miles an hour is
the wagon travelling?

.. «fl
"°'^,";^"y ^"«hels of oats are equal in weight

to 68 bu. of barley and 51 bu. of wheat?
6. A „ian bought a rectangular field 40 rd. long by

25 rd. wide, paying therefor at the rate of $300 per acreand then had it fenced at the ra^- of $1.50 per rod!How much did the field cost him?
7. A farmer sold a load of hay at $16.25 per ton;

the whole weight of the wagon and hay was 2875 lb •

the wagon alone was found to weigh 1083 lb. Howmuch did the farmer receive for his h?y?
8. A lot 150 ft. long and IOC ft. wide, is to be sur-

rounded by o close board fence 6 ft. high. What will
the boards cost at $12.50 per thousand feet?



Rbvibw Exercises

tXCRCIM t

IJ

n,.l<e ,0 IT" '' * '"• *"" '«'* '"->' "•"" °' '« will

h„- '

" '
""•

"' ""**'' '"*'«' ' y*"- °f li»en U yd widehe* many p„„„d, would make 48 yd. of HnenTyd

of .:» a't ^6^ t- tlun? el."" %' "^^ "*' •»"""• « '"•

lo 1 , .,'
"^^ P°''"d, 6 bare of soap at 17c oer har

12 gal. of 0.1 at 27c. per gallon, and 3 orangc^t 4fcP« dozen, and the merchant throw, off 10c. for each

». A barn 80 ft. long and 60 ft. wide is buirf „„ .pot of ground 308 ft. long and 204 f*td
'
'rhe r«tof the plot .s covered with cordwood to a deoth of SftHow many cords of wood are there?

dav*' Th"""
^"*""<= «™" «"»"">« 200 ,. of coa ;«rday. They average 8 days out and 8 days Lack Tn«« of accidents they carry a supply 0^4 dayfe«riHow many cubic yards of the hoU of such a stermi

- i^33"cr^,'''"'
"^' '- "" -<' -'P. « -b

wide'' a^d" fi |!"h"^'
"' '"*^'"« " """ *8 f- '""8. 30 ft.

U wl'th Port anf"' " ^'^ ^' """' ^"''- -"<" «<»rin«

rt. high"! wa^'s^Lr^" "• '°"^' ^ ''• ' '"• *'«- -« 3

(o) What was the price per cord?
Kb) At $4 per cord, what woXiId the Ipad be worth?

.1

[•i:
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9. A farmer sold a load of barley weighing 4032 lb.,

when barley was 40c. per bushel. In weighing the grain
the dealer made a mistake and took it as rye and paid
for it at 49c. per bushel. How much did the farmer gain
or lose by the mistake?

10. A :ord of wood and one hundred bushf 's of grain
fill equal spaces. A cubic bin whose edge is 12 ft.

contains 45900 lb. of grain. Find the weight of 1 bu.
of this grain.

EXERCISE 10

1. What length of road 44 ft. wide will contain la.?
What length a chain wide?

2. At $20 per M, board measure, what will be the
cost of 2-inch plank for a 4-foot sidewalk half a mile long?

3. A piece of road 180 ft. long and 66 ft. wide is to
be lowered 1 ft. 8 in. How many cubic yards of earth
will have to be removed?

4. What length of wall 7J ft. high and 2 ft. thick
can be built with 15 cords of stone?

5. A cubic foot of water weighs 62§ lb., and lead is

11 times as heavy as water. Find the weight of a cubic
inch of lead.

6. A farm 90 rd. long and 80 rd. wide is to be divided
into 7 fields of equal size. How many acres, rods, yards,
feet, and inches will there be in each field?

7. Take a million inches from 100 miles. Answer
must bs in miles, rods, yards, feet, and inches.

EXERCISE 11

1. A man paid for a piece of land 32 rd. wide by
giving 240 cords of wood at $4 per cord. Land being
worth $40 an acre, find' the length of the piece of land.
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2. Each side of the roof of a barn is 62 ft. by 25 ftHow many shingles, each covering 16 sq. in. of the roof,'
will It require?

3 Find the cost, at 24c. per square yard, of plaster-
ing the walls and ceiling of a room 35 ft. long, 25 ft
wide, and 10 ft. high, deducting 2 doors 7 ft. by 4 ft

*

and 4 windows 6 ft. by 4 ft.
'*

4. A field contains 15 a. and is 330 yd. long. What
"7 iji'''''* i^.^"""^

^~""^ '^ ^ ^-^°°^ ^'°se board fence
at J15 per M?

5. How many cubic yards of gravel will be required
for 3 mi. of road, the gravel to be laid 9 ft. wide and
averaging 8 in. deep?

7
' ^ ^f^y

'''^^'' ^^ ^*- ^ *"• ^" circumference, made
7200 revolutions m 2 hr. What distance did the sulky
go during 1 hr.?

^
7 Find the cost of wire, at 8c. per 5 yd., for a barbed

wire^fence 5 wires high, to enclose a field 36 rd. wide and
45 rd. long.

Ai^n^'
'"

?"l"^ ^ ^'^'' P'°* 2^ y^' '°"g' ^"d containing
400 sq. yd., how many times must a roller 3 ft. 4 in
wide be drawn over it lengthwise so that the whole plotmay be rolled?

^

if J' ?nT ?^"^ ''"^''^ ^^^* ^'^ ^^^'^ i" t'^e schoolroom
If It IS 30 ft. long, 24 ft. wide, and 12 ft. high? If there
are 40 pupils in attendance, how many cubic feet of airdoes that allow for each pupil?

EXERCISE 12

1. Find the area of a square field if a side is 12 rd.
2. Find the area of a square field if a side is 8 rd4 yd.

3. Find the area of a square field if a side is 12 ch.
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4. If the middle points of the sides of a section of
land are joined by fences, find the area of the square
field enclosed within the fences.

5. An oblong field is 100 rd. long and 80 rd. wide.
Find how many acres it contains. Find the distance
around it. How long will it take a person to plough
the field if his horses travel at the rate of 4 mi. an hour,
and a furrow is 9 in. wide?

6. Fill in the blanks in the following :

Area of field.

(a) 6 a.

Length.

40 id.

Breadth.

?

Perimeter

?

(6) ? 20 ch. 8ch. ?

(c) ? ? 20 rd. 100 rd.

(d) 10 a. ? 5ch. ?

7. Fill in the following blanks:

Height of box.

(a) 6 ft.

Length

4 ft.

Breadth.

3 ft.

Cubic Content.

?

Surface.

?

{b) 8 ft. ? 4 ft. 160 cu. ft. ?

(c) 5i ft. 4 ft. ? 52 cu. ft. f

8. Find the cost of excavating the basement of a
building 42 ft. long, 28 ft. wide, and 18 ft. deep, at
$2.75 per cubic yard.

9. A cellar 36 ft. long, 24 ft. wide cost $2240 to
excavate at

cellar?

3.50 per cubic yard. How deep was the

10. A garden is 99 ft. deep and 44 ft, wide; find:

(a) Its area in square yards.

(b) Its area in square rods.



CHAPTER II

FACTORS, CANCELLATION, MEASURES, MULTIPLES

I. Factors

EXERCISE 13

1. Give two factors of 10. 35, 14, 77, 33, 55.
2. Resolve into three factors 45, 30, 42, 70, QQ.
3. C Ve the prime factors of 144, 90, 75, 72, 84.
4. Name the prime numbers between 60 and 75.
5. Give all the common factors of each of the follow-

7oTh «n 0"."""^^; ^^ ^"^ 2^' 24 and 30; 36 and 42;70 and 60; 25 and 35.

6 Give three pairs of numbers that have no com-mon lactor.

7. Give the Highest Common Factor of each of thefollowing pairs of numbers: 27 and 36; 72 and 64;
45 and 75; 100 and 75; 125 and 75; 108 and 81.

8 How can you tell without actually dividingwhether a number is exactly divisible by 3?

th/f^lf^^"^"
'\^'^'' '" '^" ""•^^' P'^^^ •" each ofthe^^lW^^^^^^ ^,,, ,,,^ _,^ ^^^^^^

fac'^nt 56^841,1^^^^^^^^^ ""'"^-^ ^^^--
2 V'/i""^

the number that has the following factors:A o, o, 7, and 11.

itil thfrl"'
249984 into prime factors, and show that ^It IS the continued product of three consecutive numbers. '

21

» 'T'ml

I
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II. Cancellation

EXERCISE 14

1. Simplify each of the following:

9x7_ 7x5x120 15x20x25
3x7" 7x5x30" 30x50 "

2. Simplify (25x36x11) -5- (55x4).

3. Simplify (24x27x32) -5- (36x48).

4. Find the value of ^^.f^.f^y^49x33x15.

5. Divide the continued product of 20, ?5, and 60
by the continued product of 14, 15 and 25.

6. A farmer exchanged 8 bbl. of apples for 240 yd.
of cloth at 12c. a yard. Find the selling price of apples.

7. If 256 doz. eggs pay for 56 yd. of cloth at 96c.,

what is the price of eggs?

8. If 360 sheep are exchanged for 25 horses at $144,
what is each sheep worth?

9. A man worked 8 days for 24 bu. of potatoes
worth 40c. a bushel. How much did he earn each
day?

10. How many tubs of butter (54 lb.) at 28c a pound
will pay for 378 yd. muslin at 16c. a 3'ard?

11. At what price per doz. must 260 doz. eggs be sold
to pay for 78 yd. silk at 95c.?

12. Find the quotient obtained by dividing the con-
tinued product of the even numbers between 11 and
21 by the continued product of the numbers 1 to 8
inclusive. •

13. A number has the following factors: 8, 15, 24,

42, 65, and 77. Divide this number by the continued
product of all the prime numbers less than 15. /fffQ
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III. Measures

EXERCISE 15

1. Find the common factors of 248 and 356. Ascer-
tain whether each common factor of 248 and 356 is also
a factor of 108, their difference.

2. Write two numbers having a common factor.
Find their sum and their difference and discover
whether the common factor of the two numbers is a
factor of their sum and also of their difference.

3. Write two numbers having a common factor.
Take any multiple of one of them and find whether the
common factor of the two numbers is a factor of the
difference between this multiple and the other number.

1

.

// will thus be seen that a common factor of two
numbers is also a factor of the difference between the num-
bers, or of the sum or the difference between a multiple of one
of them and the other.

2. To find the H. C. F. when the numbers are
large.

Example 1. Find the H. C. F. or G. C. M. of 52 and 91.

62)91(1
52

39)52(1
39

13)39(3
39

13 is a divisor of 39 and, therefore, of 13+39 or 52.
Since it divides 39 and 52 it also divides 39+52 or 91 ; U
is therefore a divisor or factor of 52 and 91.

It is also the Greatest Common Factor. If not, let
a greater number divide 52 and 91, it w-II then divide 39,
their differen-- and divid'.ig 39 and 52 it will also

»

'i
'^
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ber than 13 will divide 13, which is impossible; 13 is

Hence, to find the H. C. F. of two numbers,
(1) Divide the greater number by the less.

(2) Divide the less by the remainder.

rnn?^
^'1'^^ ^^^ ^'"^ remainder by the second, andcontinue this process, always dividing the last divisorby the last remainder. The last remainder which

dTviW
^^^,^^»"?,^---. is the Greatest Common

Divisor, or Highest Common Factor.

EXERCISE 16

Find the H. C. F. of:

1. 115 and 161.

2. 333 and 592.

3. 697 and 820.

4. 392 and 672.

5. 405 and 900.

6. 1220 and 2013.

7. 6006 and 3318.

8. 2871 and 4213.

9. 43902 and 49593.

10. 23940 and 28350.

11. 32480 and 44544.

12. 18577 and 40012.

8, To find the H. C. F. of more than two num-

Sie H r"? 'f u'
"• ^- ^- °^ '"° °^ ^^-^ ^J^- fi^d

IhtrA u ^
common factor thus found and athird number; and so on through all the numbers. The

last common factor found will be the H.C.F. of all thenumbers.

EXERCISE 17

Find the H. C. F. of:

1. 1435, 1064, 2135. 3. 4795, 3395, 6048.
2. 14385, 20391, 49287. 4. 5463. 6677, 7891
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A9

i>^.

io/'

EXERCISE 18

1. A rectangular field is 6880 ft. long and 4840 ft.
wide. Find the length of the longest string that will
exactly measure either a side or an end of the field.

2. A land-owner has three fields containing 24 a
18 a., and 42 a. He wishes to cut them into smaller
fields of an equal number of acres each, but the largest
possible. How large will the fields be?

3. Three men living on a new street own land fi^ont-
ing as follows: A, 600 ft.; B, 720 ft.; C, 900 ft. They
wish to cut their land into lots of an equal width. How
wide will the lots be, and how many will each have if
they are as wide as possible? ,«», ,x % ys'')i/-^

4. A
, 5, C, and D start together and travel the sameway round an island which is 600 mi. in circuit. A goes

20 mi. per day. B 30, C 25. and D 40. How long must Jit/fJ,,^
their journeyings continue in order that they may all
come together again at the starting point? no J.

5. Three rooms are 120. 132. and 156 inches wide,
respectively. What is the width of the widest boards
that will exactly floor each room?

6. i4 and B purchased horses at the same rate per
head. The value of ^'s horses was $623 and of B's
11068. How many horses did each buy? ^

7 Find the largest and the smallest numbers that
will divide 64610 and 72204. leaving as remainders 27
and 23. respectively. ^ > ; 9

8. Find the least number which, taken from 6000
leaves a remainder of which 67 is a divisor.

9. What is the greatest equal length into which
three trees can be cut, the first being 84 ft. long the
second 105 ft., and the third 119 ft.?

I

IX'

37
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IV. Multiples

CXERCISC 19

1. Name three multiples of each of th^ t u -

numbers: 5, 7, 8. 9, 2^, 3}.
'^^ followmg

2. Name the numbers of which fh« f«ii •

bers are multiple.: 21, 35, sr^ 77
' """"

factor,''""'
" "'""'*" "" ~"'-" bo'h 2 and 7 a,

Fmd the Least Common Multiple of :

•• 12, 15, 18, and 20. o qo q« aq
'• •*"! ^o, dO, and 32. ia qa ah 'to j ^.
8 ^n 4n en J «« "' ""• ^2, and 84.
8. JO, 40, 50, and 60. u 56 fio «4 j t,«

EXERCISE 20

quodem sS^''
"""""' °' '^* *"<«' by 595 gives as

«o!n^'j^'r^r"-"" """'""^ "' *'- «. »*. «.

vou'ca^'bu" jL:t:„ra:t'
^""

"' "<-" »•"' V -hcicens at 25c., or geese at 50c., or turlteys
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at 76c.. or lambs at $3, or sheep at 16, or pigs at $7, or
cows at $36, or horses at $140, and have exactly $15
left for expenses?

4. A certain hall 60 ft. long is to be carpeted. It is

found that by stretching the carpet lengthwise, any
one of four pieces, the width, respectively, being } yd.,

1 yd-. U yd., and 1 J yd., will exactly fit the hall without
cutting anything from the width of the carpet. If the
narrowest piece, worth $1.10 per yard, be chosen, what
will be the least cost of carpeting the hall?

5. Find the smallest number of bushels of wheat
which would equal in weight an exact number of bushels
of rye or of barley.

6. There are four bells, each of which strikes at
intervals of 3, 7, 12, and 14 sec. The four begin to
strike at 12 o'clock. When will they next strike

together, and how often will they strike in unison in

7 min.?

7. Three men whose steps are 2 ft. 6 in., 2 ft. 9 in.,

and 3 ft., start to walk together with their left feet

forward. How often will they put the left foot down
together in walking a mile?

8. Two cog-wheels, containing 48 and 56 cogs,
respectively, are working together. After how many
revolutions of the larger wheel will two cogs, which once
touch, touch again?

9. Two cog-wheels, containing 32 cogs on one and
36 on the other, are working together. The larger
wheel makes 64 revolutions per second. How often
will the same cogs come in contact during 6 working
days of 8 hr. each?

1©. The G. C. M. of two numbers is 210; their L. C.
M. is 120120; one of the numbers is 2730. Find the
other number.
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CXCRCItC 21

ORAL

t->an'^J^dn;:Jl^i;-~ and U i, S .. ^er

he in all?
^"^ P'eces. How much money had

11. Simplify i2x(7+8-6)x(112-36x3).
12. Divide $22 among A B ^n^ r • •

often as B gets $3 and C $6.
'
^'"""^ ^ ^^ as

13. 36 is J of what number?

exa'ctly'^it^^^^^^ longest stick that will

tK J u u
"• ^ '"•' ^"d 2 yd. 8 in ?

andU "Sr,:;,"oXtn "Z'Z '"1 "'^" "Ro-
many dollars did he l^n?

"'^" *^^- "o*
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V. General Review

EXERCISE 22

1. Divide $20 between A and B, giving to B half as
much again as to yl.

2. Find the prime factors of 5005.

3. A room twice as long as it is broad contains 162
sq. ft. of flooring. Find its length and breadth.

4. Find all the common divisors of 560 and 840.

5. Divide 2520 by 280 by resolving each number
into its prime factors and cancelling the com.mon factors.

6 The sum of the products of 7 and three other
numbers is 231. Find the sum of the three numbers.

7. If the multiplier is 704 and the product is 217536,
find the multiplicand.

8. A ciotern is 6 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and 8 ft. deep.
How many additional cubic feet of earth must be re-

moved to make it 7 ft. long, 6 ft. wide, and 8J ft. deep?
9. A house is 44 ft. long and 31 ft. wide, outside

measurement. What will it cost to put two floors in
it of IJ in. lumber, the walls being 18 in. thick, and
lumber being worth $60 per M ?

10. The divisor and quotient are equal, and the re-

mainder, 907, is the largest possible. Find the
dividend.

11. How many rails will enclose a rectangular field

1859 ft. long by 1365 ft. wide, the fence being straight,
six rails high, the rails of equal length, and the longest
that can be used?

12. ^ can dig 25 post holes in a day, B can dig 30.
What is the least number of post holes which will furn-
ish exact days' labor, either for each working alone or
f( r both working together?

c
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of these numbers. * ^- ^' *"^ '»»« LC.M.

."• A rectangular court 42 ff ml ,'

8 in. wide » to be paved wi,h
'. '°"« *""* " ft.

"d a> large as^-^fe Ho^""" «"?» <>' «iu^l •!«
quired?

P^'woie. How many tile, wil" be re-

«*. FindallthediviK)rsof360

W A., .be comiTnZ^" "» '<"'-'"«=

W The least common multiple.

---trndtr;:5t^---
'o "2pici:rei:rdittr3X*d f "'-" -* ^'^•
picture. Each pictureiil, V'" 17°^.?"" P"« ««h
on 8 do. picture,, i, noTJ^s^. """ '"^ ''~«'

cun-i!':;:^ Tb-eimirrr?: i '
"•
v- '- ^'-

--^tHi^^r^-Zchf:^:^^^^^^^^^
touched the ground at th?slm?r,"''",''"'''"'f' •>««

.«.Thelumber,orai:~"--''"«""-'
wide and 3 ft. 4 in. deep

ft. long, 4 ft. 6

J

"*"*= aHu o It. 4 in. deep cost «a in iirL *' * "' ** *"•

ber cost per M? '^•^°- ^^""^ d»d the lum-



CHAPTER III

COMMON OR VULGAR FRACTIONS

I. Reduction of Fractions

CXCRCItC 23

1. How many hal^ es are there in 2, 3, 4, respec-
tively?

2. How many thirds are there in 2, 4, 5, respectively?
3. How many quarter yards are there in 7 yd.? In

7} yd.? In 7J yd.?

4. How many fourths are there in 7? In 7}? In7J?
5. Reduce 9 to fifths; 9J to fifths; 5J to fifths.

6. How is a whole or mixed number reduced to an
improper fraction?

Reduce to improper fractions:

—

7- 3f. u. 11^.
8. 4i. 12. 12f.

9. 9f. 13. 35H.
!•• H- 14. 82H.

15. 51H.
16. 86tV.

17. 99i»r.

18. 78H.

EXERCISE 24

1. William has 3 oranges. To how many boys can
he give one-third of an orange?

2. Express 11 as a fraction with 9 for denominator.
3. ^ rode a mile each ^ hr. on his bicyle. How

far did he nde m 2^ hours ?

4. Change 16 to sevenths and 23 to elevenths.

31
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have? ^ ^^' '°"8:. how many pieces will she

6. ^ gave a quarter to each of is K

vests can be made from II" yjl ' ™"' '°* """"y

!-«. How many more sixths «f .

^'ass/

yd. than in 4f yd.7
^' °^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ there in 5|

EXERCISE 25

1- How many whole yards ar^ th^ • . ,

I-

Hxp^ess --.uajbotrr::: „r""""

4. Express -V«; V-. ^. 2 8 . .

5 Ro^
f

' ^ ' V. Y as mixed numbers

or
ole

7. i^*^.

10. J».t.

11.

12.

13. iLH^.

14. -^2^,

'5-
^ifV^.

16. VA
17. J" eg.

18. *i
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EXERCISE 26

1. From S"^ a man paid away $7.
money had he left out of this sum?

How much

- i -^ pnys 3way $5. How much
2. John has $\^-

money has he?

3. A number of eq.ia; sized pi( s were cut each into 5
equal parts; there were 45 pieces. How many pies
were there?

4. From 21 yd. of ribbon, | yd. were cut. How
many eighths of a yard remained?

5. If a bottle holds i gal., how many gallons will 7
doz. such bottles hold?

6. How far has A gone, if he rides on his bicycle for
-V- hr, at the rate of a mile each f hr.?

7. A wishes to measure some oats. He has a bucket
which holds one-third of a bushel. The oats fill this
bucket 167 times. How many bushels of oats are
there?

8. The perimeter of a rectangular room is ^^ ft
It is 5^ ft. longer than wide. Find the dimensions of
the room.

9. In walking, A takes 7 steps to a rod. How far
has he walked when he has taken 5000 steps?

10. A road 5 mi. long has telegraph poles placed at
mtervals of ^\ mi. How many posts are there?

11. In one scale of a balance there are ifi lb. How
many pound-weights must be placed in the other scale
to balance them ?

12. If it takes a man the sixth part of an hour to make
a cardboard box, how many hours would he be in
making 200 boxes, and what is the least number of
additional boxes he may make to be employed an exact
number of hours?
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fi

EXERCISE 27

1. Give three fractions each equal to J.

ing f;aSi;L':-!5^|°;^^"'^^'-^ ^<^ -^h of the follow-

4. Express U as fifths and A as thirds.'S.Exp sse,
3
sevenths and It as eighths.

6. State the condition on which a fr^n.; •

alent to another.
fraction is equiv-

7. How „,any twelfths are there in 1.. I„|? j„ .^
«• Reduce

i. .. and f each to twentieths
^

•

^^

iiand^ " "eighteenths.

Ir . !' !'
^"^ - " " twenty-fourths.

•

^^

I, 5, and i each to sixtieths.

13 Ho«. !'
'"^ ^^ " " thirty-seconds.

13. How many fourths ar^ there in ip In xo?
14. Reduce A -« ^nH -, ^ '^ ^" ^*'^

^^

e TT, ^^, and jj each to fourths.
15.

16.

17.

18.

U, U, and ^^

M. i§, and fl
'

U, U, and t1^
*

T^' ixk, and f§
'

EXERCISE 28

" fifths.

" sevenths.

" fifteenths.

" twentieths.

1- Supply numerators in
2. "

3.

4.

5.

6.

«

<<

i=^^; T-\=„; 1=^^.
Tt^=^J *=tt; A=„.

H ^ ' **=tif; ^= B^
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7. Supply denotninators inI f =iil; ^ -iX; ^ .ii.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

tV=^^; t%=^^: H=^^.
t = ^

; T^= -L
; M= ^ .

Ii=^; fj=^; M=^.

EXERCISE 29

1. Express ^% as fourths and \i as thirds.

2. Express the terms of §| as factors.

3. Express the terms of the following fractions as
factors and give an equivalent fraction to each, the
terms used being in each case the smallest possible in-

tegral number: t%', U', U; M; A; M-
4. State how a fraction is reduced to its lowest

terms.

Reduce the following fractions to their lowest
terms :

—

5. -j-j.

6. i^.

11. m-

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

48
2TJ-

7P2

8 40

6400

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

1 2 Ofl

1806

.to 4
10T¥*
660
liTS-
_6 7 2
155%'
1(584

IP;.

EXERCISE 30

1. What fraction with the smallest possible denom-
inator has the same value as ^| ?

2. Draw a line 10 in, long and mark of! ^ of it in
the easiest way possible.

3. How many quarters are there in f|? In JJ?
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If
HI

^^
^4.

Which is the greater of the two fractions. f|

sJe.'I^^Tj::
'^^ °^'^^ ^^^^''°"^' -^^ ^-"« the

..J:
^."''' '^°'^" ^"^^ °''^^'" fr^<^tions, each having thesame^alue as ^,. and with smaller ter.s thanVhis

7- How many sevenths are there in fg? In A«?
8. By how many elevenths is i? greater than L?
9. How much is U{ less than H?

^10. If I had $Uh to how many people could I give

EXERCISE 31

, ii; • , .

twellthsi' f to twenty.firsts?
2. Write for }, §, and J, three other equivalent fr»rtions having 12 for denominator.

^I'''^'^"' '"c-

fourthstTT,ri"' "'
'""""'"^ ''^"'""^

"' ^—'y-

and'4.^'""
"" ''"'' "'""'^- "'^' ""' "^o-tain both 3

and^rhVa^trCht:-'-/' "" ™"'^'" «"'

«

the^r,:;;:;ttnereTi''^"°"^^^^^^ "> ""'-

»*andi> „.^a„dAf K. ^ and"v?
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EXERCISE 32

Reduce to equivalent fractions having the least

common denominator:

1. I and |. 5. f and f

.

2. J and ^t^. 6. } and f

.

3. ^ and /x" 7. f and ^^V-

4. I and ^J. 8. ^ and tV-

9. ^- and 5.

iO. f and "j-

11. I and /x«

12. ? and ^.

EXERCISE 33

Reduce the following to equivalent fractions with

the least common denominator:

—

1. h h f.

2. h h h

6. I, iV. f

.

7- i, T^^. **.

8. f , i, f

.

9. I, f , i.

10. s, ^, ^
11. f, !. f
12. f , §, |.

13. 2, tV, f
14. 2|,3if.

15. 1, ^, 5.

16. 3, 4^, Jj.

17. i-^.i'V.if.
1 O -I S 9 A

EXERCISE 34

1. Express each of these as 36ths, and then arrange

the fractions in order of magnitude, beginning with the

least: I'V. h ^^^

2. Arrange the following fractions in order of their

value, putting the greatest first:— -f, |, f, -J^-

3. Which is the greater, ^ of a field or f of the same
field?

Find which is the greater:

—

4. i or f

.

7. tV or H.
5. f or ||. 8. U or H.
6- tV or M. '• H or il.

»- or ^\.10. 3T

11. i%or H
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followtig:
" "' '""'^' """ "''^'' « ">= l-st of .he

"•ft.^ij.iS? 15. A, «,.}}? ,7. j , ,j
Arrange „ ascending order of magni.ude:-

'»• H, A, /r, A. J. 1». }, I I I .,,

er trran^fe::''";;:'!" "^ '"' '^^"---. ^-t-

EXERCISE 35

INTRODUCTORY
«• Find I of a line a foot long.

>• Find i of a line J of a foot long.

of /of'^t""
" '"''"'"^ ' '"• ''^ ^ -• -d find the area

::Hrdt;o:sifioVr/r;rr'^'
angle? 3

0x401 a toot? foffofarect-

7. Find i of 1 of 120.

a^l!t^fa":!,rrre:trrcttnT^T^
" foot; I of i 4 dozen; J of i doln /of |

*' * '"• * °'

expJrnrber^*;^^' ' "'
f
"»'-"-".

*• -'"•ch
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5. Fractions like f of §, § of J dozen, ^ of }, | of 2J
apples, i of |, which express a number of the equal

parts of a fraction, are Compound Fractions.

10. Classify the following fractions as Simple or

Compound:—f, J ft., f of f , ^ of f ft., ^ of |, i, i of |,

11. What is § of 6 ninths? of 10 elevenths? Of 16

twentieths?

Find I of the following:

—

\^, Jf, H.
Find I of the following:—20, |^, f{.

Find I of J.

•'. i of i = i of tV= TV
Find the value of the following:

—

iof i iof i;iof i;lof i.

15. A boy had ^ of a dollar and lost J of what he had.

What part of a dollar did he lose?

17. A man owned | of a farm and sold | of his share.

Show by means of a diagram that he sold ^ of the

farm.

Reduce the following compound fractions to simple

ones :

—

18. § of ^ 20. f of ^ 22. f of |.

12.

13.

14.

15.

19. } of i. 21. foff. 23. f of 2i
24. Compare the numerator of the resulting simple

fractions with the product of the numerators of the com-
pound fractions.

25. Compare the denominators of the resulting simple

fraction with the product of the denominators of the

compound fraction.

26. Give a rule for reducing a compound fraction to

a simple one.

¥
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:i

EXERCISE 36

Simplify the following fractions:—

10. I of f of J of^T.

11. ^ of i^ of ,»^ of |.

A.1. f of

3. ! of Vj.

3. I of 41
*• 2f of f
«• f of ^ of I
•• i of ,\ of f

.

7. A of ? of 2^.

8- I of f of I of f
9. f of I of A of TS'

12. J of f of ,V of 7.

13. *of^*, of
.J .^ of 5J.

14. U of t\ of ^-f of 9|.

15. i of 8J of i of 2}.

16. Aof t of ^of 4i.
17. f of ^ of I of 9.

18. Jof Wof SJJof 6.

EXERCISE 37

1. Some boys owned § of a boat ; they sold f of their
share. What part of the boat did they sell ?

what I had. What part of a bushel did I give away?

I t^7 ^^"^ " °^ ^ ^°"^"' ^"^ sP^nt i of it. Howmuch did he spend?

h.
* ^f"*'^."'^"°^"^"8^^«fafa<^torygavetofwhat

he owned to h.s son. What part of the whol^ factorywas the son's share?
<^^iory

5. A has A of a ton of hay, which is f as much as B
has. How much has B?

f of what i* has = f of a ton;

'.'t . =Joffofaton=^Vofaton:
• • * =4X^\ of a ton=|f of a ton;

.'. 5 has If of a ton.

6 A owns i of a railroad, and f of this is 3? timeswhat B owns. How much does B own?
7. How many acres of land has B, if jl of 18 is «

of his number? ^'^
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8. A 's money equals 1"^ of $8750, and A 's is ^'^ of 5's
money. How much money has 5?

9. A rode 2\ hr. at the rate of 12 mi. per hour; B
rode I of this distance. How far did B ride?

10. A's money is | of 5*s; 5's is 2 J times C's; C has
$3450. How much money has A ?

11. If ? of the ca.go ol a ship is worth $3200, what
will be the value of | of \ of the remainder?

12. A farmer sold | of \ of his farm to B and f of the
remainder to C. C paid $2345 for his part. At the
same rate, what was the value of the farm?

EXERCISE 38

General Review

1. Write in words 4040.i0404.04.

2. Express the following in Roman numerals: 494,
349, 909, 404, 999, 1897, 1909, 1910, 1935.

3. Find the difference between the product and sum
of 75 and 705.

4. The divisor and quotient are each 504 and the
remainder is the largest possible. Find the dividend.

5. Resolve 2700 into prime factors and from these
find G divisors of this number greater than 100.

6. Find the number which has all the prime numbers
between 16 and 40 for its factors.

7. Resolve 300, 540, and 588 into prime factors and
from these determine (1) all the common factors, (2)
the greatest common factor.

8. If a man has f of a section of land in wheat and
a hailstorm destroys f of his crop, how many acres of
crop are destroyed?

9. Simplify (16x18x24x32x36) -^ (96x144x192).
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* ,-

Ho"-::.7uz:r ''- '•" '°^""" "-^v ..ave «.

sell in all?
* * "'"••'• "°" "-"ch did he

thaVa pa^'^rhl'bee1 "'V°"°"'"«
^^'^'- ""^ ''-

18i yd. gingham atSc. 2 yaM on"''T ^^'^ '"
per yard, 3 felt h,,, at $?70 elch 40 vH ^T* " '"'"

per yard, 90} yd
> .t.on at I2c ';«, v^'

"p °" "?•"
payment 50 lb. butter at 22l/

'^
.
"^"^"wd in

eggs at I8c. per dozen * "" '"""" =""' '' d"'-

whi^at.^'irtt th^r:, the'^'
"-^^-•^ -<>

denominator was 43 and T^t Vk ""T"'"' """^ ">e

What wa, the fractln?
"''" ""f"^"™ ""^ ^

n. Addition of Fractions

EXERCISE 39

INTRODUCTORY

I. Find the sum of 3c., 4c., and 8c.

and 8 tnls!"'"'" ' '^"•^'"' ''''-• " «—' piece,

3. Add 5 yd. and 7 ft.

* ^^"^ 3 lb. and 10 oz. Avoir.
5. Add 2 weeks and 10 days.
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*. Find the sum of $i\, t^^, and $^„.
7. Reduce i, J, and i to equivalent fractions with

a common denominator, and find their sum.
8. Find the sum of i and i ; of J and i ; of i and J.
9. Cut squares of paper of equal size and by folding

them show that |+J-1|.
10. By using your foot rule show that J of 12 in.+§ of

12in.-Jof 12 in.

11. Reduce | and i each to tenths, and find their
sum. Illustrate your work by diagrams.

12. Cut squares of paper of the same size and show
that i+J-l^^.

13. Reduce f, i, and jV to equivalent fractions with
a common denominator, and find their sum.

14. By diagrams show that the sum of |, J, and ^». is 1.

15. When a number of fractions have a common
denominator, how is their sum found?

16. State how you proceed to find the sum of J, |,
and ^.

17. State how fractions are added together.

.V
it

1.

2.

3.

4.

EXERCISE 40

Add together the following fractions:

9- f.4.H.and,^.§ and f

.

I and |.

5. J, g, and|.

6- aV.Aand/a. 10. i,i,f,andf.
'i% and tV. 7. f , f , i and ^^. 1 1. |, |-, |i,and H-
ii.andf 8. f,TV.f,andx»:i. 12. i J.^V, and tV-

EXERCISE 41

1. A spends J of his income on food, yV on rent, and
} on clothes. What part of his income does A spend?

2. What fraction of a dollar would $^, $J, and $f be
altogether?

i
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he deliver?
'" " »' a '<"> How much coal did

of It the second
J of it, and the third A of it Whfrac ,on of the journey did he go in .he .Y'ree dayj'"

.otL^ruI-rtd-^'"^ •••-"" "''V ''..and,

I of'a tZTo rlecLI "a'd'T'of T' 1° ""' -"•
How much did he Lll to'all?

" "
'"''' '" =" ""^d.

anot^^^, ;Trt:i''tL^d:ar.rra-fZh^ •''s-

••

many dozen did he sell?
^ "°^- 'o a fourth. How

SJ" "" """ "' ^' *• ="" * "dd the sum of 3, 5.

• 1. A saleswoman sold J yd. of riblmn f„ » ..
to a second, } yd to a third

^°- °'
"'"JO" "> one, } yd.

to a fif.h H y"*- '° =• fo""h, and 5 yd

ia wit1;™J,t"lfwithltr * " "'"'''' ^'^^ """""•

Ho_.|a;iCr.t^-^^^^^^^^

EXERCISE 42

to a'nolir u"„"'"ho
°"' "'". '' '"' "' P°'='t«^:

these two?
"^ "'"»' '""'^'^ did he sell to
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2. Add together 2i, 3i, 1 ^\ and ^\.

-2+3+7+l+J + A+iV

-12+W-12+2J-14i.
Find the sum of the following fractions:

3. 2\, 3§, and 4J.

4. 2J, VV, and l{h
5. 25, 3|, and 4^^.

6. 3f, If, and tV.

7. lA, iJ, and 2?.

8. 30i, 4^»5, and lOJ.

9. 2J, 4^ 7A, andS.^.

10. 75, lOiV, 4|, and 7;^.

11. 1|,3J, 2f, and 5/^.

12. 45, 5J, 3Jl, and 9^.
13. 4)i, 3J,4i, and A-
14. 5i6j, 3g, and \\.

15. At a school picnic 2f gal. of coffee, 5g gal. of milk.

4J gal. of tea, and H gal. of cocoa are drunk. How
many gallons are drunk altogether?

16. One box of tea is 2| lb. heavier than another.

The lighter weighs 24} lb. How much tea is there in

the two boxes?

17. One tub of butter has 25J lb., a second has 243

lb., a third 27f lb., and a fourth 30f lb. How much
butter is there in the four tubs?

18. One number is 14|, a second one is 2^ greater

than this, and a third one is 4i\ greater than the second.

Find the sum of the three numbers.

19. One remnant has 2^ yd. in it, a second \\ yd., a
third Tw yd., a fourth If yd., and a fifth 2^ yd. How
much cloth is there in the five pieces?

20. A certain town, A, is 18| mi. west of 5; C is 18|f

mi. east of B\ and D is 35J mi. east of C. Draw a

diagram and compute the distance between A and D.

21. A farmer sold 145| bu. of wheat, 248§ bu. of oats,

316f bu. of peas, and 149f bu. of barley during the year

1902. How many bushels of grain did he sell that year?
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1

1

!|i

HI. Subtraction of Fractions

EXERCISE 43

introductory

1. What is the difference between 3 fifty-cent niecesand 7 five-cent pieces?
^ ^^^^^

^^
2. Find the difference in length between 2 yd. and

3. Find the difference between 1 day and 32 hours
4. From f take |. and from ^ take 4.

rnJ'
^^""^^

^-
^""^ ^ ^° equivalent fractions with acommon denommator. and find their difference

6. Reduce f and | each to twelfths, and find the dif-ference of the resulting fractions.

diffeLt'"^^^^"' ^ ^^^' *^ ^'^^^^^'-^ fi"^ their

8. Reduce f and ^ each to tenths, and find theirdifference Illustrate your work by a diagram
"'

9. Before subtracting one fraction from another -how must the fractions be expressed?
'

1 0. When^two fractions have a common denominatorhow is their difference found?
ominator,

betweenTandT
"'" '""^' ^° '"^ *^^ ^'«^—

12. By using 120 as a unit, show that |-|=a
13. Using 18 as a unit, show that |-^=tV

rhat'l-'^''!!. '
'"'

' "• ^°"^ ^"^ ^y ^'-d-^ it. show

I!' Wh"! "
'"u" I'

^'""^ * '^^' ^' ^'•^"^
i^ take i.16. What IS the first step in working each of theexamples in Question 15?

"®

^^^IJ.
State how one fraction is subtracted from an-
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EXERCISE 44

Find the difference between:

1. f and i. 5. ff and ff.

2. i and f 6. f and yV-

3. ^ and |J.

4. ^J and |.

1^ and ^J.

^ and ttf»5.

9. ^ and f

.

10. tV and U'
11. UandH-
12. ^\ and ^5.

EXERCISE 45

1. A certain fraction is added to | and the sum is \\.

What fraction is added to |?

2. To a certain fraction f is added, and when y\ is

taken from the sum the remainder is H. Find the

fraction.

3. Add i to the difference between f and jV.

4. Of a pole, ^ is white, | red, and the rest blue.

What part of it is blue?

5. How much must be added to H to make ff ?

6. Find the sum of the greatest and least of the

fractions j, ^, I, |, and find the difference between this

sum and that of the other two fractions.

7. The sum of three fractions is j^^. Two of them
are /^ and /^. Find the third.

8. ^ of an audience are children. If the girls form |
of the audience, what part of it do the boys form?

9. Out of $5, a man spent $J. How much had he
left?

10. Out of $10, a woman spent $2f . How much had
she left?

11. From 15 take the sum of 2, 3 and f.

12. F-rom 20 yd. of ribbon there were sold to one
person 1J yd., to another 2j yd., and to another 4| yd.

How many yards remain unsold?

Il

:i

•

i
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EXERCISE 46

1. From 756 take 234. Explain each step.
2. FromSf take 2i; from 9| take 6f.
3. From 125 take 89. Explain each step.
4. From 7 take 2§. Explain each 'step. (7=6^).

Explain each step.5. From 5| take 2j

Find the value of:

6. 3^-lf 10. SVV-lf
7. 2^-1^. 11

8- 6i-2H. 12

9. 8f-5^. 13

n-hv
5A-2H.
41-lH.

14.

15.

16.

17.

9-4?.

18^ -3f.

28H-3A.
25t^-14H.

EXERCISE 47

Simplify the following:

1- H-H+M+2J.
2. i?+«_i/3+3|.

U-1^-2tV+5^.

7. 16-3*+4f-3^
8. 8-4^-5^+2^^.

10. 8/t-2A-4H+5tV
11. 11A-7^»,+4^-2tT^.

6. 50x\-4f-8^-5^. 12. 74+5^-8^2^+7 7

ij

EXERCISE 48

1. The sum of 2 numbers is 26^, and the less is 7f.
What is the greater?

2. From a barrel of vinegar containing 31^ gal., 14^^
gal. were drawn. How much was there left?

3. To what fraction must the sum of | and ^ be
added that the sum may be \i?

4. From a piece of silk containing 35| yd., 14| yd.
were sold. How much remained in the piece?

5. From $10, $2| were given to James, $3ito Jane,
$1J to Emily, and the remainder to Mary. What did
she receive?
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6. A has two farms, one of 70^ a., and the other of

llSifa. If he sells 87H a., how much land has he left?

7. How much paper has a printer left, if he had on
hand 30y'j reams, and has used 1\ reams for one job
and 8f reams for another?

8. A grocer, having mixed 15f lb. of tea with 32^ '{

lb. of a different kind, sold all the mixture but 13§ lb.;

how much did he sell?

9. B started on a journey of 100 mi, ; the first day he
travelled 301"^ mi-i the second day 36g mi.; how far lias \

he yet to go?

10. Henry had $47^, and James as much, lacking

$9jV- How many dollars had James?

11. The selling price of a horse was $125^; .ne gain

was $26g. What was the cost price?

12. Find the sum of the greatest and least of the

fractions f, -/i, %, J^, the sum of the other two, and the

difference of these sums.

EXERCISE 49

1. $249| is $134^ less than the value of my horse and !l

carriage. What are they worth? .

2. A boy paid $i for a ball, $^ for a slate, $f for a s

knife, and $^ for a book. How much did he spend?

3. What is the entire weight of 4 crocks of butter

weighing as follows:—The first lOj lb., the second 11|

lb., the third 13x\ lb., and the fourth 14^ lb.?
!

4. Three men bought a horse ; the first paid $41f , the '
*

second paid $63 ]4, and the third as much as the other

two. What was the cost of the horse?

5. A grocer has three barrels of molasses;' the first

contains 28| gal., the second ^2^\, and the third 36f
gal. How many gallons are in the three barrels?
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5-

I \¥'

6. What number is that from which, if Sji is taken,
the remainder will be 2|| ?

7. A merchant sold 34| yd. of cloth for $94/^, 39f ?
yd. for $124f , and 70f yd. for $184f . How many yards
of cloth did he sell, and how much did he receive for the
whole?

8. Four geese weigh, respectively, 9| lb., lOf lb.,

12,^ lb., and llf lb. What is their entire weight?
9. A lady hired a gardener at 15c. an hour for 3 days.

How much did she pay him if he worked 6,\ hr. the
first day, 7f the second, and 5f the third?

10. If 5^ gal. of brandy are mixed with 1^\ gal. of
water and 3^^ gal. of whiskey, how many gallons are
there in the mixture?

11. A paid $46^ for an ox, and $57t«^ more than this
for a horse. For how much must he sell them to eain
$26^?

^

12. A owns 7 If a. of land, B owns 112y'V a., C owns
217H a., and D owns 372H a. How many acres do
they together own?

IV. Multiplication and Division of
Fractions

EXERCISE 50

1. Multiply $2 by 6 and 5 lb. by 8.

2. Multiply f by 6 and 2| by 9.

3. How is a fraction multiplied by a whole number?
Multiply:

4. H by 9. 7. H by 10. lo. jf by 21.

5. if by 8. 8. M by 49. ii. ^«^ by 24.

6. A by 7. 9. H by 91. 12. t4^ by 36.

II
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EXERCISE 51

1. Divide $15 by 3 and 25 mi. by 5.

2. Divide |? by 3 and f?^ by 5.

3. Divide V- by 3 and 2f by 3.

4. Simplify If+4 and 3^6.
5. How is a fraction divided by a whole number?
Divide:

6. H by 5.

7. ^J by 7.

8. f^ 'jy 9.

9. 1| by 17. 12.

10. 7iby6.
11. 4§by 7.

4f by 10.

129^13. 129^ by 16.

14. 287f by 12.

EXERCISE 52

(introductory)

1. Compare f of $1 with J of $3.

2. By drawing a rectangle any size and finding f of

it^ and then drawing another twice as long and of the
same width, and taking \ of it, show that f of 1=2+5.

3. Compare | of one foot with ^ of 2 ft.

4. Compare ^ of an hour with ^ of 4 hrs.

5. Show by means of lines that J = 5-!-6.

6. By taking 15 as the unit, show that ^ of 1 unit-
3 units+5.

7. By taking 24 as the unit, show that f = i of 2 or

8. What relation does a fraction indicate with refer-

ence to the numerator and denominator?
9. Multiply rV by.i.

f=3+7.
3xiV=H.
i? J.7— 12

' _*_V 3 = 12 _ * « ^ _ thejroduct qf the pumeratora
•• IB-^T i:33 IS X 7 ~ the product of the denominators.

Note.—Cancel the factors common to the num-
erators and the denominators.

li.

M

I
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i
t\

9. HxiixH.

11. AxHxff.
12. fJfXHXj.

EXERCISE 63

Find the value of:

1. Jxl8. 5. \iX^js-

2. §X45. 6. AX/iX/y.
3. fx45. 7. ^Xt'^XH.
4. Ax 124. 8. HXWX,^2.

13. What should be paid for ^ of | of a pound of tea,

at the rate of \^ of a dollar per pound?
14. What should be paid for § of a barrel of apples,

if the whole barrel is worth |J of a dollar?

15. ^ has i of $375, 5 1 \s ^ as much, and C ^ as

much as both. How many dollars has each, and how
many have they all?

EXERCISE 54

Example 1. Multiply 6f by 7^.

7i-V, and Ql-^Y-
.-. 7ix6f=^x^=¥xt-52.

EXERCISE 55

Find the value of:

1. 3ix5f. 3. 17fxl6f. 5,

2. 6fx7f. 4. 39|x33i 6.

5?x4Ax77x4i.
3x7ixHx3T\.

EXERCISE 56

1. Multiply the sum of 4f and 2f by the difference

between 9J and 7J.

2. When apples cost $3^ per barrel, find the cost of

25f bbl.

3. Find the cost of 7j doz. eggs at 23c. per dozen.

4. Convert 2^-^ of -^xl into a simple fraction.

5. How much must be added to ^^ of 186 to make |
of f of 750?
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6. Multiply the sum, difference, and product of |
and i together.

7. Find the cost of 51| yd. of braid at 23§c. per
yard.

8. A merchant sold three pieces of silk containing

17J yd., 13| yd., and 18| yd., respectively, at $U2 per
yard. How much did he receive for the silk?

9. How much more did 40f doz. eggs at 22|c. a
dozen cost, than 56| lb. of beef at 12ic. per pound?

19. A left I of his estate to his wife, J of it to his

daughter, and the remainder to his son. His son re-

ceived $20900. How much did the daughter receive?

11. Mr. Jones rented a house at $42| a month,
taking a lease for 5 yr., but disposed of the lease at the
end of 3J yr. How much rent did he pay?

12. A bill of books at retail amounts to $375f , but I

got a reduction of i for wholesale and /a of what was
then to be paid for cash. What was the exact amount
of the bill?

13. On I of my field I planted corn; on | of the re-

mainder I sowed wheat; on | of the remainder I planted
potatoes; the rest, consisting of | of an acre, was planted
in beans. How large was my field?

I

n
1 tl

Simplify

:

1. *X(i-Hi).

2. 5x(7-2i).

3. (3l-2i)x2i.

4. 4J-i of 3f.

«• (i-J+*)x24.

4- (4i + |-4f)x2|.

bXERCISE 57

7. (f+l)x(f-i).

8. ix(!-|)+i.

9. (2H3i-4j)xl2.
10. 60-(2i-H4t)x8.

11. 2\x^oiU-^.
12. f of ll+l of ^.
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EXERCISE 58

INTRODUCTORY

1. Find the product of i and f ; of f and f.

2. What is the product when a fraction is mul-

tiplied by another formed by inverting its terms?

3. State of the products when the following frac-

tions are multiplied together: | and f ; f and J; v and ^.

4. What is the effect upon the quotient of multi-

plying both dividend and divisor by the same number?

Illustrate by dividing 24 by 6 and then multiplying

both dividend and divisor by 2, by 3, by 4 before

dividing.

5. When any quantity is divided by 1, what is the

quotient? Illustrate by dividing 18 by 1; 20 by 1;

fbyl;*byl.
6. Divide f by f

.

!^f=(fxi)+(fxi).
-fxj+l.

= Dividend multiplied by divisor inverted.

i EXERCISE 59
F

Divide:

. 1. 10 by f

.

5. f by i\. 9. 9J by ^.
2. 18 by?. 6- if by iV. 10. 7/Tbyl2^.

t 3. 30 by |. 7. if by ^. 11. 21? by 12^.

i

1

4. 40 by 3f 8. m by U-

EXERCISE 60

12. 45? by2f.

1. A farmer sold 27f a. of land for $1150. How much
per acre did he receive?

2. If it takes 43| yd. of cloth to make 5 suits of

clothes, how many yards will be needed to make 12 suits?
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3. A pole 28 ft. high casts a shadow M^i^ ft. long.

How long a shadow will a pole 15 ft. high cast at the
same tim^?

4. If 21 a. of land yield 735f bu. of oats, how many
bushels will 45 a. yield at the same rate?

5. A train goes 184f mi. in 6 hr. How far does it

go in li hr.?

6. If 2 a. of land yield 75J bu. of barley, how many
acres will be required to yield 210 bu. at the same rate?

7. How many pounds of butter at 21ic. per pound
will pay for 45i lb. of tea at 37Jc. per pound?

8. The cost of 30 t. of coal was I107.08J. At what
rate per cwt. must it be sold to gain | of the cost?

9. A man's wages are $3f per day; his expenses are

|1|. How many days must he work to save $46i?
10. Three-twentieths of a sum of money increased by

$28 is equal to xV of it. Find the sum of money.
11. Find the weight of water in a rectangular cistern

7§ ft. long, 3f ft. wide, and 4^ ft. deep.

12. Find a number which, divided by 5f , the ( uotient
increased by 2|, and the sum multiplied by 5|, the
product is 36.

13. A man owning | of a factory, sold f of what he
owned for $15750. What was the factory worth?

EXERCISE 61

Simplify:

1- (i+T^)-Ha-f).
2. 7i-h(f ofi+liV).

3. f of K4i+7*.
4. iof|-(U+U).
5. (7f+2i)^(15A-3|)
6. (2i-f+lA)+M.

7. 2ix3§-(5J-i-2i).

8. (7f+6i)^(7J-6f).
9. If+H+f of^

1«. 2Jx3H5i-=-2l.

11. 2i^3i-r5H2i.
12. 7jH-6f\r-6tV-!-7i.
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EXERCISE 62

Hi

'i

nil

i 'I

llli

REVIEW

1. Find the greatest number that is exactly contain-

ed in 2800 and 3640.

2. Find the least number that will contain each of the

numbers, 240, 260, 450, and 540 without a remainder.

3. By what number must 4} be divided to give a

quotient f ?

4. The divisor is 2|; the quotient 5|. Find the

dividend.

5. If 3i bbl. of dpples are worth $12^, find the value

of 5\ bbl.

6. Simplify | of f+§ of t^.

7. Express tW^ in its simplest form.

8. Divide the continued product of 16, 24, 32, 36

and 42 by the continued prod"ct of 27, 84, and 90 in the

shortest way you can.

9. The divisor is 245; the quotient is 4 time the

divisor, and the remainder is the largest possible. xnd

the dividend.

10. Simplify ^\x^-i2^.
11. A and B had $1200 between them. A spent $175

and B spent $125; then A had twice as much as B.

How much had each at first?

13. A merchant bought 640 bu. of wheat, part at

72c. per bushel and the remainder at 77c. The whole

averaged 75c. pc bushel. How many bushel of each

kind did he buy?
13. Find the remainder after subtracting 457 as oiten

as possible from ten thousand.

14. If 3 geese and 5 turkeys cost $14.40 and 5 geese

and 3 turkeys cost $12, find the value of a goose.

15. How many minutes are there between 3 p.m.

Feb. 27, 1904, and 7 a.m. March 22nd?
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Section V. Complex Fractions

EXERCISE 63

introductory

1. Express the fourth of 2| in the form of a fraction.

Name the numerator; name the denominator.

2. Indicate the division of 6 by 4§ by using a frac-

tion. Name the numerator; name the denominator.

3. Express the division of 3| by 5J in the form

of a fraction. Name the numerator ; name the

denominator.

6. Fractions like -?' tj' or vr in which there is a
4 4f 5t

fraction for numerator, or for denominator, or for both,

are called Complex Fractions.

4. Write five complex fractions, and state why each

is a complex fraction.

5. Why are -|-' ^' and -^complex fractions?

2i

3i

6. What operation does the complex fraction

indicate?

7. Divide 2\ by 3§.

4
8. Express ;rr as an example in division of fractions,

^3

and simplify it.

m
tions and simplify it

9. Express -f^x as an example in division of frac-

10. Simplify 6J, 1}, and also-.
5i

11. Simplify jjt and -^'

H

i

I
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12. What is the effect on the value of a fraction o!
multiplying both terms by the same number. Il)u«-
trate by expressing the following fractions in their
simplest form:

U 2| 4J M 4| 7J
2*' 5!' W 4' 61' 81'

13. Express in simple fractional form the following:

2* 4i 3| 7* U 6»

- i

3.

5. ^

Simplify:

1 ^

5

JL
IH
H
7H

2i

JL
2^

2i^

8|

51

n'
9

3A

EXERCISE 64

7. -^V^

8.

9.

!•.

12.

13.

15.

19.

5^X-

20.

21

22.

23

JLllL
n of 1}

-Ii±2L
15i\-3i

iizM.
4if+2^

lizi
2H*

24 ^H4|
4i+5i

25 ^i±7-i
7f-6}

27
*~^

28
201-101

"•20rTlOi
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EXERCISE es

1. By what fraction must } be divided to give a

quotient \^} Can more than one such fraction be

found?

2. John had } of a melon, and gave away g of what
he had. What part of the melon had he left?

3. A miller wishes to put 39 bu. of wheat into bags,

each bag to hold 2| bu. How many bags would it

require?

4. A man owned § of a ship and sold § of his share

for $6477. What was the whole ship worth?

5. If 7| lb. of coffee cost 187ic., what will a bag

containing 63f lb. cost?

6. A man's wages are $3^ per day, and his

daily expenses are |1|. How many days must he

labor to enable him to buy a suit of clothes worth

$46*?

/. Arrange the fractions f , |, H, i of ^, in ascend-

ing order of magnitude.

8. If $2J will pay a woman's wages for 2^ days, how
much will pay for 5J days* work?

9. James by mistake subtracted | instead of ?

Was his answer too large or too small, and how
much?

10. I bought 7/5 thousand feet of boards for $135.80.

At the same rate, what would 19j thousand feet

cost?

11. I paid $788.30 for SSy^j a. of land. WTiat would

7 a. cost at the same rate?

12. What is the least number that must be taken

from 60 so that it may be exactly divisible by 7^^f
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EXERCISE 66

INTRODUCTORY

1. A can dig a garden in 2 da. Draw a diagram of
the garden, and show the part he can dig in 1 da.

2. Show by a diagram the part A , who can do a piece
of work in 4 da., can do in 1 da.

3. Show by a diagram the part of a piece of work A
could do in 1 da., if he can do all of it in 6 da.

4. A can do J a piece of work in 1 da. How long
will it take him to do the whole of it?

5. A can do ^ of a piece of work in 1 day. How
long will it take him to do the whole of it?

6. A can do I of a piece of work in 1 day. How long
will it take him to do the whole of it?

Time to do f of work=l da.

" f " =3x^da. = lHa.
7. A can do a piece of work in 5 days which B can do

in 4 days. How much of the work can they together
do in 1 day?

8. A can do a piece of work in 4 days; B can do it in
6 days. If both work together, in what time will it be
done?

9. ^'s working power is ^ of B's. How long will it

require 5 to do a work which A can do in 6 days?
10. A 's working power is f of B's. How long will it

require 5 to do a work which A can do in 12 days?
11. ^'s working power is | of B's. How long will it

require ^ to do a work which B can do in 12 days?
12. A can do a piece of work in 8 days, and B can do

it in 9 days. How long will it require A and B working
together to do it?
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The part A does daily= J of the work.
" " JO (< (< _i (t il It

" A and B do daily=|+J = 7?jj of the work.
.*. They do j\ of the work in ^V da.;

They do the whole work in Jf da. or 4jV da.

EXERCISE 67

1. A can do a piece of work in 12 hr., and B can do
it in 15 hr. In what time can both working together

do the work?

2. A can do a piece of work in 20 days, B can do it

in 24 days, and C can do it in 30 days. In what time
will they all do it vorking together?

3. A can build a wall in 8 days, B in 12 days, and C
in 15 days. In what time can they all build it working
together?

4. A quantity of flour lasts a man and wife 9 days,

and the wife alone 27 days. How long would it last

the man alone?

5. A can do a piece of work in 20 days; after working
at it for 8 days, B comes to help him, and they finish

the work in 5 days. How long would it take B by him-
self to do the work?

6. A cistern has three pipes; the first will fill it in 10

hr., the second in 12 hr., and the third in 15 hr. In

what time will they together fill the cistern?

7. A, whose working capacity is ^ B's, can mow a
piece of grass in 4 days. If both A and B work together,

in what time will they do the work?

8. A can do f of a piece of work in 8 days; B can
do f of the same work in 12 days. In what time
could both working together do two such pieces of

work?

I

il

..I

*.4
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9. A boy can do a piece of work in 4| days and aman can do the same in ^ of the time. How many
days will both working together require to do five tim4
the amount of work?

10. A and B can mow a field in 12 days; A and C in
15 days; B and C in 20 days. In what time could Amow It by himself?

n. ^ and 5 can do a piece of work in 8 days; A andC can do It in 9 days, and B and C in 10 days. In what
time can all three working together do it?

«^ 12. A and C can dig a garden in 10 days; B and C
can dig i of the same garden in 4 days, and B alone can
dig It in 20 days. In what time can A do it by himself? /<' <^-

13. A and B can do a piece of work in 20 days; B and . ,.C can do It in 24 days. In what time can each do it g'it'by himself, provided B's working power is 4 of ^ 's? Cr i'6
14. ^'s working power is | of B's and B's is ^ of C's

In what time will all three working together do a piece
of work which B by himself can do in 15 days? ,

6- Jsys
VI. G.C.M. AND L.C.M. OF Fractions

INTRODUCTORY

EXERCISE 68

1. Find the G.C.M. of 20s. and 28s.
2. Find the G.C.M. of £l and £l 8s.
3. Find the G.C.M. of 12 twenty-fifths and 16

twenty-fifths.

4. Change I and M into equivalent fractions with
the least common denominator, and find their G.C M

5. Change ^,\\, and Y- into their equivalents with
the least common denominator and find their G.C.M

4. State the steps in finding the G.C.M. of two ormore fractions.
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7. Find the L.C.M. of 12d. and 16d.
8. Find the L.C.M. of Is. and Is. 4d.
9. Find the L.C.M. of ^\, U, and H.

10. Change i, if. and U into their equivalents with
the least common denominator, and find their L.C.M.

11. Change 4, 2f, and 2^ into equivalent fractions with
the least common denominator, and find their L.C.M.

12. State the steps in finding the L.C.M. of two or
more fractions.

EXERCISE 69

Find the G.C.M. and L.C.M. of the following
fractions

:

2 S^ -'- J
3. i h A- 5. 2^, 3|, ^.

TT, Iff 4. i i?, H- 6. 3, 4|, 5J.
7. The three sides of a triangular field are 134f yd.,

128^ yd., and 115^ yd. long respectively. What is the
longest string that can be used to measure each side?

8. How many times is the G.C.M. of /^, ^, and ^^
contained in their L.C.M.?

9. A, B, and C start at the same time and place to
travel round an island, A making the circuit in 4§ hr.,
B in 5f hr., and C in 3/^ hr. In how many hours will
they be together at the starting point, and how many
times will each have gone round the island?

VIL Denominate Fractions

EXERCISE 70

1. What is the primary unit in | yd.? In 4 s ? In
f a.?

7. A fraction in which the primary unit is a denomin-
ate number, is said to be a Denominate Fraction.

2. Give five examples of denominate fractions.

it!
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3. Reduce 3 ft. to inches and find the number of

inches i'l | ft.

4. Compare | of 1 ft. with J of 3 ft.

5. Find ^ of 2 hr. and compare this with f of 1 hr.

Example 1. How many shillings, etc., arc there in

It-

'

m '

M-f

I of a pound?

£ s. d.

8)3

7 6

Since £f = | of £3, we divide

£3 by 8 as in compound division.

Example 2. Find the value of 3^ of iir of 2 t. 3 cwt.

31 of T% of 2 t. 3 cw»; =Jj»- of j% of 2 t. 3 cwt.

= 1 of 2 t. 3 cwt.
^8t.9cwt.^l t. 12 cwt. 25 lb.

What is the value:

4/Ji. /th /AM 1. Of i of a bushel? • 7. Of f\T of a mile? ^* "'^

.8. Of I of a ton? /'^»/^

- 9. Of ^ of an acre? ^Z^^^j.,
.? Of £18 16s. 7*d.^3|?

Of f of a mile?

Of I of a rod?

_. Of ^ of £3 16s. 8|d.? Of £18 16s. 7|d.^3|

^^. Uf**l9mrt. 5. Of ^ of a week-;-f of a day+§ of an hour?

,i/ > ^» »*- 6. Of iMir cwt. --iTiOil lb. 8 oz.?

EXERCISE 71

INTRODUCTORY

Of $10?

Of $10?

Is 3 in.?

1. II is what part of $4? 'Of $5? Of $7?

2. $3 is what part of $4? Of $5? Of $7?

3. What part of a foot is 1 in.? Is 2 in.?

Is 4 in.?

4. Reduce 1 yd. and 1 ft. 5 in. each to inches, and

find what part the latter is of the former.

5. Express ^t^d. aT^£2 4s. eSrjj^s pence, and find

what fraction the\»tmer is\f_the latWc^

«*. 6. Reduce 2 t. 4 cwt. and 2 t. 50 lb. each to pounds,

and find what fraction the latter is of the former.
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Example 3. Express 4 rd. 2 yd. 1 ft. 4 in. as the frac-
tion of 1 mile.

4 rd. 2 yd. 1 ft. 4 in. =880 in. and 1 m. =63360 in.

Now 1 in.=y3^^^ of 63360 in.

;

.-. 880in.=^||}^^of 63360in.
Hence, the fraction required is ^M^, or ^.

7. Before expressing one denominate number as the
fraction of another, in what denomination must the
numbers be expressed?

8. State the steps in finding what fraction one de-
nominate number is of another.

9. What fraction is 2 ft. 3 in. of 5 yd.?
10. What fraction of 2 hr. 10 min. is 1 hr. 30 min.?
1 1. If the unit of measurement is 3 ft. 4 in., what is the

measure of 10 ft.? Of 6 ft. 8 in.? Of 1 ft. 8 in.? Of 10 in.?

Note.—The example, Express 4 lb. as the fraction
of 8 lb., may be written in any of the following ways:

1. Reduce 4 lb. to the fraction of 8 lb.

2. What fraction of 8 lb. is 4 lb.?

3. What part of 8 lb. is 4 lb.?

4. If 8 lb. is the unit, what is the measure of 4 lb.?

EXERCISE 72

1. What part of an ounce is ^\ of a scruple?
2. What part of a ton is ^ of an ounce?
3. What part of a mile is f of a rod ?

4. What part of an acre is f of a square foot?
5. Reduce f of a pint to the fraction of a gallon.
6. Reduce f of an inch to the fraction of a rod.
7. Reduce f of a pound to the fraction of a ton.
«• What frartinn of £ 3 2s-. 6| d. is Ir4sr4eid.?
'• fetpfe9o -13o. lOjid. -as a-fraction of £2 0». 7d.

10. Express 2 a. 41 per. as a fraction of 4 a. 97 per,
11. Reduce j^f^^^ of a ton to the fraction of an ounce.
12. Reduce r^f^^ of a mile to the fraction of an inch.

t

I
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VIII. General Review

EXERCISE 73

1. What is the value of a silver pitcher weighing 2

lb. 10 oz. Avoirdupois, at $2.24 per ounce Troy?

2. How many pounds of gold are actually as heavy

as 10 lb. of iron?

3. If a druggist buys 25 lb. Avoirdupois of drugs at

$8^ a pound, and sells them in prescriptions at 75c. an

ounce Apothecaries' weight, what is the gain?

4. How many sovereigns will weigh an ounce Avoir-

dupois, if 1869 wei^h 40 lb. Troy.?

5. If f of an inch on a map corresponds to 7 mi. of a

country, what distance on the map represents 20 mi.?

6. The value of 1 lb. Troy of standard gold is £46

14s. 6d. Calculate the value of a vase of the same
material, whose weight is 39 oz. 18 dwt.

7. If 31 cwt. of cheese cost £69 4s. 8d., what will 15

cwt. 50 lb. cost?

8. Bought 2 oz. of tea for 7fd. What is that per

pound?

9. If 99 lb. cost £4 16s. 8d., how much is that per

pound?

10. If, when flour is $5 a barrel, the five-cent loaf of

bread weighs 10 oz., what ought to be the weight when
flour is $8 a barrel?

11. If IJ a. of land sell for $34.50, what will 20 a.

90 per. cost at the same rate ? -^i*^ 7- <*'* -^

12. If 18 a. 140 per. cost $900, what will 160 a. cost

at the same rate? ^ y/i'^ ^^
13. If IJ-bu. of wheat cost $1.68|, what will 154 bu.

1 pk. 6 qf. cost? •• T/73-7V

14. If a train travels 300 mi. in 9 hr 40 min., how
long will it be in trJ^velling 223 mi.? J"^- -'/ "^- ^^-
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15. If 7 gal. 1 qt. of wine cost $17.40, what will 3 qt.
1 pt. cost at the same rate?

16. If 15 yd., I of a yard wide, will make a dress, how
many yards, f of a yard wide, will make another dress
of the same size?

17. How many yards of cloth, | yd. wide, will be re-

quired to line 35 yd., If yd. wide?
18. If it requires 36 yd. of carpeting, | yd. wide, to

cover a floor, how many yards, | yd. wide, will be re-

quired to cover the same floor?

19. A regiment of 1000 men are to have new coats;
each coat is to contain 2| yd. of cloth, 1} yd. wide, and
to be lined with shalloon f yd. wide. How many yards
of shalloon will be required?

20. A bankrupt owes $4000, and his assets—that is,

his whole property—amount to only $840. What
dividend will his creditors receive in the dollar?

21. A merchant became insolvent, owing $6850, and
had only $4932 with which to pay his creditors. How
much should a creditor, whose claim is $1540, receive?

22. What does a bankrupt pay in the pound if his
creditors receive £376 5s. out of £2076?

23. How much will a creditor lose on a debt of
$5342.25 if he receives only 67^c. in the dollar?

24. A creditor loses 37|c. in the dollar of what was
due to him, and thereby loses $330. What was the
sum due?

25. The divisor is 3f+3f and the quotient *

Find the dividend.

1

ofM

26.
3iA receives ^ of an estate and 5 a of J| of the re-

mainder. C gets what is left and finds that his share
is worth $872 more than A 's. What is the value of the
estate?

ii

t'

a

%
,1
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27. A farmer sold a load of four-foot wood, 7 ft. long

by 4 ft. high, to a grocer, at the rate of $3.60 per cord,

receiving in exchange 3 lb. tea at 37ic. per pound; 6 lb.

rice at SJc. per pound; and the remainder of the price

in granulated sugar at the rate of 22 lb. for one dollar.

How many pounds of sugar did he receive?

28. Find the weight of 500000 bricks at 4 lb. 2 oz.

each, and the cost in dollars and cents, at 27s. 6d. per

1000, allowing 4s. 2d. to make a dollar.

29. A man bought a quantity of tea supposed to be

done up in packages of 1 lb. each, for which he was to

pay $64; on weighing them, however, it was found that

each package was 1 oz. light. How much should he

pay for the tea?

30. A farmer exchanges 3^ tons of wheat at 64Jc. a

bushel for coal at $6.75 per ton. How many pounds of

coal does he get?

31. Express, as a fraction of an acre, the sum of the

following:—J of i of H of an acre; f of if of « of 100

sq. rd.; and \^ of 2i times 605 sq. yd.

32. A produce merchant exchanged 43^ bu. of oats

at 39|c. per bushel, and 13i bbl. of apples at $3.86 per

barrel, for butter at 37ic. per pound. How many

pounds of butter did he receive?

33. The circumference of a wheel is^ of its diameter.

Find the diameter of a wagon wheel which makes '^"0

revolutions in going a mile.

34. An orcht^..d is 24f rd. long and 15J rd. wide. Ac

Ifc. per cubic foot what will it cost to dig a ditch around

the outside of it, 3 ft. 9 in. wide and 4 ft. deep?

35. A man spent A of his money for a house, ^ of the

remainder for cattle, and the rest for a farm. If the

farm cost him $357 less than the house and cattle to-

gether, what did he pay for all?
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3*. A house and lot are together worth $2100; \ of

the value of the house is equal to i of the value of the

lot. Find the value of each.

37. Reduce to its simplest form^—^ x .... , i-r-

^. .., ^+aV n of 2A
38. Simplify

A-(»of^)
.
(|of^)+(Uof 5)

A+(T^irof3i)-(iof iH)-i n-n
39. A person sold i4 f of his land, B J of the remain-

der, C f of what then remained, and received $50 for

what he had left at $60 per acre. Find the number of

acres he had at first.

40. Divide the sum of | of 8§ and 2 f of 5J by the

difference between f of 3) and ^ of § of 2f

.

41. What quantity taken from 159f will make it

exactly divisible by 12|?

42. Simplify i-| of I+7V1 and find how many times

the result is contained in |+(J of i\-i).

43. Two men start from the same point at the same
time to walk in the same direction around a block of

land IJ mi. on each side, A goes at the rate of 4 mi.

and B 3 mi. an hour. How far will A walk before he
overtakes .8?

44. If 3i yd. of cloth cost $12.50, what will 23,v yd.

cost?

£14 12s. lid. £10 10s. lOd.
45. Simplify X

10*-3f '^ 10s. 9id.

46. A grain dealer bought 64 bags of oats, weighing
(including bags) 3616 lb. The bags averaged 1 lb. 12

oz. each. The dealer paid 34c. per bushel for the oats

and sold them at 42Jc. per bushel. How much was his

gain?

ii
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47. A man owns J of J of ^^ of an investment; on
selling f of his share he finds his interest worth $100
less than before. What is the value of the whole in-

vestment?

48. I buy a farm containing 80 a., and sell } of it for

? of the cost of the farm. I then sell the remainder at

$60 per acre, and neither gain nor lose by the whole
transaction. Find the cost of the farm.

49. Change ^ ofH ^^ to a simple fraction.

50. Simplify:

(a)

3+i

ib)
tV of a guinea-T^ of a £

8s. lOfd.

51. Reduce 2 hr. 20 min. to the fraction of 3§ weeks.

52. A brick wall is to be built 90 ft. long, 17 ft. high,

and 4 ft. thick. Each brick is 9 in. long, 4^ in. wide,
and 2J in. thick. How many bricks will be required?

53. How many boxes, each holding J of a quart, will

be required to hold 12 bu. 3 pk. 1 gal. 2 qt. of straw-
berries?

54. How many acres in the form of a square can be
enclosed by a fence 144 rd. long?

55. A man does ^ of a piece of work in one day. How
long will it take him to do a piece of work 30 times as
large as the first?

56. What length of carpet, 27 in. wide, will cover a
rectangular floor 10| ft. by 15J ft.?

57. Express the fraction } as one with 4 for numera-
tor; I as one with 7f for its numerator; i^ as one with
2Q for its denominator; and find one-third of the sum
of the three.
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58. Express £7 158. lOd. in Canadian money.

59. At an election, where only five-sixths of the wh -Je

number of voters voted, one of the two candidates re-

ceived half as many votes again as the other, and beathim
by 795 votes. What was the whole number nf votes?

6«. Gunpowder is composed of ^'^ sulphur, ^ char-

coal, and } nitre. How many pounds of each will be
required to make IJ t. of gunpowder?

61. A farmer sells to a merchant 3015 lb. of hay at

$16 per ton, and takes in payment lb. of tea at 80c.

per pound, 22^ lb. of coffee at 26c. per pound, 33 lb. of

sugar at 12 lb. for a dollar, 32J lb. of raisins at ISfc.

per pound, 14 lb. 13 oz. of bacon at 16c. per pound, and
the balance in cash. How much cash does the farmer
receive?

62. Make a bill of the following entries:—^James

Anderson bought of Geo. Ritchie & Co., Jan. 13, 1914,

14J yd. of dress goods at 65c. per yard, 3} yd. of linen

at 36c. per yard, ^ yd. of lining at 15c. per yard; Jan.

17, 18 pearl buttons at 24c. per dozen, 3 spools of thread

at 5c. each; Jan. 26, 8 J yd. of tweed at 72c. per yard,

16 yd. of cotton at 12ic. per yard, 15 yd. of cloth at

45c. per yard.

63. Farmer B sold to a merchant the following art-

icles to apply on an overdue account of $54.45:—1680
lb. of hay at $15 per ton, 3f cords of wood at $4.80 per

cord, 4 bbl. of apples at $2.75 per barrel, 350 lb. of

flour at $2.50 per cwt., 30 lb. 10 oz. of butter at 16c.

per pound. Make out the account neatly, showing
the balance, and to whom due.

:f
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B

i4. Make a bill of the following items:—Mrs. Hay
bought of Brown Bros., July 5, 1914, 8 lb. 8 oz. of

currants at 8c. per pound, 25 lb. of rice at 95 per cwt.,

9 bars of soap at 3 for 25c. ; July 19, 43 yd. of cotton at

7c. per yard, 16 yd. of dress goods at 29c. per yard, |

doz. spools at 3 for 10c.; July 29, paid cash on account

$5 and bought 3 qt. of maple syrup at SI . 20 per gallon,

and paid the balance in cash on Aug 9.

65. Make out the following account, neatly and
accurately, in proper form:—Nicholas Nickleby bought

the goods from you on March 3, and paid you $10 on
account April 8, 3} lb. tea at 80c., 300 lb. sugar at 4}c.

45 yd. print at ll§c., 2\ gal. syrup at 65c., 12 yd.

towelling at 12ic., | doz. knives and forks at 12.50, 27

lb. cheese at 15c., 1 lb. 10 oz. lemon peel at 32c. per

pound.

66. Make out in proper form and find the amount
of the following bill:—June 1, 1914, G. Murray & Co.

sold to John Scott, Toronto, 4886 bu. 36 lb. wheat at

58c. a bushel, 4530 lb. peas at 52c. a bushel, 38 bu. 3

pk. barley at 54c. a bushel, 465 lb. of flour at SI. 50 a

cwt., 4685 lb. bran at $15 a ton. Write out a receipt

in full payment of account, 26th June.

II



CHAPTER IV

DECIMALS

I. Notation and Numicration

CXCRCI5F. 74

INTR0DU< Ioi'\

1. In the number 12345.678, name ihe place occu-
pied by each digit.

2. How are tens related to unit; ; unitij to tens?
3. How are hundreds related to tens; tens to hun-

dreds?

4. How are thousands related to hundreds; hun-
dreds to thousands?

5. What relation do tenths bear to units; units to
tenths?

6. What relation do hundredths bear to tenths;
tenths to hundredths?

7. What relation do thousandths bear to hundredths;
hundredths to thousandths?

TABLE JB

•O
a

9
9
n ^

1
1

1

a

i

1

s
H

1

2 2 2 2 • 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 • 3 3 o 3
4 4 4 4 • 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 • 5 5 5 5

t^

'iy^

<•• T.
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y

8. Express the following as decimals:—The tenth of

a unit; the tenth of a tenth; the tenth of a hundredth;

the tenth of a thousandth ; the tenth of a ten-thousandth

;

the tenth of a hundred-thousandth.

9. In the number 1234567.654321, compare the

position of tens and tenths with reference to the units;

of hundreds and hundredths; of thousands and thou-

sandths.

10. The places to the right of units have, thus, cor-

responding names to those to the left, viz., tenths,

hundredths, thousandths, ten-thousandths, hundred-

thousandths, millionths, ten-millionths, etc.

1 1. Divide the number 123456789.456123 into periods

of three figures each, counting from the point.

(a) Name the periods to the left of the decimal point.

(6) Read the first period to the r?' ;•< of the point.

(c) Compare, with reference to the units' period, the

position of this period with that of thousands.

{d) Read the second period to the right of the point

and compare the position of the millions and
millionth periods with reference to the units' one.

12. Express as tenths:—7.2; 8.4; 6.5; 9.7.

13. Express as hundredths:—7.24; 8.35; .27; .07.

14. Express as thousandths:—.465; 7.25; .075; 8.1.

15. Read the following:—84.96; 364.072; 28.307;

17.008.

16. Express the following as decimals:—jVl \%js''

iVij; 6^^; x(i%r>\ Sj^jj'g; l^-iji^.

17. Read the following : -707005; 70700.5; 7070.05;

707.005; 70.7005.

18. Read the following:—6; 60; 600; 6000. From
this state the effect of affixing cipiiers lo wholt- numbers.
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From19. Read the following :—4 ; .04; .004; .0004.

this state the effect of the ciphers.

20. Read the following :—.4 ; .40; .400; .4000. From
this state the effect of the ciphers.

EXERCISE 75 •

Write the following decimals in words:

1. .9. 5. 4.31. 9. 21.3601.

2. .27. 6. 7.216. 10. 17.0064.

3. .368. 7. 3.314. 11. 18.00081

4. .064. 8. 5.8167. 12. 20.01458

Express in figures the following:

13. Eight tenths; two and seven hundredths; nine
thousandths.

14. Eight hundred and seven, and ninety-four thous<
andths; three thousand and seventeen, and seven
hundred and nine ten-thousandths; three, and one
thousand and eight millionths.

15. Six, and four ten-thousandths; eighty, ?nd six

hundred and nine ten-millionths; one hundred and one,
and one thousand and one hundred-thousandths.

II. Addition of Decimals

EXERCISE 76

1. What kind of numbers can be added together?

2. In addition, how are the addends written so that
units of the same order may be added together?

3. In 3.4+71.61+7.984+.689+367.8, arrange the
addends under one another so that units may be
under units, tens under tens, tenths under tenths,

etc.

* 1

M

L
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Find the sum of the following:

(4) (5)

42.3 12.326

13.06 204.00

8.049 8.3024

1.6 52.007

.037 324.1

Find the sum of the following:

—

8. 4.5+70.63+1.079+25.

.126+3.05+.07+.528+7.093.

(6)

4031.06

108.304

9.001345

76.739

250.0007

9.

1«.

11.

12.

111.306+.0317+2.793+.007.

470.05+72.701+3.0315+413.2658.

12.3987+4.1462+.02063+ 13+ 10.962.

13. 210.7+14563.21+.0173+382.74156.

14. 9.127+17.72+.0041+2.31+ 170.96.

15. .101285+17.061+3.2001+5.38706.

16. 2.325+.0012+5.086+219.6832+.407.

(7)

,608242

.0315044

.8034

.086

.9106

EXERCISE 77

1. A man sold 36.75 a. of land, and then had 127.6 a.

How many acres had he at first?

2. Add together fifty-nine tenths; six hundred, and

seven hundredths; eighteen thousandths; seven, and

eight ten-thousandths; and fifty, and five hundredths.

3. In one field there are 12.9 a. ; in a second 14.75 a.;

in a third 15.675 a.; in a fourth 17.865 a. How many

acres are there in the four fields?

4. Five loads of coal weighed as follows:—1.75 t.,

1.345 t., 1.5 t., 1.975 t., 2.25 t. How much did the five

loads weigh?

5. A merchant bought 147.5 yd. of cloth at one time;

375.25 at another; and 4.53.125 at a third. How much

cloth did he buy?

UM
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6. On Monday a bicyclist rode 47.245 mi.; on Tues-

day, 50.64 mi.; on Wednesday, 56.5 mi.; on Thursday,

8.75 mi. How far did he ride these four days?

7. Find the sum of 4C7 thousandths, 75 millionths,

813 tenths, 6845 hundredths, and 75 ten-thousandths.

8. Simplify 351.76-I-30.0S+.007+90.65-I-17.7943.

9. Six marble blocks weigh, respectively, 5.73 cwt.,

4.834 cwt., 7.938 cwt., 7.4 cwt., 18 cwt., and 78.1 cwt.

Find their total weight.

10. A train ran 45.7 mi. in the first hour, 51.74 mi. in

the second, 50.7504 in the third, and 53.7105 in the

fourth. How many miles did the train run during

these four hours?

11. A merchant has four pieces of calico measuring,

respectively, 25.5 yd., 29.125 yd., 34.25 yd., and

33.75 yd. How many yards are there in the four

pieces?

12. Four fields contain as follows:—15.37u a., 12.6125

a., 14.003 a., 16.5 a. How many acres do the four

fields contain?

III. Subtraction <» EfeciMALS

EXERCISE Tt

1. Arrange the number 7.56 under 84.25, so that it

may be taken from the latter.

2. The minuend is 96; the subtrahend is 2.75.

Arrange these for subtraction, so that unit« of the same
order may be under each other.

(3) (4) (5) (6)

From 18.5 2.8706 .50376 .36

Take 2 3476 .49 065 .12704
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II. a04.1 take 36.002.
12. loee

12. 2

l«. 17.36

999.99.

1.3678.

9.0184.

From
7. 1 . 869 take . 0374.

8. .0061 " .00089.

9. 6.723 " 2.7981.

1*. 9.305 '* 7.9.

Find the value of:

15. (7.2-2.75)-(1.9-.0027).
16. 36+7.07-24.896- (3.164-.799).
17. (273.2'J-41.802)-(7.162+5L386-.09863).

.
EXERCISE 79

1. A sovereign weighs 123.274 gr., and a shiMing
87.271 gr. Find their difference in weight.

2. Take eleven thousandths from eleven hundredths.
3. Add together the sum and difference of seventy-

three thousandths and one hundred and fifteen mil-
lionths.

4. From a piece of muslin containing 27.5 yd., a
merchant sold 13.75 yd. How much was left?

5. From one thousand take one millionth.
6. To how many pounds of chicory must 28.786 lb.

of coffee be added to produce 34.35 lb. of mixture?
7. A Manitoba farmer had two sections of land, and

sold 450.625 a. How many acre's had he left?

8. A owns nine-tenths of a ship. He sells eight
hundred and eighty-eight thousandths of it. How
much has he left?

9. When a certain number is taken away from
25.375, 2.7869 is left. Find the number taken away.

10. From a roll of wire 37.125 yd. long, 8.75 yd. are
cut. How much remains?

U. How much must be added to 247.368 to make ud
300? '

^:^xmict'aBa/^as»
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

EXERCISE 80
bimplify:

1. 94.7-48.08+41.76-36.875-27.846.

78-16.45-24.786-9.95+18-16.7.

53+52.6-18.8946-31.254-.5+32.18.

1.6+7.84+6.875-3.999-5.5555.

.008+10.4-3.576-2.8497+7.567.

6-2.45-3.745+8.674+3.245-7.

From the sum of 101.01 and 1.001 take their
difference.

8. Find the least number which, added to the sum
of .12, 1.5, .07, and 80.3, will make the result a whole
number.

9. Mr. Jones, who owned 160.5 a. of land, sold
13.125 a. to one man and 16.004 a. to another. How
many acres had he left?

10. From 561.09 take the sum of the sum and diflfer-
ence of 2.845 and 3.7.

11. Add together 1.648, .0432, and .0007, and sub-
tract the result from 4.

12. A is to travel 600 mi. in three days. The first
day he travels 196.5 mi. and the second day 203.75 mi.
How far must he travel the third day?

IV. Multiplication of Decimals

EXERCISE 81

INTRODUCTORY

1. Multiply each o( the following numbers by 3—
5, 7, 9, 12, 13.

*

2. Multiply each of the following numbers by 3 —
,5, J, .9, 1.2, 1.3.

^ '
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3. Multiply each of the following numbers by 3:

—

.05, .07, .09, .12, .13.

4. Multiply each of the following numbers bv.3:—
6, 7, 9, 12, 13.

5. Multiply each of the following numbers by .03:

—

.6, .7, .9, 1.2, 1.3.

6. Multiply each of the following numbers by .003 :-

.05, .07, .09, .12, .13.

7. State a rule for determining how many decimal
places there are in the product of examples 4, 5, and 6.

8. Multiply the following by 10:—.7, .8, .07, .08,

.007, .008.

9. What is the effect of multiplying a number by 10
on the position of the decimal point?

10. Multiply the following by 100:—.7, .8, .07, .08.

.007, 8.

11. What is the effect on the position of the decimal
point of multiplying by 100?

12. B',' merely moving the decimal point, multiply
each of the following numbers by 100:—7.2c, 80.1,

.064, 7.006, 5.025.

13. Give a rule for multiplying any number by 10;

by 100; by 1000.

EXERCISE 82

1. How many decimal places will there be in the
product of 84.78 and 3.75? In the product of 7.846
and .0078?

(2) (3) (4) (5)

Multiply 4.64 53.062 .1346 675.1

By 3.35 4.53 .203 .008

:sat^ ,,««:-.H-,-
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Multiply

6. 713 by 3.47.

7. 3.96 by .068.

8. 9.07 by 1.06.

9. .008 by .009.

10. 13.14 by .0236.

11. 714.6 by 1.124.

12. 9.006 by .0045.

13. 1.001 by 1.009.

14. .005 by 3.009.

EXERCISE 83

knols
^ """"^ '''^"'*'' ^'^^^^ ""'• ^'""^ ^^"^ '^"S'h of 49

2. When a certain number is divided by 3.25 the
quotient is 2.00968. Find the number

I.r L^r:7or7
^'^''^'' ^^'"^^ ^'^ '^^'^ '" a rectangu-

lar lot 56.25 yd. deep and 13.75 yd. wide?

1045
^^^'''" ^^^ continued product of 10.45, 1.045, and

5. Find the cost of 8384 ft. of boards at $16.75 oerthousand. "^

7. A square link contains 62.726 sq. in. What isthe area in square inches of 5327 sq. links.?

8 A pint of water weighs 1.25 lb. Avoirdupois.What IS the weight of 7.8 pints.?

9 Gold is 19.26 times as heavy as water. Whatweight of gold is of the same bulk as 17.342 lb. of water?
10. The circumference of a circle measures 3.14159

times Its diameter. What will be the length of the
circumference of a circle whose diameter measures
ot.zoH mi.?

and'27^'"'^
^^^ ^'°'^"''^ °^ *^^ '""" ^""^ difference of .27

fo,?' ^'I^'i:^'^^
^^'ght of 5 cu. ft. of water if a cubic

foot weighs 62.455 lb. Avoirdupois?

?s£k^~JHS^«lsnr
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V. Division of Decimals

EXERCISE 84

INTRODUCTORY

1. Compare .0005, .005, .05, .5, and 5.

2. What li the effect on a number of moving the
decimal point one place to the right? Two places?
Three places?

3. ¥ = 5; W-S; J^W^-5; VitW-5.
4. What is jthe effect on the quotient when the

divisor and dividend are both multiplied by the same
number?

5. Divide each of the following nu'^bers by .05-

—

35; 3.5; .35; .035; 5.5; .55.

6. Divide each of the following numbers by .002J
•

—

7, .07, .007, 7.2, .72, .072.

7. Divide each of the following numbers by 5-

—

4, 1.4, .24, 3.21, .04, .004.

Divide:

1. 16.578 by 5.4. 5.

2. 48.591 by .96. 6.

3. 2.56 by .0032. 7.

4. 4.126 by 640. 8.

EXERCISE 85

3.1 by .0025. 9. 202 by .01.

.0012 by 1.6. 10. 406.8 by .018.

.0774 by 480. n. 1.066 by 13.

21.3 by 37.5. 12. 15.77 by 19.

10?

EXERCISE 86

1. What number must be multiplied by .0064 to give

2. How often can 1.314 be taken from 394.2?
3. Divide .1 by .001, and the quotient by 2.

4. The area of a rectangular field is 3414.012 sq. yd.
Its width is 125.7 yd. What is its length?

W^ii.^^ms-
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of I'yd"
'*•"' '"^- °' ''""• "^' «"•»«. find the COS.

*. A certain number is added to Vmr, o„ i .1.
divided by 2.04. The resuk is 2 6^75 V r^number added to .3005.

' ^'""^ ^^^

7. How many bushels will fill a hin a u r •
,

for h.s own use. Of how ™a„y tons did his cV'; cI

ho:v:.^t^r3oi^-!^-r.h?sre^^^^^^

the oats, ».875 'foT'tf :hear™:,V4,7 'r'"='
'"'

How ™any bushels of ealh did he buW
"™-

•oo!ii2oftstirhT„r"" '/'* "• "•"' " ^^p-i^

ura.sed/rrru';^--"'.:-:;^^^^^^^^^
ature is raised 25 degrees? ^^"'P^''-

EXERCISE 87

by .OO^m"'"
'•'"•* "' ••"°' '"'' <«"<'» 'h^ product

rectan^lar pL':fM':fj "i^f *"', " «>»* '° 'ence a

wide?
®^-^ ''^' '°"« »"d 27-75 rods
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in.* make

'• The weight of a cubic foot of water is Ml IK jan .mpcrial gallon contain, 277.27rcu „ F ^rf li:''weight in ounces of a pint of water
^ ""

from .h?slVj^;T2 TlT^n..'^'
"""' >» '""^

it Win contai;I^I*;„\t',rntr; ^tiS "
""^

•". '.f^a'/a :'et^rerre^„7.t"r J' TT"decimal of an inch willth! i 1 } y^' ^^ "^^^^

lum differ from"one melreV ''' °' ^ "^^"^'^ P^"^"'

»• A drover lost .065 of his flock by wolves in^ kdisease, and .27 by theft. He then sofd rV.f 'J
^

mained. and had 280 sheep left F^„H 1 '^^^^' '^
his original flock.

"^ *^^ """'*'«'" °f

'. Find the value of-^^^i^l:?21-J[79x.l79 ,

:32nri79 of $20.

10. From the sum of 6 4- n« o.,^ n^^
MuUipi. the re.ain.er I'So:! ^^^^^^

on'i^trorit?s™'';h'ic?r.u~? '"•* "•

acres does the pyramid cover? ^ ""^ "'*">'

inches of iron will weig'h half^'t^;'
'"^ ""'"'' -"«
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VI. R«Dt/CT,ON OF DkCIMAM
CXCRCISC M

I. .7.

a. .36. • ! •^«^4-

3. .08. :•
-^^^s.

•• -^^^
1.. .00427. „ 00Express the following t -

"• W

«'• 1^. 2,' ;t'
18 XL T*ir-**• njV- 22. 4jjifl .^«„„„.

^«»«^«o- 27. 10,^^^,

n. .00036.

»2. .02007.

»i- .712465.
i4. .0O(XK)0.

". .000875.

cimaJs:

'*• 126,^^.

CXCRCISE 89

1 n- : ^INTRODUCTORY)
I. Divide 687 by 5 evnU- •

^' Divide 4 by 5 exnla
'"'"^ ""'^ '"'^ '" the process

3. Divide
7 b^ 8'; e^t'If elt s^ .^"

V'^
^--

t
Reduce I to a decimal 7 R^

'"^ '" '^^ P'^o^ess.
5. Reduce i to a decima I' r!h

"''
'
'^ '" " ^^^'"'^'•

6. Reduce I to a decimal , r!h
"'' "^ ^^ ^ ^--"^-1.

'0. Give a rule for reduaW . ^ ^^ ^"" ^^^'"^^J-
decimal. eaucing a vulgar fraction to a

EXERCISE 90
Reduce the following to decimals:

2 5 "• M(j.

5 6
'• tTT.

tJj.

''' 24Hr.
13. 3|J.
'4- 46A.
"• 47/j.
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EXERCISE 91

1. Change to common fractions in their simplest

form:—.25, .36, .96, .096, .375.

2. Change to decimal form: ^\, T?Ayo» ifu* itfyWrj-

3. Express in decimal form: 5Vi,, 34t§c, 6|, 8|J.

4. Express as common fractions in their lowest

terms:—.6i, .4f, .04|, .087J.

5. Change to mixed numbers in their simplest form:

7.5§, 4.3t^, 5.161, 7.0|.

6. Reduce each of these fractions to hundredths:

h, i. ii h h t« t\« A-

7. Change the following to decimals, and find the

sum of the decimals:—J, f , ^js, H» i4» A-

8. Cut as many tablecloths as possible, each con-

taining 3i yd., from 23.35 yd. of damask, and find how

much material remains.

9. Multiply .1234 by 10; by 100; by 1000; by 10000.

10. Divide .1234 by 10; by 100; by 1000; by 10000.

11. What number divided by 1.25 will give the con-

tinued product of 11, 1.1, .OOIt^o?

12. What number, multiplied by .4 of 7.8, gives .25

of .4 of 8| as product?

VII. Circulating Decimals

8. If we reduce f to a decimal we get .625; if,

however, we reduce § to a decimal we get .66666 with

a remainder of 2 and we find that the operation can

never be completed because there is a remainder.

Such a decimal is called a repeating, recurring or circu-

lating decimal.
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Reduce the following to decimals:

1
3. I. I,

6
la. h

i = .333333, etc. which is written .3

1= 222222, etc. " " " .2

I = .777777, etc. " " " .7

f = .857142857142, etc. " " .857412

A = .4166666, etc. " " " .416

f = .833333, etc. " " " .83

Thus from the above we find that J, g, I, i result

in decimals in which all the digits repeat, but that Vl
and f result in decimals in which one or more figures

do not repeat. To distinguish one from the other we
call decimals such as .6 and .857142 pure repeating
decimals and .416 and .83 as mixed repeating decimals.

I

EXERCISE 92

Express as decimals the following:

—

1. h 5. ^2. 9.

H.
1 2

SI
2«'

Ih
2. f

.

6

3. f. 7

*. H. 8

10. n-
11. 1?.

12. n-

l

Reduction of Circulating Decimals

Reduce .4 to a fraction:

10 times .4 = 4.444444, etc.

1 " .4= .4M444, etc.

Therefore

Similarly

9 .4 = 4

4 =

2— - •

.5 = 1, etc.
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Reduce .24 to a fraction

:

100 times .24-24.24242424, etc.

1 " .24= .24242424, etc.

99

Therefore

.24 = 24
• • 24
•^^ = 99

9. A pure circulating decimal may be expressed as

a fraction by setting down for numerator the figures that

compose the decimal, and for denominator as many
nines as there are figures in the decimal.

Similarly .43

and

4-1

^.
10

435.
tin

.•±00 .'*9 9 ^f. f.„^

Therefore

39

90

431

10 990

100 times .43 = 43.333333, etc.

10 " .43= 4.333333, etc.

90 " .43 = 39

43.39^43^
90 90

or

and

1000 times .435 = 435.35353535, etc.

10 '• .435= 4.35353535, etc.

990 .435 = 431

Therefore .435 =
431 435 -4
990 ~ 990

10. From the above it will be seen that if we sub-

tract the part that does not repeat from the whole
decimal, we get a number corresponding to the numer-
ator of the fraction. Hence to reduce a mixed circulat-

ing decimal to a common fraction, subtract the part

that does not repeat from the whole decimal; take this

as numerator and for denominator as many nines as

there are figures in the repeating part, followed by as

many zeros as there are figures in the non-repeating part.
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EXERCISE 93

Express as fractions in their lowest terms :

1. .^;_ .72: .437; .142857.

2. .3427; .2856; .09; .383.

3. 4.234; 2.0026; .3568. 5.345

Addition and Subtraction ov Circulating
Decimals

11; When an accurate re? !; is not required, cir-

culating decimals may be auded or subtracteo by
extending each decimal and performing the operation.

Thus, to add .38, 263, and .45896 correct to four deci-

mal places, extend the decimals to six places, being two
more than the required number.

.383838

.263333

.458964

1.106135=1.1061

If an accurate result is required, however, the
decimals may be reduced to vulgar fractions and then
added, which would make a tedious operation; or we
may proceed as follows:

Add .43; .563 and .2738

.43 = .4333333333333333S333333333333. .

.

.563 = .5636363636363636363636363036363. .

.

.2738 = .2738738738738738738738738738738. .

.

The sum is 1.2708435708435708... =1.2708435

Subtraction may be carried on in the same manner.

EXERCISE 94

Add correct to four places:

1. .8, .382, .4336.

2. .36, .364, .27, .OOOis.
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1:

.4567, .42857,

4. From .3i26 take .0186.

.2832.

Find the exact sum of the following:

5. .4, .382, .0035.

4. .63, .236, .2569.

'. .000052, .4537, .9,

8. .291, .632, .2563.

.34.

9. From 13.682 take 9.007.

10. From 5. 142857 take 4.285714 and express the

result as a fraction in its lowest terms.

VIII. Decimals of Denominate Numbers

EXERCISE 95

INTRODUCTORY

1. Express f pound in ounces; express .5 of a pound

in ounces.

2. Express .125 of a ton in pounds.

3 Find the number of inches in .75 of a yard.

'i^ Example 1. What is the value of ,7875 of £1?

£7875 . 7875 of £1 = . 7875 of 20s.

20 =15. 75s.

s. 15.7500 .75 of Is. = .75 of 12d.

12 =9d.

d. 9.0000 Hence, .7875 of £l = 15s. 9d.

4. Find the value of .25 of an hour.

5 How many inches are there in . 5 yd.?

6. A room is .8 rd. wide. How many feet wide is it?

7. A parcel weighs .75 lbs. How many ounces does

it weigh?
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8. A lesson on Arithmetic lasted .65 hr. How many
minutes did it last?

9. The distance between two postf is 5.4 yd. How
many feet are these posts apart?

10. A book weighed 2.25 lbs. How many ounces
did it weigh?

EXERCISE 96

Find the value of:

1. .94375 of 1 acre.

2. .815625 of lib. Troy.

3. .875 of Is.

4. .785 of 1 hour.

5. .497 of 1 day.

6. .4375 of £1.

7. .965625 of 1 mile.

8. .778125 of 1 ton.

9. .828125 of £1.

10. 3.4583 of Is.

11. 2.5384375 of 1 day.

12. .002083 of £1.

EXERCISE 97

INTRODUCTORY

1. Express 4 ft. as the fraction of 5 ft.

2. Express 4 ft. as the decimal of 5 ft.

3. Express 9 in. as the fraction of 1 yd.

4. Express 9 in. as the decimal of 1 yd.

5. Express 2 ft. 3 in. as the fraction of 1 yd. and then

express 2 ft. 3 in. as the decimal of 1 yd.

6. Express 6d. as the decimal of Is.

7. Express 3 hr. as the decimal of a day.

8. Express 16 lb. as the decimal of a ton.

9. Express 36 lb. of wheat as the decimal of a bushel.

Example 2. Reduce 17s. 5id. to the decimal of £1;

and express £3 17s. 5id. in £'s only.

1 far. = id. = .25d.

5Jd=5.25d.

5.25d.=^'»i^s. = .4375s.

.-. i7.4375s.=ii^#J-5-£ = .871875 £.

Hence, £3 17s. 5Jd. = £3.871875.

4

12

20

1 far.

5.25d.

17.4375s.

£.871875
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EXERCISE 98

1. Reduce 10s. 6d. to the decimal of £1.

2. Reduce 5 cwt. 64 lb. to the decimal of 1 ton.

3. Reduce 15 dwt. 15 gr. to the decimal of 1 oz. Troy.

4. Reduce 248 rd. to the decimal of 1 mile.

5. Reduce 2 qt. 1 pt. to the decimal of 1 peck.

6. Express £9 5s. 4^d. in pounds only.

7. Express 17 cwt. 89 lb. 8 oz. in cwt. only.

8. Express 7 bu. 3 pk. 1 gal. in bushels only.

9. Express 3f ft. as the decimal of 1 fathom.

10. What decimal of 4 oz. is 2 oz. 16 dwt. 19.2 gr.?

11. Express 5 da. 9 hr. 46 min. 48 sec. in hours only.

12. Express f of ^ of 221 lb. as the decimal of 1 ton.

EXERCISE 99

1. Express 6.3 min. as the decimal of a week.

2. At a certain place the dail. rainfall for a week

was:—0.4, .00, 1.02, .84, .00, .14, 1.54 in. Find the

average daily rainfall.

3. Find the value of:

.375 of 10S.+.015625 of 4s.-.125s.+.625 of 2s. 6d.

4. The average of four quantities is 18.65; the first

is 26.207, the second 3.592, and the third is 38.06. Find

the fourth.

5. Express the sum <Jf .4 mi. .424 rd. .4246 yd. as the

decimal of a mile.

6. Express 5 wk. 5 da. 9 hr. 46 min. 48 sec. as weeks.

7. Which is the greatet, .27 of 3 mi. or .72 of a mile,

and by how many yards!

8. Cork, whose weight is .24 of that of water, weighs

15 lb. per cubic foot. Find the weight of 3 cu. ft. of

oak, which weighs .934 times as much as water.
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9. Six bells which commence tolling together, toll

at intervals of 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.75, 1.8, 2.1 sec, respectively.

At what intervals v/ill they loll together?

10. If 28 men do f of .315 of a piece of work in 3.663

days, how many men will do the whole work in 16.28

days?

EXERCISE 100

1. .4 of A 's money is invested in mines ; .025 in ships,

and the remainder, amounting to $2532.30, is on de-

posit in the bank. How much is A worth?

2. By what must 1 00503 be divided, so that ^ of

the quotient may be .859?

3. If 65.25 gal. of brandy are worth £73 13s. 8d.,

what are 9.6 gal. worth?

4. Divide 20 oz. of gold among ^4, 5, and C, so that

A's share may be equal to .4 of 5*s, and B's 1.3 of C's.

5. A cubic metre contains 1.308 cu. yd. and a gallon

277.274 cu. in. How many gallons will contain a cubic

metre?

6. Add together \\ of an acre, W of 40 sq. rd., and
7.5625 sq. yd., giving the result in square feet.

7. In a town of 240V56 inhabitants, it was found
thcit .0475 of the whole could not read, and only .575

of those able to read could write. How many were
there of each?

8. A and B step together; A takes 2.5 ft. each step,

and B 2.785 ft. When B has gone a mile, what part of

a mile has A still to go?

9. From Hamburg to Bremen is 22,75 German miles,

or 109.5 English miles. What fraction of a German
mile is an English mile?
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10. A cubic foot of water weighs 10( «. Find the

weight of water in a rectangular cistern 6.2 ft. long,

4f^ ft. wide, and 3.75 deep.

1 1. Divide $576.58 among 3 men und 4 women, giving

each man 1.75 of a woman's share.

EXERCISE 101

1. The unit is £21 12s. 9d. What is the decimal

mcasute of £8 9s. 3d.?

2. What number multiplied by .4 will give 15.6 mi.

as product!'

3. Express the sum of 7.125 mi. 3.375 rd. .8625 yd.

as feet.

4. Simplify .625 a.+.28125a.+4.75sq. rd. -.3025 sq.

rd.

5. If .25 of a house is worth $2557.50, find the value

of .125 of it.

6. What number divided by 7.72 will produce 33 mi.

186 rd. 1 yd. 2 ft. 6 in.?

7. Add together .5125 yd., .62734 H., and .018325

of 40 rd. Subtract the result from .00^ mi., and ex-

press the answer in yards.

8. Simplify:

4 da. 18 hr. £4 3 rd. 2 yd. 8 in.

IC da. 15 hr.
"^ £9 6s. 8d. 15 rd 1 yd. 2 ft. 3 in.

9. If the pressure of the atmosphere is 14.75 lb.,

find the pressure on a rectangular surface 7.74 in. long

by 5.3 in. v,ide.

19. If .275 of the price of a yard of cloth exceeds i
of the price by O^c, what is the price per yard?

IX. General Review

EXERCISE 102

1. Write 30303.0303 in words.

2o Write in figuies seven thousand, and seven

thousandths.
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3. Find the cost of 8760 ft. of lumber at jl2r. jnir M.

4. If ^00 gal. of milk weigh as much as 103 gal. of
water, find the weight in grains of a pint of milk.

5. A sidereal day is 23 hr. 56 min., and the mean
solar day is 24 hr. Reduce the difference between tl.'c

two to the decimal of a sidereal day.

6. If a 5-cent piece weighs 10 grains, find the value
of the 5-cent pieces that will weigh 12 lb. avoirdupois.

7. A mixture of green and black teas is made, 3 oz.

of green to every 5 oz. of black. How much of each
kind will there be in 2 lb. of the mixture?

8. A woman sold 8 turkeys and 8 geese for $11.60,
getting 25c. a piece more or each turkey than f-»r a
goose. What price did she get for each?

9. John, James, and Henry had $1800 divided
amongst them. James got twice as much as John, ana
Henry got twice as much as both John and James.
How much did each get?

10. Find the cost of carpeting a room 2C ft. 6 in. long,
and i7 ft. 8 in. wide, with carpet 27 in. wide, and
costing $1.25 per yard, if the strips run lengthwise,
and 6 in. of each strip be turned under for matching.

11. Divide $520 among ^, B, and C, so that when A
receiv i $1.25, L may receive 80c. and C 55c.

12. The w ekly wages of 3 men and 4 boys is $45. If

a man earns twice as much as a boy, what does each
man and each boy earn in 1 day?

13. Divide $82.00 among 27 men and 37 boys, so
that each man may have three times as much as each
boy.

*. u
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14. Gunpowder is composed of nitre, charcoal and

sulphur, in the proportion of 15, 3, and 2. A certain

quantity of gunpowder is known to contain 20 cwt. of

charcoal. Find its weight, and also the weight of nitre

and sulphur it contains.

15. A farmer agreed to pay his hired man 10 sheep

and $160 for one year's labor. The man quit work at

the end of 7 months, receiving the sheep and S60 as a

fair settlement. Find the value of each sheep.

16. A gravel-bank has a surface area of 1 a. and is 5

ft. deep. What length of road 14 ft. wide will it gravel

to the depth of 9 in.?

17. $1200 is to be divided between two persons, A

and B, so that A's share is to 5*8 share as 2 to 7. Find

the share of each.

18. Divide $57.89 between two men, so that one may

receive one-third as much again as the other.

19. If $19.20 is di^ * 'ed among G men, 12 women, and

15 boys, so tha . 2 n.en may receive as much as 5 boys,

and 2 women as much as 3 boys, how much will each

man receive?

20. The mean height of 5 trees is 91 ft. What must

be the height of a sixth tree which brings the average

up to 94 ft.?

21. A's wages for 6 days average $1.20 a day. On

Monday he earns $1.80 and on Wednesday $2.40.

What is his average rate of wages for each of the four

remaining days?

22. Find the aggregate and also the average price

of 12 geese at $1.66 per pair, 15 turkeys at $1.05 each,

17 chickens at 17c. each, and 12 ducks at 60c. per

pair.
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2^. A farmer had 3 f.elds of whmt. The first had
l?i a. and averaged 20 bu. to the acre; the second had
15 a. and averaged 2? bu. to the acre; the third had
12J a. and averaged 26 ou. Find the average yield (ler
acre and the value of the crop at 65c. per l)ushel.

24. A merchar' bought 3 pieces of cloth of '

yd.
each; 5 pieces ol 72 yd. each; 7 pieces of 96 > '. * ich,
and 9 pieces of 48 yd. each. Find the aggregate num-
ber of raids and the average lengtli of the pieces.

25. -^/ mixing 3 lb. of his best coffee with 7 lb. at 20c.
a pound, a merchant produced a mixture worth 23c. a
pound. What was the price of the best coffee?

26. A cheese actory during one season made 25
cheese, each weighing 35 lb., at 8c.; 30 cheese of 40 lb.
each, at SJc; 30 cheese of 36 lb. each, at 9c.; and 40
cheese of 38 lb. each, at 9ic. Find the average weight
of a cheese and the average prire per pound.

27. A drover bought 60 cows $22 a head ; 80 at $25
a head

;
and 60 at $28 a head. I ...d the aggregate cost

and average price per head.

28. Find the average of the following quantities:

10^, 4^, 15f, 6, 661, 7|.

29. A cricketer averaged 32.5 runs in twelve matches.
How many runs did he make in the thirteenth to reduce
his average to 32?

30. Copper weighs 550 lb. and tin 462 lb. to the cubic
foot. What will be the weight of a cubic foot of a
mixture of 6 parts copper and 5 parts tin?

31. How much water must be added to 92 gal. of
brandy, worth $4.60 per gallon, in order that the mix-
ture may be worth only $3.60 per gallon?

32. A piece of land is

8 ft. high and 2 ft. thick; the

surrounded by a stone wall

id inside the stone wall
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^li

is 100 ft. long and 50 ft. wide. How many cubic feet
of stone does the wall contain?

33. How many miles must be travelled by a team
in ploughing lengthwise a piece of land 60 rd. long and
40 rd. wide, if each furrow is 10 in. wide?

34. A lot 11 rd. long and 9 rd. wide has a fence built
round it. Outside the lot, at a distance of 2 ft. from
the fence, a sidewalk 4 ft. wide is built. How many
square yards of ground does the sidewalk cover?

35. How many thousand shingles 18 in. long and 4
in. wide, lying ^ to the weather, are required to shingle
the roof of a building 54 ft. long, with rafters 22 ft.

long, the first row of shingles being double?

36. Find the expense of sodding a plot of ground
which is 40 yd. long and 100 ft. wide, with sods each a
yard in length and a foot in breadth, the sods when
laid costing 75c. per hundred.

37. It is required to build a sidewalk a quarter of a
mile in length, 8 ft. wide, and 2 in. thick, supported by
three continuous lines of scantling 4 in. square. What
will the lumber cost at $17 per thousand feet?

38. In a room 26 ft. 6 in. long, 16 ft. 8 in. wide, and
12 ft. 3 in. high, there are three windows, each 5J ft.

high and 3 ft. wide, and two doors, each 7 ft. high and
3i ft. wide. The baseboard is 9 in. wide. How much
paper | of a yard wide will be required to cover the walls
and ceiling if there is no waste of paper?

39. A school room is 30 ft. long, 24 ft. wide, and 10 ft.

high above the wainscoting. The trustees pay $20
per thousand for a new floor, $15 per thousand for a new
board ceiling, 10c. per square yard for painting the ceil-

ing, 4c. per square yard for tinting the walls and |2
per day for 6 days' labpr. Find the total cost.



CHAPTER V

PERCENTAGE

EXERCISE 103

INTRODUCTORY

n.a„'y^^LT^^IZ^^^,}? ^T^ ^f "as. How
^ '• A drover had 400^h.»S °"'°f IW cents?
hundred or

9 per clr tT„,'^rdd\?i'„?^-^
douL^hrhT'lCUcr:?•:?f °' -^'Lndred
Out of J300? " ""'''• '"'<' he pay out of 1200?

400?' ^°^J"''P>' is 7 out of every 100 nr 7
f^M?^ (In bus.„e.s a short wr/or;°J,'„r;e?",^„°'

20%? " P*"^ «"'• of a quantity found? 7%>

15%; 25^ ^° "' * ""»**• °f hundredths; 9%;

20%; IrrSjl.™""""" '^^"'O"- «%. 10%, ,2}%;

entiJe Sgf ^ ^'""« - ^ in. long. How long is .he

i^mAfr^ ^^Tt.^ in, > ^a^^^r cent, of its

on*''t^'itr°''"""'"«'^--^Aofit? .,,,nt?

99

^
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14. Express the following as hundredths and as per

3» J» it i» tV» tV. it i. i, |.

15. What per cent, is 1 ft. of 2 ft.? 1 in. of 4 in.?
$1 of $5 ? 6 hr. of 1 da.?

16. What per cent, is any number of itself?

I' !

J
I

Express the

1. 7i%.
2- 6i%.
Express the

7. .055.

8. .0725.

Express the
lowest terms:

13. 12i%.
14. 1U%.
Express the

ages:

19. i.

20. i.

EXERCISE 104

following as hundredths:

3. 33i%. 5. 37i%.
4. 12i%. 6. 87i%.

f611owing decimals in percentages:

9. .25. 11. .033.

10. .2525. 12. 125.

following as common fractions in their

15. 16f%. 17. 38J%.
16. 33i%. 18. 87i%.

following common fractions as percent-

21. f.

22. i
23. |.

24. |.

EXERCISE 105

1. Find ,§5 of 1600;

2. Find .08 of 1100;

3. Find 8% of 1600;

4. 16 % of 450.

5. 20 " of $75.

6. 33J " of 69 sheep.

7. 12i " of 360 ft.

8. lU " of $225.

9. 37J " of 40 mi.

of 1800; of 2500.

of 1300; of 1500.

of 1800; of 2000.

10. 5J%of$200.

2§ " of 600 men.

7| " of 630.

6i " of 96 men.

11.

12.

13.

14. 8i " of 576 sheep.

15. 87J " of $320.
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EXERCISE 106

ion**/ «)u
^^ y*^- °^

^'l"*^
^'^"^ a web containing

120 yd. What per cent, of the web did he sell ?

From 120 yd. he sold 30 yd.;
.-. part sold=tVV of web=i of web=ty'?r of web = 25%.

2. A man had 50 sheep and sold 3 of them. What
per cent, of his sheep did he sell?

3. A man had 25 ducks and lost 7 of them. What
part of his ducks did he lose? What per cent, of them

?

4. A man had $200, and gained $13 more. What
part of his original money was his gain? What per
cent, of It?

5 What per cent, of a quantity is the i of it? i of
It? i of It? I of It? i of it? f of it?

6. A merchant sold 80 yd. of cloth from a web con-
taining 250 yd. What per cent, of the web did he sell ?

iirL^"
^ fa^'ner who had 800 bu. of wheat sold 320 bu.What per cent, of his wheat did he sell?

8. A fourth of a field has been ploughed. What
per cent, of the field remains to be ploughed?

9. 780 is what per cent, of 1300? of 2145?
10. In a class of 48 pupils, 4 are absent. What per

cent, are absent ?

H7U** ^ "*^"'^ income is $1760; his expenses are $1056.What per cent, of his income does he save?
12. 2i is what per cent, of 3^?

(
"• Jl'f^P^P"^^^'^" °f ^ c'<^y has increased in ten yr.from 52550 to 62900. Find the increase per cent.

EXERCISE 107

1. Find the number of which 275 is 25%.

^tJ' P?^ "^"S^
"*"^* ^^ a ^^'^'k's salary in order that17% of It may be $204?

,
3. A farmer buys a field which adds 19% to his

original farm of 300 a. Of how many acres did thefarm then consist?
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4. A man sold a field consisting of 25 a., which was
12% of his farm. How many acres were in the farm
before he sold the field?

5. A farmer made a profit of 25% by selling sheep
at $5 per head. What did he pay for the sheep?

6. A drover sold horses at $90 a head and lost 10%.
What did he pay per head for the horses?

7. A man spends 70% of his income and saves $615.
Find his income.

8. A sample of an alloy was found to contain 15 lb.

of copper, which was 75% of the total weight. Find
the weight of the sample.

9. A merchant gained $5460 in business. This was
75% of what he gained the previous year. How much
did he gain that year?

10. What number increased by 40% of itself equals
847?

11.-4 sold a house for $5400. He gained 12^% on
the cost of the house. Find the cost of the house?

12. A library consists of English and classical books.
The number of English books is 2196; this is 76J% of

the whole number of books in the library. How many
books does the library contain?

EXERCISE 108

1. In a factory there are 264 men, women, and boys.
Find the number of each, if there are 33f% more
wohien than boys and 25% more men than women.

2. The sum of two numbers is 7785, and one is 16i%
more than the other. Find the numbers.

3. A town whose population was 10000, increased

10% every year for 3 yr. What was its population at
the end of that period ?

4. A man having lost 20% of his capital, is worth
exactly as much as another who has just gained 15%
bn his capital; the second man's capital was originally

$9000. What was the first man's capital?
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5. Brown purchased /y of a mill property for
$4064.55, and Smith purchased ^^g of the same property
at a rate 5% higher. What did Smith's part cost him,
and what fraction of the property remains unsold?

6. A man dying, left 33^% of his property to his
wife; 50% of the remainder to his son; 75% of the
residue to his daughter; and the balance, $540, to a chil-
dren's hospital. How much did the daughter receive?

7. A farmer raised 20% more wheat this year than
last. During both years he raised 1320 bu. How
many bushels did he raise each year?

8. A and B each sold 240 a. of land, A gaining 7^%
and B losing 12^%. If A received $960 more than B,
what did each pay an acre for the land?

9. .4's capital was increased by 10% for two succes-
sive years and then it amounted to $6687. What was
his original capital?

10. A's share of a sum of money is | of it. This is

8% more than B's and 8% less than C's. What are 5*s
and C's shares of it?

11. A man owning f of a foundry sold f of his share
to A , and ^ of the foundry to B. What per cent, of the
foundry did he still own?

12. By selling goods for $380, A gains three times the
per cent, that he would gain by selling them for $340.
What per cent, is gained in the latter case?

13. A is 36 yr. old; B is 33^% old^r than this. In
how many years will B be 20% older than A, -' ..uld
both live as long?

EXERCISE 109

1. If a house costs $1200, and is sold to gain 40%,
how much is gained and what is the selling price?

2. A merchant invests $6575 in goods, and sells

them to gain 18%. What is his gain?

3. Bought 500 tons of coal at $4.20 a ton, and sold
it at 27% advance. What was the total gain and the
gain per ton?
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4. A merchant purchases sugar at $7.50 per cwt. At
what price per pound must he sell it in order to gain 10% ?

5. A merchant bought 1000 yd. of carpet at 60c, per
yard, and sold ^ of it at a profit of 30%, j at a profit of

20%, and the rest at a loss of 20%. How much did he
receive for the carpet?

6. A bought a house for $3500, expended $550 in

repairing it, and then sold it at a loss of 8% on the total

cost. For how much did he sell the house?

7. A grain dealer bought wheat for $9384, and sold
it at a gain of 4^%. How much did he receivje for it?

8. 840 bu. of wheat, bought at 74c. per bushel, were
sold at a profit of '12J%. For how much was the wheat
sold?

9. A bought a lot for $275; he sold it to B at an
advance of 40% ; B sold it to C at an advance of 9^\%.
How much did C pay for the lot?

19. A paid $270 for a lot; he sold it to B at an
advance of 33^%; B sold it to C at a loss of 33^%.
How much did C pay for the lot?

11. A tradesman bought certain articles at $1.75 per
score. What number should he sell for $1 .26 to gain 20% ?

12. Find the selling price of goods on which there is

a loss of 3% and an actual loss of $117.80.

13. Fill in the blanks in the following:

Cost of Article Seh.ag Price Gain in Dollars Gain %
(a) $24 $36
(6) $84 .... $21
(c) ... $75 $15
(d) $120 .... .... 33i%
(e) .... $1740 $290

(0 .... $2480 .... 33i%
(g) .... $1984 .... 6|%

14. Fill in the blanks in the following:

Cost of Article Selling Price Loss in Dollars Loas %
(a) $56 $48 ....

(i) $32 $24 ....

(c) $96 .... .... 16f%
(d) .... $120 .... 25%
(e) .... $165 $35



CHAPTER VI

APPLICATIONS OF PERCENTAGE

I. Trade Discount

12. Wholesale merchantsand manufacturers cataloeue
their goods at certain fixed prices. Usually these are the
prices charged by the retailers. The price in the cata-
logue IS called the list, gross, invoice, or catalogue price.

18. To enable the retail merchant to make a profit a
deduction IS made from the list price. If the pnce which
the retail merchant paid were printed in the catalogue
and It fell into the hands of one buying from him, he
would, naturally, think hat the retailer was o^er-
charging hini. Then. also, with a catalogue containing
the retailers prices, the wholesale merchant or manu-
facturer can meet the fluctuations of the market by
merely increasing or decreasing the rate of a'owance
ott the retail prices.

14. Sometimes a second deduction is allowed off what
remains after deducting the first one. This is to induce
prompt payment by the retail merchant. At times a
third deduction is allowed off certain kinds of goods, but
this is a matter of special arrangement between the
buyer and seller.

EXERCISE 110

INTRODUCTORY

a hili ^f ?fnn"^^ o"''^'' ^"T^ ^ deduction of 25% froma bill of $300. How much will the purchaser pay?

^k
^-.."ow '""cli will pay for a bill of goods for S600the allowance off being at the rate of cji%?

105
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3. A creditor allows 10% off a debt of $120. How
much will settle the debt?

16. The sum deducted from a bill or debt, is called

Discount.

4. The catalogue price is S500. The price paid is

$375. What is the discount?

16. The allowance made by merchants and manu-

facturers upon their catalogue prices, is Commercial or

Trade Discount.

5. Find the (discount on a debt of $25 at 10%.

6. Find the trade discount on an invoice of $450 at

33i%.
7. How much will pay for goods invoiced at $60,

the rate of discount being 25%?
8. A bill of goods amounts to $80. Two discounts

are allowed, one at 25% and one at 5%. How much
will settle the bill?

17. The amount of a bill less the discounts, is called

the Net Amount, or Net Price.

Example 1. Find the net price of goods invoiced at

$375,therebeingtwo successivediscountsof 20% and 5%.

The invoice price is $375

The first discount is 20% of $375 - 75

The first reduced price is $300

The second discount is 5% of $300 .... - 15

The net price is $285

EXERCISE 111

Find the net price of the following bills:

1. Invoice price $540, discount 25%.

2. Invoice price $248, discount 37|%.

Find the net price of goods bought as follows:

3. Invoice price $820, discounts off 25% and 5%.
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4. Invoic- price $1630, discounts off 20%, 10%, and

e«r'*J^"i."^?**^? ^^® •^^^ t«"ade discounts 20% and5% off. Find the cost of the goods.

•• What is the net amount of a bill of goods, the
list pnce of which is $345, trade discounts 8% and 5%
off for cash? ^°

.
'•

^i*^* ^t^^^ difference on an invoice of $340, be-tw^n 40% direct discount, and discounts 25% and*5%r

•oTaJi ^l^^y groceries at list prices amonnts to

!. H?.o '
^^if '^i-fo'*"^^

^'^ ^°^^' ^2J% and 5%. What
IS due on the bill?

a 'umI"/* ^*i®.««^®
°^ discount when $157.50 is allowed

on a bill for $420.

toia \^ri!^?^ ^"^'r' 1'?^ P"^^ f441.60, was settled for
»^/0. What rate of discount was allowed?

!• ^J f^^
what price must goods which cost $216 be

10^ of?
^'""^ ^^'"' ^'*^'" ^"°^'"K 25%, 20%, and

Example 2. What single discount is equal to dis-
counts of 20% and 5%?
The first discount is 20% of the list price.
Ihe first reduced price ^^^j of the list price.
Ihe second discount is 5% of the first reduced price.Ihe second reduced price=TVj, of the first reduced

P"<=«5 -A'^iT of VW of list price,

H««^« *u • • ..
= iVff of list price.

Hence the single discount=24%.

EXERCISE 112

of 25% anil
5%"^'^ '**'''°""' equivalent to discounts

and^5<7
'"^ ^ ^^"^^^ discount equivalent f o 25%, 10%

109??
^^** ^^^^^^ discount is equivalent to 20% and
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I:

4. A dealer buys a book, list price $1, at a discount
of 20%; he sells the book for II. What per cent, is the
profit?

5. What is the net amount of a bill of $360, discounts
being 12|% and 8%? Find a single discount equiva-
lent to these successive discounts.

6. A man paid $190 for goods, at discounts of 20%
and 5%. Find the list price of the goods.

7. A Ueaie.* paid $288 for goods at 20% and 10%
off. Find the list price of the goods.

8. One dealer in slates allows discounts of 25% and
10%; another allows discounts of 20%, 10%. and 6%.
Which gives the better discornt?

9. Successive discounts of 33^%, 20%, and 5% are
equal to what single discount?

!•. A bill of goods after successive discounts of 3c.J%,
10%, and 6% was settled for $487.35. Find the list

price of the goodp.

II. Profit and Loss

EXERCISE 113

1. If an article costs $20 and is sold for $24, what
is the profit?

2. If an article costs $20 and is sold for $16, what is

the loss?

3. When is an article sold at a profit?

4. When is an article sold at a loss?

5. How is the amount of profit found?

6. How is the amount of loss found?

18. The gain or loss in business transactions is de-

noted by the Commercial term, Profit and Loss.

7. I bought an article for $100, and sold it to gain
10%. Find the selling price.

8. An article cost 20c. and was sold for 30c. Find
the gain per cent.
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of 2c '^Finrf'fh^*''^*'
^'^'^ ^^- ^^' «°'^ «' ^" advance

01 £c. i*ind the gain per cent.

!•. An article which cost $100 was sold for $85What was thfe ^ds per cent.?

CXCRCISE 114

them for 17%"* ^^'1°^ ^°°^' ^"': **^ ^"d afterwards sellthem for f7.50, what per cent, do I gain?

co9t\im?6?[ '^W»f ^•'''"u-
°' ^'^"^^^ f^"* ^7.50 ^hichcost mm itJ.25. What is his gain per cent.?

F!nH d ?°"^^' ^°*'''^ ^°'' *275 and sold them for $264.Und his loss [icr cent. .

w^wt.

them ll ^d^^l^u^\^^'i\^' ?^- P*^*" ^^'*^" a"d «o'dmem ij doz. for Is. Find his loss or gain per cent.

*i: / *^r^^'
""^'^''^ ^»s coflFee so tuat he charees asmuch for 4 lb. as he paid for Gf lb. Find his glp^?

\vu\
^'oo'"s are bought wholesale at $20 per eross

2T'L?h?'"''
^'°^' "'" '^^ "^^^^ ^y selling^Thfm ai

for ns'!L^X'ainT'Ven/^ '°^ ^'^- ^"' ^^'^ ^' ''

thei^- a1 ?lTo'^eSJh'"^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^'^^' ^^^^

cost of t of a section. Find his gain per cent.

fhll'-^
^°."^^' a carriage for $84, which was 40% less

HnS hf//-""- "' "^'^ '^ f°^ 5^- 1^«« than its valuerind his gam per cent.

EXERCISE 115

1. A man sells a piece of cloth for $52.67, and there-by gains 15%. What was the cost of the clSth ?

than'c^f m^t^wa''^ 'ost?'^''
"''^'^ "^^ '^^ '^^

perton^\rw?/. ;°u^;t I Sfft tolaL' 3^^^^
''''
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4. A tradesman adds 36% to the cost price of hit
goods, and gives his customers a reduction of 10% on
their bills. What profit does he make?

A merchant sold a piece of cloth for 124. and
thet. jy lost 25%. What per cent, would have been
the gam had he sold it for $34?

6 A sells goods to B at a gain of 12% and B sells
the same goods to C at a gain of 7J%; C paid $3762.50
for the goods. How much did A pay for them?

7. A dealer sold ar' article for $8.10 and lost 10%.
At v/hat selling price would he have gained 10% ?

8. A sold a ^own lot to B and gained 12J%. B sold
It to C for $306 and lost 15%. How much did the lot
cost A ?

9. A grocer bought 6 cwt. of sugar '^r $52.10; he
used 65 lb. himself and sold the rest so as to make IJc.
per pound profit on the whole quantity. How much
per pound did he sell it for?

10. A farmer sells a merchant 30 bu. of wheat at 90c.
per bushel, and makes a profit of 20%; the merchant
sells the farmer 5 yd. broadcloth at $3.60 per yard, 16
yd. calico at 8c. per yard, and 44 yd. cotton cloth at 13c.
per yard, and makes a profit of 25%. Which gains the
more by the transaction, and how much?

11. A man sol«u two farms for $3000 each; on one he
gained 20%, and on the other he lost 20%. Did he
gain or lose on the whole, and how much?

III. Commission

19. A business man often employs another to buy or
sell goods, collect accounts, and transact business for

him. The person so employed is known as an agent
and is variousK spoker of as a Commission Merchant,
Broker, Factor, Collector, or Consignee, depending
upon the kind of business he carries on for his employer,
who is known as the Principal. Thus, a lumber
merchant in Canada may have an agent in Liverpool,
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England, to whom he consigns lumber to he sold; or a
merchant in Cana<la may employ an agent in Paris,
France, to buy and ship him certain kinds of goods.

20. The agent is paid a certain percentage of the sum
received for the sales or expended . purchases.

21. The entire sum received for thegooiis sold is the
gross proceeds. After the agent has deducted pay for
his services, the necessary expenses, etc., what remains
is called the net proceeds.

EXERCISE 116

INTRODUCTORY

I. How much will an agent receive for selling goods
to the value of $500 at 4%?

,J't ^^n^^^"^^. ^'" ^^® °^"*^'' o^ fi^oo«J8 which were
sold lor $250 receive from his agent whose charge is 5%?

3. An agent who charged 5% of the sum received
tor the goods for selling them f - another was paid $60.
ror how much were the poods sold?

u
** f^/J'^y'"^ ^ ^°"^^ ^" 3K<^"<^ received $340. He

charged 4% of the sum for which the house was sold.tmd how much the man who sold the house received
tor It and how much the house cost the purchaser.

The charge made by an agent for buying or sell-mg goods, is called Commission.

EXERCISE 117

Find the commission on:
1. $360 at 4%. i. $800 at 1}%. 5. $7600 at 3J%.
2. $790 at 2%. 4. $1200 at 2^%. 6. $4800 at 2\%.

7. At 3%, what is an agent's commission on a
purchase of $1250?

«n.** A broker buys 3 tons of currants at $8.75 per cwt.
What IS his commission at 2J%?

1

'i
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9. An agent collected 80% of a debt of $3250. What
is his commission at 4|%, and how much did he pay
over to his employer?

10. An agent collected 75% of a debt of $1500, for

which he received a commission at 3f%. How much
did his principal receive?

11. A flour merchant sold 860 bbl. of flour at $6.75
a barrel. Find his commission at 2J%. What were
the net proceeds of the sale?

12. An agent sold a consignment of merchandise for

$5000. What was the balance due the consignor after

deduction of $ll5.75 freight, $250 duty, cartage and
storage, and 5% brokerage?

'J :

Iff- -

EXERCISE 118

1. If $62.50 is charged for collecting $1250, what is

the rate of commission?

2. If a commission of $106.47 is paid for selling

$3276 worth of goods, what is the rate of commission?

3. An agent who charges commission only on what
he invests, received $3672, and invests $3600. What
per cent, does he charge?

4. An agent received $82.80 for buying goods to
the value of $1440. What was his rate of commission?

5. An agent having sold a consignment of flour for

$3578, retained $95.70 to pay charges amounting to
$6.25 and his own commission. At what rate was his

commission charged?

6. A broker invested $3225 . 75 out of $3300 for his

principal. What rate of commission did he charge?

7. An agent purchased 5 1. of sugar at 5ic. per pound.
His principal sent $563 . 75 to pay for the sugar and the
agent's charges. At what rate were his charges made?

8. A shipped 140 bbl. of apples to his agent, who
sold them for $410.55 and remitted such a sum as en-
abled A to realize $2.55 per barrel. What rate of
commission was charged ?
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nf.i' jL^'^r ^'^t' ^°^^ ^^80 ^o^th of apples and,after deducting 5% commission and 20% for freightand other charges, invested the balance in oranges
I he invested $500 in oranges, whav rate of commissiondid he charge for the investment?

10. My agent bought $325 worth of goods for meAfter paying commission and $8.25 freieht the pooH^
cost me $347.87i What was the rate if commis^^on?

EXERCISE 119

1. An agent receives $27
.
45 for purchasing goods at^7o commission. Find the value of the goods.

of 'nJ'"'-^
the amount of the sales when a commission

of 2i% gives the agent $36.81.

3. A lad earned $25.76 collecting accounts for a

felec"?
"^ ^^« ^"°^^d 51%. What amount did

Hunt'J ^^""^ ""-^ -^^^"^ ^y^^ ^»*h instructions to de-

wh...
f?"»n^»ssion at 5% and invest the balance inwheat. How much does he invest?

The commission for buying $100 worth of wheat is

fnustTeX;tl05''''
"°^^' °' "'^^^' ^^^"' '^^ ^^-'

^_
The ag^ent therefore expends Jg? of the amount sent

=iH of $1470

= $1400;
.*. the amount invested in wheat is $1400.

5. An agent charges 1|% of the amount invested-

Hor'^'^'K ^^i^-^^
'° ^^^^^^ ^"^ P^y the commTss on.'How much is his commission?

6 An agent receives $31.55 as his compensation forpurchasing goods at 4% commission. V/hat amSun
Th th^ ^""'^'P?' ^^^'^ '° ^'"^ t° P^y for the goodsand the commission? ^

1,;=
!' ^^"^ ^^^^° ^^^y ^«^"t to invest after deductinir

his commission at 4%. What sum did he invest ?
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8. An agent bought 4000 bu. of wheat. His commis-
sion at 2J% was $62, storage and freight chargeswere $58.

How much per bushel did the wheat cost the principal?

9. How many barrels of flour at $5 per barrel can be
bought for $3468, after deducting a commission of 2%
for buying?

10. I sent my agent $9180 with instructions to deduct
his commission at 2% and invest the balance in wheat.

How much wheat did he purchase at 67|c. per bushel?

11. An agent sold goods which cost $1250 for $175v-.

What per cent, profit did the principal make, if the

agent charged IfeTJ commission, $25 freif' ', and $12^
cartage?

IV. Insurance

22. Companies are organized to make good, losses of

property from fire, water, wind, hail, lightning, or other

specified causes. Such companies are called Insurance

Companies. These are of two chief classes, Stock Com-

panies and Mutual Companies. In the former, the

capital is owned by the members of the company, who
are called Stockholders. These share the profits, if any,

and become responsible for the losses, in proportion to

the capital which each man owns. In a Mutual In-

surance Company, the persons whose properties are

insured become members of the company and give

Premium Notes for their proportionate shares of the

salaries of the officials and possible losses. After these

expenses are met, if there is any surplus, it is returned

to the members of the company, pro rata.

23. The following are the chief kinds of property

insurance

:

(1) Fire Insurance, or indemnity for loss by fire.

(2) Marine Insurance, indemnity for loss or damage
of vessels or their cargoes by the accidents of

navigation.
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(3) Insurance of Live Stock, or indemnity for loss of

^^^
^^tp't!i ^'^^"'i?"'^^'.

or indemnity for loss or dam-
nnl !?i

"'^'^^^"d'se during transportation fromone place to another.

(5) Accident Insurance, or indemnity for loss ofproperty by accident.
'

^^^
"^c^oprbrhail.^'

'"'^'"'"''^ ^°' '°^^ °^ «^^"^^"g

24. A person who wishes to effect an insurance makesan application to a company, usually through an agent
of the company who supplies him with the necessary
form to be filled in and signed. If the agent approv^
of the application, he gives the applicant an interim
recetpt for the money paid and forwards the application
to the company. The interim receipt binds the com-pany until the policy is issued by the company or the
application has been decline.-! by it. In the latter case,
the part of the sum paid proportionate to the unexpired
time IS returned.

26. If loss or damage occurs to the property, the
person whose property is insured fills a claim paper
stating his loss. This is forwarded to the compan;

7e^orflTfu'^'"^^
''"^' "" ^"^P^^^^"- ^o the place, who

reports to the company the extent of the loss.

for^wh.Vh'l"
^'''''•'''^ is completely destroyed, the sumtor which It was insured is paid. If the loss is only

orovM'H't
""

^""'f
°' ^'^ P^^P-^y d-^-yed is paid"^provided this sum does not exceed the sum mentioned

in the written agreement. No insurance company willinsure property to the full extent of its value

PoUcy^^^
"^""^^ agreement of insurance is called the
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V i

EXERCISE 120

INTRODUCTORY

1. What sum must be paid for insuring a house for

$2000 at li%?
2. What must be paid to insure a vessel for $5000

at 2%?
3. What sum must be paid for insuring a building

worth $9000 for f of its value at ^%?
4. The sum paid for insuring goods at 1^% was $60.

For what sum wejre the goods insured?

28. The sum paid for the insurance is called the

Premium. It is always a certain per cent, of the sum
for which the property is insured.

EXERCISE 121

Find the premium on:

1. $600 at 3%. 4. $375 at 3%. 7. $9500 at 1J%.
2. $840atli%. 5. $8000atli%. 8. $4890 at 1^%.
3. $760 at 2%. 6. $7360 at U%. 9. $6280 at |%.
10. How much will it cost to insure a house for $3000

at f%, and the furniture for $1600 at f%?
11. A merchant had 1200 bbl. of flour, worth $5.80

per barrel, insured for f of its value at 1J%. Find the

premium.

12. A factory is worth $6500 and the machinery
$7500. The factory is insured for 80% of its value
at 1^%, and the machinery for 75% of its value at If%.
Find the premium paid.

13. A building was insured in 19 companies at $1500
each, in 9 others for $2500 each, and in 4 others for

$3500 each. What was the total annual premium at

f%?
EXERCISE 122

1. A farmer paid $61.25 for insuring his property
(or $3500. What was the rate charged?
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wha't wis' tt' a*fe chafgLir"""^
"^'""^ '" »««>•

«. A store worth $4320 was insured for J of its value

Jharg^edT"""
*^ *^"*- W""" '="« »' insurince JJ!f^

sum'™t=rt!iX^X'^tL"rd^'",1^^^^^^^^^ Th«

oWp'r°^^i«p-- WH^wkftK^

£or^?s^X?^iTp°w'StH«S^„r

fort'of Adr^'^lClt'?^? Tf'l^h^
" ^^f"" ^:^ '"'»•«'

«,», Jv -11 i.
^^'"^ ^^ ^ 4 %• " this vessel were destrovpHwhat wjU be the actual loss to the insurance corlSpa'^T?

premiumTS?"4rt2rVfoM di^/r"°,l' '" ^"""^'

EXERCISE 123

at iW Toafd 877^/
'^" ^?'""

^^i?-'^
^^^^^^ ^^ g°ods

the goods
premium. Find the value of

value i^t U^<? ^^p-*5U°' '"f"""« P'-^P^'-ty for f of itsvalue at 1^%. Find the value of the property.
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(a) What is the premium on $5000 at 2% ?

(b) If a policy for $5000 covers both the value of
the property and the premium paid at 2%,
what must be the value of the property?

(c) For what sum should goods worth $4900 be
insured at 2% so that, in case of total loss, the
owner may recover both the value of the goods
and the premium paid?

The premium is 2% of amount of insurance, i.e.,

on $100 of insurance the premium is $2; /. $100 insur-
ance includes $2 premium and $98 worth of goods.

Since $98 worth of goods bears $100 insurance

$1 " " " $v^
$4900 4900xW

= $5000 insurance.

5. For what sum must a house worth $2400 be in-
sured at 4%, so that, in case it is burned, the owner may
recover both its value and the premium paid?

6. I insured a factory at t%% for one year, so as to
recover both its value and the premium in case of total
loss. The premium being $270, what was the value of
the factory?

7. A company agreed to insure property for enough
more than its value to cover the premium also, at the
rate of f%. Find the amount of the policy if the
property is worth $9131.

8. A factory which had been insured for $35000 for
10 yr., at 1|%, wa.s totally destroyed by fire. How
much did the sum received from the insurance com-
pany exceed the premiums paid?

V. Taxes

29. Money is needed to enable the Dominion, Pro-

vincial, and Municipal Governments to discharge their

several duties. The money raised by these parties is

called a tax. In the case of the Dominion and Provin-

cial Governmeats, the money is expended in public
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oalw nm^'7
'"^ "»/»"taining public institutions,

paying officialr, etc. Municipalities expend money inerecting and maintaining municipal buildings, making
roads, building bridges, maintaining school pSthe various municipal officials, etc.

'
i' y S

IS to bear the burden, it is a Direct Tax.

31. When the tax is paid by a person who expects tohave It repaid to him by increasing the price of an

Innt Zu ^ '"-^ ^"' ^"^" P"'^ ^"d ^J^'^h he sells toanother, the tax is an Indirect Tax, and is called a Duty

orf̂ rlZl^'T /r'''^"'
P'°P"''y '' ^^S^'-^^d ^« Realor PersonaL Real Property consists of/:..d property, asland and houses^ Personal Property consists oLc^^bt

property, as cash, merchandise, cattle, salary, etc.

J^' ^\ ^°^"sh'P. town, or city councils appoint
officers called Assessors or Assessment CommissiWswho estimate the value of all the taxable property in themumapahty. Assessors report to the' Council thename, address, and estimated value of all propert-. realand personal, of each resident of the municipal tyThis report is called the Assessment Roll.

34. When the Municipal Council has decided whatthe expenditure for the year will be. it proceeds todetermine the Rate of Taxation. This is found b;

value of all the taxable property in the municipality

^nd an official, called the collector, appointed by theCouncil, proceeds to receive the taxes!^

35. Goods entering Canada from foreign countries

:;Sr ^^ '^ ^^^'^^ ^^ ^^^^^- Places.'calledC
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86. The Dominion Government has an establishment

at each port of entry, called a Custom House, with one
or more officers attached to it, called Custom House

Officers. These inspect the goods, examine the invoices,

collect the sums levied upon the goods, etc.

87. An Invoice is a statement of the kind and quality

of the goods shipped to a purchaser, with their weight

or amount, and the cost of each article, made out in the

currency and weights and measures of the country from
which the goods are imported.

88. The sums collected on imported goods are called

Customs Duties.

89. Certain articles, such as spirituous or malt
liquors, cigars, snufT, etc., manufactured in Canada, are

required to pay an Ex :ise Duty. At each place where
these are manufactured there are one or more Govern-
ment officials, called Excise Officers, whose duty it is to

check the quantities manufactured, levy the duty, see

that none is disposed of without paying duty, etc.

40. The duty on some articles is reckoned at a cer-

tain Rate per Cent, of their cost in the country from
which they are imported.

This is called an Ad Valorem Duty.

41. On other articles the duty is levied on the

quantity of the goods without regard to their cost.

This is called a Specific Duty.

42. On some articles both kinds of duties are levied.

EXI "tiSE 124

1. If a man pays annually 1% of the value of his

property, estimated at $10000, what is the amount of

his tax?

2. If I am taxed U% on real estate valued at $8000,
what is the amount of my tax?
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3- The people of a school section wish to build a newschoolhouse. which will cost «2850. The taxabl^property of the section is valued at $190000. What willbe the tax in the dollar, and what will be a WsTaxwhose property is valued at $7590?
'

4. A town is to be taxed $23200 on an assessed valu-

allon
^'"^ ^^^ ^"^^ °" ^^^^ ^^'" °^ ^P'"*® ^^ ^^-^2 per

I2ci'\h'2t^^^ ^f/ °" * ^^^P^ ""S^^*"' ^^*=^ weighing

tare.
^ ^''' ^^"^ P""""*' ^^^^ ^^'"« ^"°^^^ fo^

nf«I'-
^*"^ ^^? ^J*7 °I}

^" importation of ready-made
clothing, invoiced for $1760, at 35%.

8. Find the duty on an importation of 375 lb. ofsugar-candy, invoiced at 4c. per pound, on which a
specific duty of ic. per pound and an adXem duty
of 35% are levied. '

«150hn^to^r" 1^^^' ^?^^^. ^°' ^ "«^ schoolhouse.
$16000 to pay salaries of teachers and others, and $5000for expenses. It receives $2000 in Government grants

WhatTs tre^'tax'r^te?°"
^'""^''^ ''^'"''* ^^ «2800000.

.^i^^1i|^rTt^^^^^
li^mUTori^r^^^^^^^^^^^

''''' ^- -^ -ate

11. A school district is assessed for $150000. Thetrustees have built a schoolhouse costing $1800.'

(a) What will the schoolhouse cost a ratepayer
whose property is assessed for $4500?

(b) What would be the rate of taxation per annum on
the whole section if the house were paid for in
SIX equal annual payments, without interest?

wh!vK
^^^

rP^""^^. P^ building a bridge was $1768,

town ?J^^T'$ ^y ^ 'V" "P°" the property of the

whit W.T fh ^^'f
t>?n on the property being $544000,What was the rate of taxation in mills on the dollar?
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EXCRCItC 128

1. In a certain school district the rate of taxation
is 5§ cents per acre. Find the amount of taxes if there
are 12280 acres of assessable land.

2. In a school district in which there are 15420
acres of assessable land the rate of taxation is 4.25
cents per acre. Find the amount of taxes collected if

6 quarter-sections are non-assessable.

3. A land company owns Ive quaiter-sections in
a certain schoo^ district in which the rate of taxation is

6.5 cents per acre. Find the amount of the taxes due.

4. In a certain school district 4 miles square the
rate of taxation is $6.40 per quarter-section. Find the
amount of taxes to be raised.

5. The trustees of a certain school district 4 miles
long and 3 miles wide estimate that in addition to the
grant received from the Government for a certain year
it will be necessary to raise $432 by taxation. If

three quarter-sections in the district rre non-assessable
what rate per acre will it be necessary to strike?

6. In 1907 the rate of taxation in a district contain-
ing 18 sections of assessable land was 4.5 cents per
acre. For 1908, however, the trustees estimated that
their expenses would be increased by $288. What
rate had to be struck for 1908?

7. A ratepayer in a district in which the rate of
taxation is 5.25 cents per acre pays taxes to the amount
of $33.60. How many acres does he own?

8. For 1908 the trustees of a rural school district
containing 21 sections, assessed at $10 an acre,
estimated that their expenses would be as follows:

—

Teacher's salary $660, Secretary-Treasurer's salary
$25, payment on debenture loan $180, incidentals
$145.60. The Government grant is estimated at
$36 * 'to, rent of school for meetings $24. If there was
$8^. .J cash on hand at the beginning of the year, what
rate must be struck in order to meet the estimated
expenditure?
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at %7c£ 'llSJIn**''"!^te ^^'^y '^^^ ^^'^'^ "« assessed
at f700, $600, and $400 respectively. If the rate of
taxation is 16 mills on the dollar, find the total amoun
01 nis taxes.

l«. A tax of 13750 is levied on a village, the a sessed
valuation being $250000. What tax does a ma^mywhose income is $1500, $700 being exempt ?

**• ^ ^^!i 'eceives a salary of $2500. His net in-

lZ"%7J^%^'^A.t!''' P"^'"« ^" income tix on allover $700. Find the rate of taxation.

_
12. A man paid $25.60 income tax. If $800 of his

;^nTi'H^7^"YV'u."'.^'"'^*'°" ^"^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ le miiuon the dollar, find his income.

13. In a city the total assessment amounts to $2500-

si^^mn ^^Ifo^n^
'"^" ^^°^^ property is assessed for$15000 pays $300 taxes. Find the total tax leviedm the city and the rate in mills on the dollar.

EXERCISE 126

•o-r on^^^,' '® '^® assessed value of property taxed$37.80 at the rate of 4* mills on the dollar?

2. If the tax in a town is $5775, and the rate 17*

^ropertV?
"^^^^ '" ^^^ ^""^''^"^ valuation of thi

hP th/'J^
^^^

"J^^ "J^ ^^K
""'"^ °" *^^ ^o"^*-' what mustDe the assessed value of property to yield $9150?

.tc y ^"^ incorporated village allows 5% for collectine

coulV^nr Tv""^ °^
^^^JZ '' "^^^^d ^f'-'- paying he

F^nH Ik ^^*'J'
raised by 12J mills on The dollar,i-ind the assessed value of the property.

r.J' ?. P^'^ ^ *^* °^ ^^'^^^ o"™ property where therate of taxation was If%. Find the assessed value ofnis property.

was''u» ^^n ^
^^''u^^

S109.08. The rate of taxation

assessed* frri44'i '^%'^f^^^'
"'^

"T^' P^^P^'-^V w-«
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7. An importer paid 17320 duty on a consignme
of manufactured furs. Find the invoiced valuatio
the duty being 30%.

8. How many pounds of rice are there in a consig
ment, valued at 4c. per pound, on which the duty
148, made up of a specific duty of 2c. per pound and i

ad valorem one of 10% r

9. A building costing $18135 was built by tl

proceeds of a tax levied uiwn property in a town, tl
rate of taxation being 5 mills on the dollar, and the co
of collection 2J%. Find the assessed valuation of tl
property.

!•. The rural municipality of Wolverine No. 34
in the Province of Saskatchewan, contains nine towi
ships. Find the number of acres it contains. If ti
total assessment in this municipality ^mounts t

13,110,400, find the amount of taxes that would t
raised in 1914 if a rate of 6 mills on the dollar wei
imposed.

EXERCISE 127

1. Allowing 6% for taxes uncollectable, and 24^
for collection, what sum must be levied that $7410 ma
be realized for municipal purposes?

2. A person, after paying an income tax of 22 mill
on the dollar, has $2934 left. What is his income?

3. A jeweller imported 30 doz. watches from Geneva
mvoiced at 420 francs per dozen. Find the duty a
25%, allowing a franc to equal $.193.

4. Find the duty on 20 hhd. of molasses, each con
taming 63 gal., invoiced at 24c. per gallon, at 50% a*
valorem, allowing 1J% for breakage.

5. An importation of aromatic spirits of ammonia
mvoiced at $1.50 per gallon, on which a specific duty o
$2.40 per gallon and an ad valorem duty of 30% an
charged, required $798 to release it from bond. Hov
many gallons were there?

6. The duty on musical instruments is 25%. Foi
what sum must a merchant sell imported organs or
which he paid $367.50 duty, so as to gain 20%?
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7. If goods invoiced at $875 cost $1265 when laiddown in the warehouse, the insurance and carriaee
amounting to $83.75. find the rate of duty.

8. After paying a tax of 16| mills on the dollar on
all his salary over $700, A has $2421.30 left. Find
nis salary.

• flAi^n^ ^T"' ^^^ amount to I,e raised by local tax
IS -'44^50 A, whose property is assessed for $8400.
pays $157.50 tax. What is the assessed valuation of
the property?

10. A merchant bought 250 pieces of silk, each piece
containing 100 yd., at 5 francs per yard. He was
charged 35% ad valorem duty and $60 for shipping
charges. He sold it at $1.50 per yard. Find his gain,
the franc being 19.3c.

11. A rural municipality in the Province of Sas-
katchewan consists of

Township 16 Range 22
16 " 23
16 " 24
17 " 22
17 " 23

41

Township 17 Range 24
18 " 22
18 " 23
18 " 24

II

west of the second meridian,

(a) Draw a diagram to represent the municipality.

(J)
Calculate the number of sections and thenumber of acres it contains.

(c) If the assessed value of this land averaees $16an acre, find the total assessment.

^.2\ If^
^ ^^^^y municipality in the Province of

j^askatchewan, consisting of nine townships, borrowedby debenture on Dec. 15. 1912. $12,000 payable in 10
equal annual instalments with interest at 6^ oer

fn^^'T'
payable annually. Make a schedule indicat-ing the dates the various payments fall du* ind theamount of each.
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li

(&) If in 1914, in addition to the debenture payment
It IS estimated that the general expenses of the counci
will amount to $5616.96, find the rate that must b
struck in order to meet the requirements for that year
it the total assessment amounted to $2,488,320.

(c) Calculate a man's taxes on a section of lan(
assessed at $16 an acre for the year 1914, if inadditior
to the above the school tax of 4 mills on the dollaimust be paid.

VI. Interest

EXERCISE 128

INTRODUCTORY

1. A hires a horse from B for a day. Why does Apay money to 5? / =

«

What is the money A pays to B called?
2. C rents a farm from F and agrees to pay a certainsum each six months. Why does C pay money to F?
What IS the money C pays to F called?

3. D engages P to work for him. Why does D oavmoney to P? j y y

What is the money D pays to P called?

.1 nn ^^ ^ '^"^f ^ ^^^^' ^"^ ^ ^^^ to pay A $6 for each
$100 per year, how much will A receive in 1 yr ? Forwhat IS the money paid to ^ ? At the end of the year
to whom does the $500 belong?

5. How much must you pay for the use of $600 for
1 yr., If you have to pay $J for the use of each $100 per

IaV' «c.^^'
^°'' ^""^^ ^°"^'''* '^ y°" ^ave to pay $6?

43. The sum paid for the use of money is called
Interest.

44. The money on which the interest is paid is called
Principal.

45. The number of dollars paid for the use of $100
for 1 yr. is called the Rate per cent.
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.v'ovE—When the rate per cent, is stated without the

te bf l" r'

""'' ^"^ ^'"'^' ^^^ ^'""^ '' understood

0. i^d' '^ man to lend me some money. He saidhe would at 6%. What did he mean?

46. When one man borrows mone> from another, he
usually gives him a paper, called a promissory note, to
show that he has borrowed the money.

Promissory Note47.

^100- Toronto, July 2, 1914.
One year from date, I promise to pay to James Rossor order, one hundred dollars, with interest at 6%'

Value received. Abel Jones.
'

7. Examine this note.

Who borrowed money?
From whom was money borrowed?
How much must be paid by the borrower at the end ofthe year?
Why is the sum paid back more than the sum borrowed?

EXERCISE 129

Find the interest on the following sums-
1. $600 for 1 yr. at 5%. 4. $3152.16 for 1 yr. at 7^%.
2. $550 for 1 yr. at 7%. 5. $3684.15 for 1 yr. at 6^%.
3. $840 for 1 yr. at 6i%. 6. $4568.75 for 1 yr. at 7}%.
7^ ^'«f-^I?»''".^?[^'^^.lo^^200

for 1 year, viz., $1250 at

Itt4V 7^%i«.2360
at 8%; and the remainder

of the yeaS""^
'"^^'^'^ ^^' ^^ ^° P^^ ^^ ^^^ ^"^

o^ S9Jnn
'"

?'?^*'^'^J^''^ ^° ^^^*^^ ^q"a"y the interesto^^$25800 at 7%. How much does each receive each

9. What is the interest on $986 for 4 yr. at 6%?
10. What is the interest on $1573 for 4 yr. at 5%?
U. What is the interest on $2245.85 for 5 yr. at 6J%?

I
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12. What is the interest on $294 for 3 yr. 7 mo. at 6%?
13. What is the interest on $954 for 4 yr. 8 mo. at 7%?
14. What is the interest on $504.72 for 3 yr. 10 uio.

at 5%?
15. State how the interest on a sum of money is

found.

EXERCISE 130

1. If A borrows $500 for 6 mo. at S% from B, what
sum must A pay B to be out of his debt at the end of
the 6 mo.?

48. The sum of the principal and interest is called
the Amount.

Example 3. If a man borrows $480 for 8 mo. at 8%,
what amount should he return at the end of that
period ?

Interest on $480 for 8 mo.=T% of x^^ of $480
= $ 25.60

Principal = $480 .00

Amount=$505. 60
2. What is the amount of $840 for 10 mo. at 6%?
3. What is the amount of $1573 for 4 yr. at 5%?

To what sum will $784 amount in 2 yr. 9 mo. at
7%?

.•5

6

Find the amount of $756 for 7 mo. at 6|%.
Find the amount of $942 for 3 mo. at 5^%.

7. What sum will discharge a debt of $1896 for 9
mo. at 7^%?

Example 4. Find the interest on $1200 from March
1, 1899, to May 31, 1902, at 7%.
Time from March 1, 1899, to May 31, 1902

=3 yr. 91 da.
Interest on $1200 for 3 yr. at 7% = $252.00

" $1200 for 91 da. =^VV of x^ of $1200
= $20.94.

" " for 3 yr. 91 da. =$(252+20.94)
= $272.94...
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8. Find the interest on $500 for 156 days at 7%
at e'vf"'^

^^^ '"^^'^'^ °" ^'^^^^ ^'°'" ^^y 5 to Oct. 27

ml: to Feb' 3! mf °" ''"'•''• ^^ '^- ^-- J"'y 3.

EXERCISE 131

At what rate per cent, must $756 be put at interestfor 4 yr. to yield $241.92?
»nceresi

Interest on $756 for 1 year =$?ilA2^^g^^g^

<<

i«

$1

$100

_«60.48
~*"756^

^«100x60^
756

V

.•. the rate=8%.

^ man pays $72 for the use of $900 for 1 vr
•ai IS the rate per cent.? ^

for JhP^JnT" ^^"Mi^'*
^""^ ^ y- ^"^ '•eceived $181.50for the mterest. What was the rate per cent..?

S4'?9f«!f^^^'^\'"^^''^f '^ received on a principal of$432 for 4 yr., what is the rate per cent ?

$95?.9^in"3';r. Tmo.^
''"'• ""^ ^''' ^"^^""^ ^^

«iqI' 'i5^°T°Y *125, and at the end of 16 mo. return$134. Find the rate of interest.

per mo^tr'^^wT.'^"'.''"^
*^^^^ '^ '"^"^^^ f^'" «56.25

ed to $t8rrT" wl^l^^' "^^'u
^ "°^^ ^°' ^1800 amount-ea to $1873.50. What was the rate of interest?

At whP^.^"'''""^ °^ ^^^22 for 260 days is $1054.76.At what rate per cent, per annum is the monev loaned?

for 13 vr
7^^^ '^^^ '' ^^^ ^^"- *^^ '"Merest on £2400

t yr.
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10. The interest on $870 for 4 yr. 6 mo. is S274.05.How much will $1000 amount to in 3 mo. at the same
rate?

11. At what rate per cent., simple interest, will $1600
amount to 3 times itself in 25 yr.?

EXERCISE 132

Example 5. In what time will $800 amount to $880
at 8%?

Interest = $880 - $800 = $80.
The interest of $800 for i yr. at 8% is $64.

Tinrie to produce $64 = 1 yr.;

$dO=n- = Uyr.
T-. J , .

=1 yr. 3 mo.
Fmd the time in which

1. The interest on $360 at 6i% will be $67.50.
2. The interest on $275 at 6% will be $56 25.

The interest or. $560 at 7§% will be $94.50.

The amount of $600 at 5|% willbe $613.75.

The amount of $876 at 6% will be $909.84.

On what day will be the interest on $803, loaned
on June 10, at 6%, be $23.10?

7. How long a time would be required for $525 to
gam $110.25 at 7%?

-71/T?"
^ principal of $600 was loaned May 20, 1896, at

7i%. At what date did it amount to $796.87^?

9. A note given for $273.25 at 7% remained unpaid
until the interest equalled the principal. How long
did It run?

1®- In what time will any sum of money double itself
at 6% simple interest?

3.

4.

5.

6.

! i EXERCISE 133

Example 6. What principal will bring $200 interest
in 146 da. at 5%?
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Principal to give S5 in 365 da.-JlOO;
" 1200 " 365da. = so„„,jjgp.

»Z00 I46da.-3;«of»S2of$ioo

. iiru
-810000.

U y;. TirJ"""""'
*'" P^"^"" «3« interest in

in 2ty?a"6rsimprinSret" """"" '"^ '"'"«'

is «5 pe?St^hX^^rchirrrtHr"-' - «%

daughter $7™ aX!an1hi!U'U''' "
^^'"II.'"'su. n,„st be invLted at?%" t^„°"pSe^£ ,
Whf

The interest on $100 at 5% for H vr -Sfi' •

.
.the pnncipal which amounts to $106fIn 1^ Ir'Zlm;

S496 " n yr = -i?«J
^ ^

1061

Find the principal that
°^ $100=$465.

7. Amounts to $382.50 in 1 yr. at 6J%
8. Amounts to $694.30 in 1 yr. 6 mo. ai 4%
9. Amountsto$772.50in8mo.at4^%

10. Amounts to £560 10s. in 4 yr. at 3i%
U. Amounts to $1881.25 in 225 da. atVc

for'si ?^nr$r2 t^afyr^Vf^d^T'
was.$3()7.20

ti-rate.
^s lor .^j yr. I- ind the principal and
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EXERCISE 134

1. Find the simple interest on $275.60 from 18th
July, 1911, till 13th September, 1912, at 6% per annum.

2. Find the interest on $84.25 from April 16, 1908, to

November 4, 1909, at 7% per annum (year=»365 days).

3. A person borrows money for 6 yr. at 31%, and
repays at the end of the time as principal and interest

$847. How much did he borrow?

4. Find the interest on $387.56 from March 18 to

November 19 at 6% per annum.
5. A note of $360, drawn April 20, 1911, is paid

July 2, 1912, with interest at 7§% per annum. Find
the amount paid.

6. On June 29, 1909, I borrowed $16.50, and return-
ed it on April 30, 1910. With interest at 6i%, what
amount did I then pay?

7. Bought a horse for $160, and gave in payment
my note dated August 15, 1911, with interest at 7|%
per annum until paid. On January 8, 1912, I sold the
horse for $200 cash, and paid my note. What was my
net gain?

8. What amount will be due July 1, 1911, on a note
of $80 drawn February 6, 1911, bearing interest at 5J%
per annum?

9. On the 15th October, 1911, a young man deposited
in a savings bank the sum of $860.75. On the 20th May,
1912, he withdrew the principal and simple interest at

4% per annum. What amount did he withdraw?
10. On January 1, 1910, A borrowed $1000 from B

at 6% per annum. On July 1, 1911, he paid $600.
How much did A owe B on January 1, 1914, when he
paid the debt, principal and interest?

EXERCISE 135

1. On May 15, 1908, a man bought a piano for $500,
agreeing to pay $125 a year until it is paid for with
interest at 6% per annum.
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ared'ue.^'"'*
the dates on which the various payments

(b) Calculate the amount of each payment

has^it^s?Mm?'
"""° '^ '"^"^ P^'^ ^°^' '-- --'^

i u !"f",n^7°'^^'^ *^^^^ ^^o"^ a I'Oan Companyon Feb. 1st 1914, agreeing to repay the principal a^the rate of $140 at the end of each year wUhS4
at 8% simple mterest, payable half-yearly.

(a) How many years will it take to repay the loan?
(b) Calculate the amount of each payment.

durLt fhe^peJfod.^'''
'"°""' "' '"^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ P-^

<5T9nnf
5''^°''' 1'^*"''* °" ^P"' 1st' 1912, borrowed

$1200 to defray the expense of building and equipping
a school, agreemg to repay the principal in t2n equalannual payments at 5§%.

^
(a) At what dates are the various payments due?
(b) Calculate the amount of each payment,

the^'^lri^d"^
^^^ ^°^^' amount of interest paid during

tn hi:
^

^""^J^^ o*^^"''^,
borrowed $1200, the principal

to be repaid m 8 equal annual payments at 6%.
(a) Find the amount of each payment.
(b) Find the total amount of interest paid.

ftinnn^
school district in Saskatchewan borrowed

$1000 on April 1st, 1913, agreeing to repay it in thefollowing manner at 6%:— h y 'l m me

$100 in ^ year— $100 in 2J year—
$100 in 1^ year— $100 in 3§ year,

and so on until paid.
(a) Make a table showing the dates of payment,

principal, interest and amount due on each date.
(b) Find the total amount paid during the period.
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nnn ^^® ^
fl'"*'*'"

'^^^'^ m the case of a loan of $12000 made on March 15th, 1913, payable in 15 «,uannual payments, interest at 6% ^

on Match'ls?' J'of.'^'"
Saskatchewan received noti(on March 1st, 1913, from a Loan Company, that tli

Lmnr/T."' 5 P':'""*P^' ^"^ i"t<^rest on t^he loan$1000 to that district would be due on April 15th

at 6%?fin7-l'''P"^^^'^ "^ ^« ^^"^' ^"""-' P-ymeni

(fl) The date on which the loan was made.
(b) The amount of the payment due.

VII. Banking and Bank Interest
To facilitate the transaction of business, there an

mstitutions called banks which deal in money ant
credit. They receive money from persons who wis!
to deposit It where it will be safe and can be obtainec
when It IS needed. They also loan money on gooc
security to merchants and others and also remit il
from one place to another.

When money is deposited for a considerable time,
It is usual for the bank to allow interest on the deposit.
This branch of the bank is called the Savings Bank
Department of the Bank.

When a deposit is made, the number of bills of
each denomination, cheques, silver, etc., are entered
on a credit slip similar to that shown on the opposite
page.

To withdraw money from a bank, a cheque must be
drawn by the person in whose name the money is
deposited. The bank pays out the sum mentioned in
the cheque to its legal holder and debits the sum to the
depositor. (See page 136.)

m
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CXERCISC 136

137

lar bills. ffZyCl' I ,tt.-^" 'T'^' « --^«'-
S24.85, $32.85. ind iil' and IS •^7'' '^l""

^'^^^^^^^ ^^^
his deposit slip.

'
^"^ *^-^^ '" change. Fill in

wori- d'ire'' lS7rrw?a°X°" * ^^.^^^^^^ ^-
Bank for th.'s sum. WrTte out the'rh""

"'^ '"'P^"^'
place and date.

"' ^"*' cheque, supplying

on AprVS!^dep;^f«*s^^«3^« ^« ^'-redit in a bank
during the month KavV.H A ^^^'H' *^2.96. $36.45
S21 $36.19 and SU^3^^^^d'htt4t^^^^^^^^^^^^

onelKil?s"l? ttr\^te/-2^ ^*^"--
M2^50 $36.85. SlT.Sryr'sg.Tnd^fll';^^',?^^',"- ^o^

Har'risJt"mp^ar$2V^on"^^^^^^^^^

&r" ^^rife^tlbf^^^^^^^^^^^^ ?<;?

S125:3^ "sm 84"'
'Lfe'^l"/^^^ ^^^k have been

was overdrawn $24^36 f'indtf.r^''
^'' ''^"'^ ^^'^"ce

the week.
'^'"^ '^'s balance at the end of

VIII. Bank Discount

mrforserf or euar»„fr.^V ™ «'™" ''«'°«'. has it

to the bankS didu ^
^me reliable person, takes it

l-ys. at a cer,ai„rfte which '"'"f °" *">°^ '" "«

end of the 63 dlys
""'"' ""^ "•»» -' the ill

h
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n
11 :

It

49. Bank Discount is, therefore, simple interest

collected in advance upon the sum on a note at its

maturity.

CXERCISF 137

1350.86. Toronto, July 2.'}th, 1914.

Three months after date, for value received, I

promise to pay William Robinson, or order, three hun-
dred and fifty jVa dollars at the Dominion Bank.

James Thompson.

Discounted August 1st, 1914, at 6%.
1. For what sum was this note drawn? ($350.86;

this is called the face of the note.)

2. When did the note become legally due? (Aug.
10; this date is known as the Maturity of the note.)

3. how many days elapsed between the time of
discounting the note and the time of maturity? (70
days; this is the term of discount.)

4. After June 1st, who has legal possession of the
note? (Dominion Bank; this is said to be the holder
of the note.)

5. Calculate the interest on $350.86 for 70 days at
6% per annum.

(Interest-,VV of t§^ of $350.86 = $4.04; this is the
Bank Discount.)

6. Find how much Robinson received from the bank
for the note. ($350.86- $4.04* $346.82; this is called
the proceeds of the note.)

irtf'

EXERCISE 138

Find (1) the date of maturity, (2) the term of dis-

count, and (3) the proceeds of the following notes:
Date of Note

1. April 21, 1913

2. Sept. 15, 1913

3. Jan. 25, 1913

4. May 11, 1913

5. June 20, 1913

Face of Note

$500

$400

$657

$511

$116.80

Time

3 mo.

4 mo.

3 mo.

4 mo.

60 da.

Discounted

May 5

Sept. 15

Feb. 14

July 31

Tune 28

Rate

6%
7%
7i%
6%
8<7.
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4. Draw a note due in 3 nios. payable to VVm.
Preston, or bearer, at the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce, Winnipeg.

7. What is the bank discount and net proceeds of
a note for $584, drawn Jan. 8 at 1 1 mo.uhs. dis-
counted at the bank May 10, at 5% ?

8. What is the bank discount on a note for $730 at
6% for 30 days, days of grace included ?

9.

*^®- Calgary, March 30, 1914.
Six months after date, I promise to pay James

Taylor, or order, eight hundred dollars, with interest
a' 7J% per annum. Value received.

T. D. Jones.

(a) When is this note nominally due ?

(6) When is it legally due ?

(c) What will the note amount to at maturity ?

(rf) How much will Mr. Taylor receive for it if he
takes it on the day of making to a bank and has it

discounted at 9% per annum ?

10. Suppose a bill for $1200 is drawn on the 12th of
August at 6 months, and paid by a banker on the 1st
of January, find the money he takes off at 7%

EXERCISE 139

1. I owe a bill amounting to $73.25, and I give my
note for 90 days; how must I draw it to cover the dis-
count at 7% ?

i
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2. A.B. has a note of $1000 to pay at the Imperial

Bank. At the time of its maturity he pays $300 and
gives a note for 3 months, days of grace included, for

the balance. The rate of discount being 8% per annum
what was the face of the note?

3. Discounted the following note 4 months, days of

grace included, before it was due at the Bank of

Montreal at 9% per annum. What did I receive for it?

$500. Toronto, Jan. 1, 1914.

One year from date I promise to pay K.L. the sum
of five hundred dollars with interest at 8% per annum
for value received. D.E.

4. A note for $1750 was drawn on Aug. 10 for 4

months. It was discounted on Oct. 1, at the Dominion
Bank, at 7|% per annum. What sum was received for it?

5. The bank discount on a note for 3 months at

7i% per annum is $3.45- Find the face of the note.

6. A note is drawn for 3 months, days of grace

included, and when discounted at 6J% per annum at

the Union Bank it realizes $5 25 less than its face

value. What is the face value of the note?

Suppose a merchant doing business in Toronto is

indebted to another in Winnipeg, it is usual for the

latter to draw on the former, i.e., he instructs the

Toronto merchant to pay the sum into a bank which
remits it to him in Winnipeg.

Draft-

$500. Winnipeg, May 1,1914.

At Sight pay to the order of The Traders Bank,
Five hundred Voo dollars, value received, and charge
the same to the account of

To Wm. Dills, Esq.,

Merchant,

Toronto.

James Smith.

t h f
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James Smith, the person who makes the draft, is the
Drawer.

Mr. Dills, who pays the draft, is called the Drawee
The Traders Bank, to whom the money is directed

to be paid, is the Payee.

EXERCISE 140

1. John Brown, of Calgary, owes Rutherford & Co.,
of Regina $1000. Rutherford & Co. draw on Brownthrough the Bank of Commerce. Write out the draft

nr.ti? ^ wu'^•^^T^"«°"^'l'" Question 1, who is theDrawer? Who is the Payee? Who is the Drawee?

iod' ^ "°i^
^°'" ^^ ^^y^ ^^^y^ of ^'ace included), for

$250 was discounted at 8% per annum. Find the
proceeds of the note.

!t12^ ^y^^ln^^^'^^^^^P^ discount on a note of

nim helirgtS.'^'^- '^"' ^'^ '^'^ ^' -"^- P--
.t Tio/*"^

proceeds of a note due in 90 days, discountedat 7i% per ann., are $573.20. Find the face of the note
6. A banker discounts a note of $250 at 10% ner

"mputed?"^''
*''• ^"^ ^°" '^"^ ^^« '^^ ^^^oZ

7. Fill in the blanks:

Proceeds I>S^of ^^^^^W Proceeds I>»^of „ Date of

S^IRJ. -ht m « Discount

$657 «fi4.'i 48 Q ** ^ f" 1/0

Rate

10%

6%
«657 $645.48 :::::• 3 mo! MTyf;:::: II

IX. Compound Interest
50. If A borrowed $1000 from B and has agreed topay mterest at the rate of 6% per annum, at the end of

each year, B should receive $60 from A until the
principal is repaid. If. however, A does not pay them to B at the end of the first year, it is clear that he

fi

i:

•^i^

*

.1..,
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has now the use of $1060 of J3's money and he should
pay interest on this sum for the second year. Hence
the mterest for the second year will be $63.60. Interest
reckoned not only for the use of the sum borrowed,
but also for the use of the interest if it be not paid when
It falls due, is called Compound Interest.

Example 9. A man deposited $2500 in a savings bank
the interest being added to the principal every 6 months
at 4% per annum. How much was at his credit at the
end of 18 m^.?

Original principal j2500
Interest for 1st 6 mo. at 2% 50

Principal for 2nd period $2550
Interest for 2nd 6 mo. at 2% . . . 51
Principal for 3rd period .... $2601

Interest for 3rd 6 mo. at 2% .' 52.02
Sum at his credit $2653.02

EXERCISE 141

Find the compound interest and the amount of:
1. $1000 for 2 yr. at 5%, compounded annually.
2. $2500 for 3 yr. at 6%, compounded annually.
3. $2500 for 1^ yr. at 8%, compounded half-yearly.
Find the difference between the simple and the com-pound interest on the following:—
4. $1000 for 3 yr. at 6%, compounded annually.
5. $2500 for 18 mo. at 4%, compounded half-yearly
6. $2500 for 1 yr. at 8% compounded quarterly.
7. What is the compound interest of $650 for

annuallyf
^^' ''^"'•' '"'^'^'' ^^'"^ compounded

8. Find the difference between the simple and com-pound mterest of $350 for 3 years at 8 per cent., interest
being compounded annually.
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years a1 8 06?^^"'!^' T^ ^' ^^^'^ '"Merest for 2
would it ha^ramounted had1? h" ^T' *° ^^^^ «""^
interest?

"counted had it been lent at compound

nterest of the same sum for the same time!
""P""""

whki, the'"^„"c?eTat^'ne^^' "f
"'"«^ '"'"'' ^' °"

added to the DrinriLl « '"J'
'^'' """""> '» »» be

money has' the" maTli TeVnl^Tttl^ 'T T"^"years? "^""^ ^^ the end of two

X. General Review

EXERCISE 142

»12M?^^'""
'' "'^ ^<«' °f 9»3 - "f 'and, if 18J a. cost

long'fi'„d''th?J:n«h'of't"he''rH' ^'"^ 1 ^''»''™ ^ ''
ft. in height "^ "" '•y * ='«P'^ 200

and 3 ft. 8 in. wideT^
P^P*' * '"^'^ » "• l°"K

If $308.75 will buy 4^ a of lan^ k„ i_ ...

cost at the same rate? ' °" """''' *'"

Wha'i wasX^mou^nT'5 ,r*,\'° ^^^ •'« "^ - debt.
Mr. Smith stfll'oTe "nt '*''" ^"^ ^""^ ""* dW

«../at'"ii%r«j^7o"afd ii-8o' r'
*'

h'"
^ '""'"<' -«

Find the gain' ,ir cent „„ ea^h
'^""'^ ^""^^i^^V-

forlem" wTat'Xrtf,h.''Tl '"l^f^^ "' ''- ^"-e
much was the whoTe worth? " "" ^' ""' ''"<' """^

7} a.

iMi
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9. A speculator invested 62§% of his estate in a mine
and deposited the remainder, $5400, in a bank. Find the
value of his estate and how much he invested in the
mine.

10. A wagon wheel is 14 ft. 6 in. in circumference.
How many revolutions will it make in going 9 miles?

11. If a laborer saves $25 in four weeks, how long
will it take him to save $187.50?

12. Express 9 cu. yd. 6 cu. ft. as the decimal of a cord.

13. Express CD IV as the fraction of MCx4 in its

lowest terms.,

14. How many board feet are there in a stick of
timber 30 ft. long, 1 ft. wide and 15 in. deep?

15. Simplify {l+^-2f)x^^3i.
16. How many yards of carpet | yd. wide will cover

a room 36 ft. long and 24 ft. wide?

17. What sum must be paid to discharge a debt of

$1728 due 15 mo. hence, interest being at 7^% per ann.?

18. A man sells 22 articles for the same money as he
paid for 36. Find his gain per cent.

19. Discounts of 25, 10, and 5% are allowed oflF a
purchase of goods. What sum will settle for a pur-
chase of $360?

20. Three pipes empty a vessel in 6, 4 and 2 hrs.

respectively. How long will they take, running
together?

21. Divide .007764 by 1.25, using short division.

22. What fraction, multiplied by the sum of f , IJf

,

and JJ, will make the product 3?

23. Divide $168 between two men, so that one may
have three-fifths of what the other has.

24. At $72 an acre, what is the value of a rectangular
field 28| ch. long and 24.4 ch. wide?

25. At $6.50 a cord, what is the value of a pile of

stone 24 ft. 6 in, long, 12 ft. 4 in. wide, and 6 ft. 6 in.

high?
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26. A bill of goods on which a discount of 8% wasallowed was settled for $414. Find the amount ofThe

27. Write a note for the following:— I borrow ofFred. Thomas $640 payable to himself in 4 mo. 178%
28. A merchant placed 75% of his year's profits in abank; havmg drawn out 25% of his deDo«dri27nnremamed. What were his profits for the year?

4913'bu ^Th'.V^'^'^"'^ ^J^S
^"- °f ^f^^^t and sold4yid bu. What per cent, of his wheat did he sell?

11
'lb at'72c'''T"'w ^ •^- °^ ^'^^"^ '^^ ^' 64c. withii ID. at 72c. At what price per pound must he spUthe mixture to gain 25%? *" ^^ " "»"sc ne sell

5.9"bu^
^'^ ^"' °^ "^^^""'^ """'^ *^-^^' ^"^ ^^^ cost «f

J« l^fV
Into a rectangular cistern, the bottom of which

^8 ft. by 6 ft. water is pouring at the rate of 500 eal

d^pth°"of'5 f?.r
^^"^ "•" '' ^^'^ '^ «" ^^^ -^-" ' a

SPfionn"^
^
u?!!^';

^°"^'?^ *^° ^^''"s of 150 a. each for$26000. What was the cost of an acre of each if 2 ain one cost as much as 2§ a. in the other.?

34. A father gave his son $24. This was 661 <^ of

35. Find all the common measures of 924 and 2520

tient?
^^ "^^^^ ""'"^^' '' •^''^ ^°^^ ^'^^so'" and q"o-

v-ihf; ^tk"'^
''^•"^'^

r^^
*2500 is insured for f of its

^hl\ r- P'"^'"^""^ for three years is $18.75 Findthe rate of insurance. ^ c.#u. rina

38. When the rate of taxation is reduced from 18*S ?U
'^^ ^°"^^^° 16* "^"l^' ^'« taxes are $9 liss*Find the amount of ^'s assessment.

DoundTnLr^^''^"''^
^"^^^" ^^^ ^'"^P'^ ^"^ the Com-

Tst iTS-^i^d^r^ur ^^ "^^"^^ ^- ^ ^- r
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40. The product of three numbers is 8544183; two of

the numbers are 87 and 109. Find the third number.

41. A train goes 94.27 mi. in 2 hr. 45 min. Find its

average rate per hour.

42. Divide $3080 between two men, so that one may
receive f as much as the other.

43. If 2 turkeys and 3 geese are bought for $9.35, and
2 geese and 3 turkeys for $10.65, find the price of a
turkey and the price of a goose.

44. If 4^ lb. of tea cost $1.98, find the cost of 8f lb.

45. Find the area of the following farm,—scale 1 in»

to 40 rd.

h

it

F '

ii ^

46. Two years ago the population of a certain place

was 575. It is now 920. Find by how much per cent.

the population has increased.

47. What must be the market price of goods that
cost me $2.70, so that I may reduce my price by 10%
and still make 20% profit?

48. (a) Make out the following account neatly, ac-

curately, and in proper form:—John Wilson bought
from you to-day, 7J lb. cheese at 12c. per pound, 6^ lb.

butter at 23c. per pound. 2i lb. tea at 55c. per pound,
27 lb. sugar at $1 per 12 lb.

(b) He paid you cash and you allowed him 5% off.

(c) Receipt the account.
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49. The average of 7 numbers is 26.98. The averaa*.of the first two is 34.5, and of the next Three 19 3 pfnHthe average of the remaining two.
'"**

50. The value of an equal number of half rro«,n«

B haif^jlttt aVr''"' ^ -" ^' «'"•". to

J J. Find the cost of gilding the entire outside surface

aeep, at 91.20 per square foot.
53. One blackboard in the school is 4 ft. wide and

16 ft. long; the other is 3| ft. wide and 24 ft. long Howmany feet must be cut off the length of the laVgeT

at'SthlsrS-feJot?^^""^'""" ""' "-« '-« --
54. In a factory the men receive $10 a week: 4 times

l\T^ir^'mu *^.^ T"'^ '
^"*^ 1« ^»"^^« ^« ^^^y hoys,

«5 a week. What is the average wages of each ?
55 Divide $2900 among ^, B, and C, so that 7 times^ s share, 4 times 5's and 8 times C's are all equal."A drover bought 6 head of cattle, the average

uS\lTiJ^ ^ ^"^^•, ^°"'- actually cost $32, $35?

fhf'.^K^
*^^' ^^sPe^tively. Find the cost of each ofthe others, one costing $5 more than the other.

would have lost $30. Find^t w^gL^o'fa'bag o'^foaf

eve^ l^^J^'^VT °^ ^^'l^"^''»e. one boat gains 5 ft.ev ery 55 yd. By how much does this boat win.?
59. How many seconds will it require a train 7fi vHlong, travelling 30 mi. per hour, to clear 100 yd ?

^

f„i?*
'^- ^3 ^^^^^ ^""^ worth as much as 7 turkevs and a

ISe^'be'Ttl.?*''*''
'"•''" -" « '=-- and xt
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63. What will 3 lb. 1 oz. 12 dr. of an article cost, if

17 lb. 1 oz. 10 dr. cost J176?

63. Two pieces of cloth of the same length cost

$26.82 and $34.56, respectively. The price of the first

piece was 74§c. per yard. Find the price of the second

piece per yard.

64. In dividing a number successively by 6, 7, 8, the

remainders are 4, 5, 7, respectively. Find the whole
remainder.

65. How much water must be added to a cask of 60

gal. of wine, at $2.50 per gallon, to reduce the price to

$1.60 per gallon?

66. A and B earn $4.62 in 7 days; A and C, $7 in

10 days; B and C, $8.36 in 11 days. How much does

each earn per day?

67. A jeweller bought a number of watches for $2790,

and sold part of them at $40 each for $1120, losing $140
on those sold. At what price each must he sell the re-

mainder in order to make a total gain of $200?

68. Find the number of posts required for a fence

136 feet long if the posts are placed 8 feet apart.

69. A man owning a corner lot 128'x56' decides in

fencing it to leave the street sides open. If the posts

are placed 8 feet apart and cost 25 cents each, and the

cost of digging the post holes is 10 cents each, what will

it cost to buy and fix the posts in the ground?

70. Find the number of posts placed 10 feet apart

required for a fence around a lot 50'xl00'. Find their

cost at 20 cents each.

71. Find the total cost of building a tight board

fence 150 feet long, 6 feet high, the boards being nailed

to two rows of 2"x4" scantling, lumber being worth
$32 per M. The posts are placed 10 feet apart and cost

30 cents each.

72. If in number 69 the fence is tight board 5 feet high

and boards are nailed to two rows of 2"x^" stringers,

find the entire cost of the fence, lumber being worth
$28 per M.
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48k*t^rbu" oSSTm!"^.®^^^^^ '^«- °f ^heat worth

perVen^^^^^^^^^ if^
the

ment of 59 pupils and school being open 20 days therebeing 3 pup.Is absent 3 days each. 2 punils aLnf fdays each and 1 pupil absent lOJ days? ^ ^ ^

^J5.
Which is the more nearly correct and by how

^""^ 9:^9-^"'°'- w rn-9009?

mfs^onSn^^^r'^^^^^^^^^^^^
commTssion*^^

""" '"'°""' ^° ^"P^"^^^' ^^^ his total

andsht^^^ifi'"''^! ^^i^^ ^^''^' ^°^« at $17 eachana sheep at $7 50 each and received «749 for the lot

Jtl! ^'^ ^"^'^l
^' '"^"y ^o^s as oxen and three

SVereTheTe?^'^^^ '' ^°"^- "^ -"^ '^ -h

is YarrtS^^^t
""^ T^^J ^* >"^^es thick and 21 feet lone

umfe^e^ce of%%ee Y- ^^^d^having an outer dr^

paintTlTtell^sJ^^^eeU^l^^^^^^^^^^^ -

ave7agI\%Td^^r2trS^

»^%iro^„%«H;f^^^I moose jaw on the following day at 9 55 oVInrt Tf

of IL ^^^ P^o^^Mct of two numbers is 908.2009 If onP
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81. A dealer in Moosomin buys 12000 bushels of

oats by measure at 24 cents per bushel. He sells them
at Revelstoke at $24 per ton after paying 40c. per

cwt. for freight lu their destination. The oats origin-

ally weighed 40 lbs. to the bushel but when weighed
at Revelstoke they were found to have lost 7§% in

weight. If the other expenses in connection with the

transaction amounted to $384, find the dealer's gain

or loss per cent.

82. Two carpenters took the contract of building a

bridge for jSlOOO. The material cost $644 and the

extra labor $130. One of them works 42 days of 8 hours

each, and 12| days of 10 hours each. The other works
30 days of 8 hours each, and 12^ days of 10 hours each.

If they divide the proceeds, after paying for the material

in proportion to the time each works, to what amount
will each be entitled?

83. Find the value of 5 yds. of lace if 12J metres
cost 87J francs. A franc- 19.5 cents; 1 in.-.0254

metres.

84. A corral 53 y is 1 ft. long and 40 yards wide is

surrounded by a clc - j board fence 5 ft. 6 in. high, nailed

to two rows of scantling. The lumber used is IJ

inches thick and the scantling are 4 in. wide and 2 in.

thick.

(a) Find the value of the lumber at $30 per M.

(6) Find the area and th& circumference of the

largest circular pen that may be made in the yard

after allowing 4 ft. on each side.

(c) Find the distance diagonally across the corral.

85. Solve: (a) (847)'; 68724P

(6) (0.075)2- (0.005)2

0.75 - 0.05.

86. A and B enter partnership for 2 years, A at

first putting in $2500 and B $3000. At the end of 9

months A took out $800 and B put in $500. At the

end of two years they had lost $3825. What was each

one's share of the loss?



CHAPTER VII

SHARING, PROPORTIONAL PARTS, OR DISTRIBU-
TIVE PROPORTION

I. Sharing and Partnership

EXERCISE 143

INTRODUCTORY

John Smith and David Jones agree to carry onbusiness together and share the profits and tSl^J

If Smith puts in $2000 and Jones $2000, howshould a profit of $500 be shared?
If Smith puts in $2000 and Jones $3000, howshould a profit of $500 be shared?

61. An association of two or more persons in business
with an agreement to share the profits and losses is a
Partnership.

62. The Association is called a Firm or Company.
68. The persons associated are the partners.

54. The money or property invested in the business
IS the Capital or Stock.

EXERCISE 144

1. Divide 198 into two parts proportional to 4 and 7.

and^7
^'^^^^ ^^^ *"'° ^^^^^ P^*"^® proportional to 5, 6,

f^
^' J^^^sum of two numbers is 1260, and they areto each other as 57 and 48. What are the numLre?

151
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4. Divide ISOO among three persons, A, B, and C,

so that the three portions may l)e to each other as the
numbers 5, 9, and 6, respectively.

5. A bankrupt has three creditors, to whom the
sums due are as the numbers 3, 4, and 6. If his assets
are valued at 1600, find the sums they will respectively
receive.

6. Divide 540 into three parts proportional to 3, 3i,
and 7.

7. Divide 915 into five parts proportional to 1, 2,

3, 4, and 5.
'

8. Divide 1815 into three parts which shall be to
each other as 2\, 3|, and 4}.

9. Three brothers raise 510 bu. of potatoes. How
many bushels did each raise, if their amounts are to
each other as 9, 10, and 11?

If. A farmer shipped a carload of wheat and oats
containing 875 bu. in parts proportiona' to i and |.

Find the number of bushels of each.

11. In a certain school 48% of the pupils are boys
and there are 39 girls. Find the number of boys.

12. A certain sum of money was divided among A,
B, and C, so that A received half as much again as B,
C received f of the sum given to A and B together.
If C's share was $132, find the sum divided.

EXERCISE 145

1. A and B engage in a wholesale business. A
invests $6000 to 5's $4000. They gain $1250. What
is each one's share of the gain?

3. A,B, and C buy a house for $2500: A pays $500,
B $1200, C $800; they rent it for $300. What is each
one's share of the rent?

3. A man dying, willed to his son $6500, to his
widow $8000, and to his daughter $5500; but his estate
amount;ed to only $12000. How much did each get?
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4. A and B jointly rented r. pasture for $24: A t>ut
in 36 cows, and B 24 cows. How much of the rent
ought each to pay?

%. A, B, and C hired a carriage for «15.7r>, each
agreeing to pay in proportion to the num^)er of miles
he ro<le A rode 90 mi., B 75. and C 60 mi. What
part of the hire ought each to pay?

. A and B were engaged in business two yearsmakmg an annual profit of $8190. A owned ? of the
stock. What was each partner's share of the total
profit?

( «Qn;i'n^' ?'/^' ^"^"fl^ partnershij) with a capital
of $30000. A furnished $6000, B $7000, C $8000, andD the remainder. They gained 18^-, of the joint
stock. What was each partner's share of the profit?

•o^^ 4>' ^' ^"^ ^ ^^'"'y °" a coal business. A invests
$8500, B $9000, and C $12000. At the end of the yearB s share of the gain is $4050. Find the total gain.

D *?; J^^^f !?
-" engaged in business. A received $90,

g $115, and C $148 of tht gain. C's capital was $740.What was the total capital?

•TnJ* "^j ^' ^"^ ^ ^"^^'' '"^'' partnership. A invests
$700 and receives $105 as his share of the gain B in-
vests $580, and C's share of he profits is $48. FindB s profits and C's capital.

11. A, B, and C are partne.s in a business in which
4 has invested $5000, B S.IOOO. and C $2500. C re-
ceives 12j% of the profits as manager; rhe remainder
is divided among them all in proportion i, the capital

^If,. 1-".^"^ business. What does each receive of
$840 profit?

12. The cargo of a ship was worth $25000 and was
insured for $17500. If tfet cargo belonged toA,B, and
C in proportion to 1.4, ) .5, and 1.6, respectively, how
much would each lose in case the vessel w is lost?

.
13. In a mixture of S60 gal. of wine and water, there

IS 1 qt. of water to ev^^ry gallon of wine. How many
gallons of each are there in the mixture?
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14. Divide $9282 among A, B, C, and D, giving to A
10% more than to B, to 5 10% more than to C, and to
C 10% more than to D.

15. There are three books A, B, and C. A and B
together contain 900 pages; B and C together 845 pages;
and C and A together 1025 pages. How many pages
are there in each b()ok?

16. A, B, and C enter into partnership. A puts in

$10500, B $7500, and C $13500. The total gain is

$4725. What per cent, of this should A receive.?

17. A, B, and C rent a pasture for a season for $38.
A puts in 30sheep for 13 weeks; 5 24 sheep for 15 weeks
and C 20 sheep for 10 weeks. How much of the rent
should each pay?

EXERCISE 146

1. Divide $1117.60 among A, B, and C, so that A
may have twice as much as C and B $10 more than
three times as much as C.

2. A man spent $240.25 in cloth at $1.55 a yard,
and sold it to 3 men. The first man bought 35 yd.
more than 3 times the second one and 20 yd. less than
the third man. Find each share.

3. A man sold 3 sheep for $37; for the first he re-
ceived $3 more than for the third, and $4 less than for
the second. What did he get for each?

4. The cost of a quantity of silk at $3.25 per yard,
and tweed at $2.50 per yard, was $409.75, the whole
cost of the tweed being 25c. more than that of the silk.

Find the number of yards of each kind of cloth.

5. The cost of 12 bu. of oats and 17 bu. of wheat
was $14.97. The cost of a bushel of wheat was 42c.
more than that of a bushel of oats. Find the cost of a
bushel of wheat.

6. Mary has two dollars in five and ten-cent pieces.
The number of ten-cent pieces is two more than the
number of five-cent pieces. How many of each kind
has she?
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7. A farmer employs a number of men and 8 bovs-he pays the boys 65c. and the men $1,10 per day Theamount that he paid to all was as much as if eJch hadreceived 92c. per day. How many men were employed >

of m-'nlcM"^"^;-^ ^^^ '" ^^^ ^""^ of ^ certain numberof mnths, three times as many tenths, and five timesas many twelfths What are the valies of the threeaggregate parts of the quantity?

for «2(¥Kf^''Th ^°"^''^ a number of horses and cows
tor $2000. There were three times as many cows ashorses and a horse cost twice as much as a cow Ifeach horse cost $80, how many cows did he buy?

A IrLs's'^r t^K^'^'r^^'^t^'' ^ ^"^ ^' ^o that when

«iual ^ ^
^'^^' ^^^''" ^^^'^^ "^^y be

II. Averages

EXERCISE 147

following^
^^^ ^gg'-egate and the average of the

(a) 250, 306, 402, 211, 309.
(6) n, 3i, 4J, 5|, 7i
(c) 7.5, 5.34, 8.75, 3.48, 6.23.

2. The school register shows that 34 pupils were

S^Tt^ ^onday. 32 on Tuesday, 35 on W^nesday!
33 on Thursday, and 36 on Friday. Find the averageattendance during the week.

'iverage

level' .•71'«f^!f''^^'''U ""J f*:^^'" P*^^^^ ^bove the sea
level IS as follows: find their average elevation:
(a) Calgary 3410 ft

Summit 3627 ft

Olds 3402 ft.

(b) Fernie 3302 ft.

Michel 3853 ft.

Crow's Nest 4438 ft
(c) Winnipeg 757 ft.

Portage la Prairie 854 ft.

Carberry 1258 ft
Brandon 1194 ft

Red Deer 2806 ft.

Battle River 2627 ft.

Edmonton 2188 ft.

Crow's Nest Lake 4424 ft.

MacLeod 3128 ft.

St. Mary's River 2795 ft.

Virden 1444 ft.

Wolseley 19.50 ft.

Indian Head 1924 ft.

Regina 1885 ft.
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4. What number substituted for each of the
addends 36.2, 18.5, 27.3, 36.4, 25.2, will give the same
sum?

5. The aggregate of G boys is 465 lb. The average
weight of four of them is 79.5 lb. Find the average
weight of the remaining two.

6. A farmer received $17.40 for 8 turkeys which he
sold at 15c. a pound. Find the average weight of a
turkey.

7. Six boys weigh on the average 115 lb. One
weighs 135 lb. Find the average weight of the other five.

^«?^"^.*^^ average length of four boards which
are 12 ft. 6 in., 14 ft. 4 in., 16.6, and 16 ft.

9. Eight blocks of granite weigh as follows:—
17.4 cwt., 18.5 cwt., 15.8 cwt., 12.75 cwt., 14.25 cwt.,
16.3 cwt., 15.5 cwt., and 18.2 cwt. Give their average
weight in pounds.

10. In a cricket match the scores of one side were
the following:—0, 24, 10, 32, 0, 0, 6, 8, 2, 6. Find the
average score per man.

11. The mean height of five mountains is 7850 ft.
and the mean height of 4 of them is 5912 ft. Find
the height of the fifth mountain.

12. A grocer sold 3 lb. of tea at 75 cents per lb. and
2 lb. at 50 cents per lb.; what was the average price?

13. Two purchases have been made of 15 lb. weight
at $2.50 per lb., and 25 lb. at $1.80 per lb. What is
the average price per lb.?

14. The average temperature of the different months
during the past 37 years at Toronto was: of Jan. 22*'.94,
Feb. 22*.58, March 29^05, April 40^63, May 51^68.
June 6r.84, July 67°.43, Aag. 66°.32, Sept. 58M0,
Oct. 45''.74, Nov. 36^03, Dec. 25''.57. What was the
average yearly temperature during that period?

15. In a class there were six boys whose respective
heights were 4 ft. 5 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 5 ft.. 4 ft. 7J in., 4 ft.

9| in. and 4 ft. 1| in. What was the aggregate of their
heights and what their average height?

1
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16 A mixes 25 gal. of water with 125 gal. of vinegar,
which cost him 40 cents per gallon. How much must he
charge per gallon so as to make a profit of 33^ per cent?

17. I bought 475 barrels of flour, part at S6.50 per

"Ia??"^ S^ ""^^^ ^^ ^P^' '^^^ ^^^'age cost per barrel
was 9m. How many barrels at each price were bought?

..nrl'h «i5!J''L"?-?lP''*
^"^ ^^''^' ^^'S^^« 15 oz. and is

worth $128, but if the proportions of gold and silver be
reversed, it is worth $142. Gold being worth $16 per
ounce, find the price of silver per ounce.

«ifi 9Jen ^^^'^Se price paid for a farm of 320 a. was

fiS?n' ^2-^:,T^ *22^^' 1^0 ^' cost o" the average
$12.50. Find the average cost of the rest of the farm

.aI^L ^ /^"'"^i"
s°'^ 125 head of cattle at $36 per head

142 head at $42.50, and 238 head at $45. Find the
average price he received for them.

HI. Ratio and Proportion

EXERCISE 148

INTRODUCTORY

1. John has $10; James has $5. John has how many
times as much money as James?

2. What is the relation of a line 3 in. long to one
1 mi. long? °

3. How many times 5 is 20?
4. A quart is what part of a gallon?
5. How many pecks make a bushel?
6. What is the relation of $24 to $6?
The relation of one quantity to another similar

quantity in respect to size is called the ratio of the two
quantities.

7. (a) An hour is what part of 2 hr.?
(6) What is the ratio of 1 hr. to 2 hr.?

8. What is the ratio of the following —
k} t^^^^L. (^) 24 mi. to 6 mi.?W i}^to$5? (e) $12 to $36?
(c) $20 to $10? (/) 18 marbles to 3 marbles?
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9. How is the ratio of two quantities found? The
first of the two quantities is called the Antecedent, the
second the Consequent.

Ratio is usually indicated by placing a colon be-
tween the two quantities. Thus the ratio of 8 to 4
is written 8:4 and is read 8 is to 4.

Ratio is also expressed by the sign of division : thus,
8-5-4.

It is also expressed by writing the numbers in the
form of a fraction : thus f

;

Hence 8:4, 8-i-4, and | all denote the same relation.

10. Name the antecedent and the consequent of the
following ratios:

—

(a) 9 mi.: 3 mi. (d) 3 qt.: 4 qt.

(6) 15:3. (e) 5 ft. :7 ft.

(c) $18: $9. (/) 3 yd.: 2 ft.

11. Express the ratio of the following quantities:

—

(a) $6 to $18. (d) 16 lb. to 3 lb.

(b) $4 to $20. (e) 15 apples to 5 apples.
(c) 5 hr. to 30 hr. (/) 2^ to If

12. Supply the missing term in the following:

—

(a) 36: ? =4. (d) 4^: ? =3.

(6) ? :12=7. (e) ? :: 1 -10.
(c) 72hr.:9hr.- ?. (/) ? : 5 =.04.

13. The ratio of 8 to 4 is the same as the ratio of 12
to what number?

14. Find a number that will bear the same ratio to
12 that 5 bears to 15.

15. The ratio of 20 to 5 is equal to the ratio of 24 to
what number?

16. Find a fourth term for the following ratios:

—

(a) 36:12=6: ?. (d) 5:8 -25: ?.

(b) 56:7 -24: ?. («j l|:i-21: ? .

(c) 25:5 -56: ?. (/) 54:9-72:?.
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56. When four quantities are so arranged that the
ratio of the^r5/ to the second equals the ratio of the third
to the fourth, the four quantities form a Proportion.

66. A Proportion is usually indicated by writing a
double colon (::) between the equal ratios. Thus
8:6:: 12:9.

57. The first ^nd fourth terms of a proportion are thehxtremes; the second and third terms are the Means.
17. Name the extremes and the means in thefollowing proportions:

—

(a) 25: 7:: 50: 14.

ib) 36 hr.: 7 hr.:: 72 mi.: 14 mi.

Hnof'^J'I
J^^ following proportions, compare the pro-duct of the extremes with the product of the means-

(a) 7: 5:: 14: 10.

(6) 84:12::21:3.

(c) 12:24::36:72.

19. In a proportion, how does the product of themeans compare with that of the extremes?
20. Find the omitted term in the fol' wing-—
(o) 12:6::4: ?.

(6) 35:6::4: ?.

(c) 5:8:: 10: ?.

EXERCISE 149

Example 1. Find the cost of 12 lb. of sugar if the
cost of 4 lb. is 25c.

The ratio of 12 lb. to 4 lb. is 3, hence 12 lb. will costo times as much as 4 lb., or 75c.

1. If it requires 250 lb. of coal to run an engine for

for '9' h°T
^ "^'^ ^^ required to run this engine

2. If a pole 18 ft. high casts a shadow 25.5 ft. long,how long a shadow will be cast by a pole 31.5 ft. high?
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3. If 156 bu. of wheat are required to make 44 bbl. ol
flour, how many bushels will be required to make 77 bbl. i

4. If John's money is to Henry's as 4 to 5, and
Henry has $20, how much has John?

^a '/ '^ 60 sheep were sold for $450, how much should
96 sheep brmg at the same rate?

•««^ '^. ^^®^ ^^'"^ ^2^ '" ^ Siven time, how much will
$900 gam the same time?

7. If 24 men can dig a ditch in 5 days, in how many
days can 36 men dig a similar ditch?

8. If f 5^d. of cloth costs $|, find the cost of
fy yd.

9. If 120 men earn $2000 in a given time, how many
men will earn $2500 in the same time?

10. If 32% of an estate is worth $5200, how much is

75% of the estate worth?
li. How far can a man walk in 12 da. of 8 hr. each,

if he can walk 189 mi. in 7 da. of 9 hr. each?
12. The ratio of the weight of white pine to the weight

of white oak is 17 to 27. A cubic foot of oak weighs
54 lb. Find the weight of a cubic ft. of white pine.

13. A man earns $1300 in a year of 52 weeks; how
much does he earn per week?

14. The interest on $350 for 9 mo. is $26.25. Find
the interest for 7 mo. on the same sum.

IV. General Review

EXERCISE 150

1. A merchant bought 845 bu. of wheat for $574.60
and sold it at 85c. per bu. Find his profit and his gain
per cent.

2. A house was insured for f of its value at i%.
The premium was $13.50. What was the value of the
house?

3. A can do J of a piece of work in 4 days, and B
i of It in 5 da. In what time can they do the whole,
working together?
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• of M%td WV"^^7 '5- """* '^'"«" " discount

9. If the divisor were one-fourth what if U fh«

m\^l^!:'^r.:zi: t:i f^^^^ ^ -^^ ^^ wood

for'sQ'iO ^'u^' m"?*"^ ?^ '^^P ^o^ «250, and 20 cowslor »950. He sold the sheep at a gain of i24<7 an^^hcows at a gain of 4*%. FiSd h?s U>tal gai?^' ^^

men^; hi'..^^''^^
regiments there are 4800. The 2nd reei-

^^
I J. What fraction increased by 16% of itself becomes

H.'Lj .T*" t""!;
'"" ''°"«^* "' a cost of $2785 each

"% ;rt^S^o'?h^.'^#jH".^ ;„^% °^^ one and .r,

ThJnJ^rLSTisT„rorrva>lto1tatrat^^
Find the price per yard of the cloth.

^^'^

.oitfei?^H\T?L'rd*dT<^:^s^^^^^^^^^
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18. Find the cost of 3 bu. 2 pk. 1 gal. 1 pt. of oats ai

$1.75 a bushel.

19. A house which cost $3600 rents for $32.50 <

month. The annual expenses on it are $50. Whai
rate per cent, does the owner receive for his invest

ment?

30. Find the result when five hundred and twenty
five ten-thousandths are taken from ten thousands anc

the remainder is multiplied by ten hundredths.

21. A lady spent $63 for jewellery and dress goods

paying l6% more for dress goods than for jewellery

How much did she pay for each?

32. If 78 be added to a certain number it will contair

eighty-seven 1005 times. Find the number.

g
23. Simplify . 6 of 4| of -

^
•

24. What principal will amount to $810.96 in 1 yr

6 mo. at 6%?
25. How much duty must be paid on 125 gal. of wine

worth $225 upon which the duty is $1.65 per gallon

SLtid 30% <id valorem f

26. Find the sum of .6; .0i4 and 4.234.

27. From 3.186 take 1.237.



CHAPTER VIII

INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION

I. Involution

EXERCISE 1S1

INTRODUCTORY

58 The product obtained by taking a niimh*.r o

n"u"mb:; °Vtn
^' ='• T"- « -"eS a'

^""0'
ha?

Thl n„J^K. • FT'" " ''"°"'" •'y 'he numbers of times

poler S'?."'/; 'f^"
"

!,
fector.-thus, 2 is tlie firS

an"J?hTd^te-'»r'''"'"^'"^"«' '•' ^«--'

3. Find the square of 7; of 5; of 9; of 12.
4. Find the cube of 3; of 4; of 5; of 7.
5. Find the fourth power of 2; of 3; of 5; of 6

32?''64r
""^^^^ '' ^ ^^''^" ^' ^ ^^^^°' ^° P'-<^"ce 8?

fn n?;^^**
»«»«*«r </ /tm« a number is used as a factor

tho c- r "". ^^°^^ *^« number. This is calledthe Exponent or Index,-thus, in 8-2», 3 is the index

thJ'a ?"^'^t'«
t^at 5 is to be taken as a factor 4 times-that 6 IS to be taken as a factor 3 times.

'

9\ li^^^^^^
**" "^'^^^ '^^ following are equal: 2*. 3», 5'.

)«3
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CXCRCItC 152

Square the following numbers:

1. 23. S. 2\. ». 367.

3. 25i 6. 171. 10. 36i.
3. 17J. 7. 8.5. 11. |.

4. 97. 8. 7.9.

EXERCISE 163

u. 7A.

Cube the following numbers: •

1. 19.' 5. 4.5. 9. 207.

2. 76. 6. 2\. If. 36}.

3. 87. 7. Z\. 11. 24.5

4. 95. 8. 7.4. 12. 7|.

'I

i \* <

f . . «.

1 ii

a

1^'

EXERCISE 164

Raise the following numbers to the powers indi

cated:

1. 94«. 5. (.07)'. 9. (1})».

2. 25». 6. (.15)*. 10. (i)«.

3. 16'. 7. (2.5)V 11. (21)'.

4. 85'. 8. (.33)*. 12. (3i)'.

EXERCISE 166

Find the value of the following expressions:

1. 2'x3\ 5. 12»+6'. 9. (i) + (i).

2. 5'x2^ 6. 15*+5\ 10.
(J) x(})*.

3. 8V2». 7. 3*x3». 11. (i.9)'+19.

4. 17». 8. 10*X5'. 12. 29*+(2.9)».

EXERCISE 156

1. Write the squares of the numbers from 13 to 2(

inclusive.

2. Cube the odd numbers from 10 to 20.

3. What power of a number is the product of th(

first power, the third power, and the fourth power?
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K^ ;t. ^^A ^^® ^"^""^ PV^^er of a number is multipliedby Its third power, what is the resulting power?

factors?^
^^""^ "'""J^' '' '^^^ «"^ °f ^'^^ ^^o ^^"^1

factors?^
''^*' ""™*^'' " ^^^ °"^ °^ *^^ ^'^'^^ enual

factors^s^^s!^^
"""'*^'' °^ '^^'''*' °"^ °^ ^^^ f^""" ^^ual

widf" VnT?h5"'^' ^^r^
•' ^'^ '^- '°"8 '-^"d 36 rd.

JZrimeter
*'^^

""
"^"^'^ ^^''^ ^'^'^ ^" ^^"^'>

?;
When the seventh power of a number is divided

It. Simplify the following expressions:

(2)';(3T;(4»)'.
11. What power of a number is the cube of thesquare of that number?

nf Iko^**^
square of i of a number is what part of 4

of the square of that number?
h t m j

n. Square Root

EXERCISE 157

INTRODUCTORY

1. What is the second power of 5? of 9? of 12?

36?^49M21?"81?^'*
multiplied by itself will produce

is 64- is*144*^^
number whose second power is 9; is 25;

4. Resolve each of the following numbers into twoequal factors: 16, 25. 81, 49, 100.

its lg«a?."Ll/'^''"'''^"''^-^''^'"''^
°^ ^ """^b^'- '^ ^^"^

5. Find the square root of 9; of 36; of 64; of 144.
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t. Souare integral numbers of one digit and as
certain the number of figures in the square of a numbei
of one figure.

7. Square integral numbers between 10 and 99 and
find the number of figures in the square of a numbei
of two figures.

S. Square integral numbers between 100 and 990
and ascertain the number of figures in the square of a
number of three figures.

». If 82369 is the square of a number, how many
figures are there in the number?

!•. Tell the number of figures in the square root of

it^Jiv'®^*"*;
numbers: 841, 2304, 9801, 88804, 6889,

776161.

11. How many figures are there in the square root of
the following numbers: A number of 3 figures; of 6
figures; of 4 figures; of 2 figures; of 7 figures?

12. How many figures are there in a number in
which there are 3 figures in its square root?

13. Make a general rule showing the relation between
the nuniber of figures in any number and the number of
figures in its square root.

EXERCISE 158

INTRODUCTORY

I. Examine the following method of squaring 25:
20+5
20+5

20x5+5*
20»+20x5

3.

suit.

25
25-
125-
500-
625- 20*+2x20x5+5'

-20'+(2x20+5)x5.
Square 43 in a similar way and examine the result.
Square 56 in a similar way and examine the re-

4. How is the square of a number, consisting of a
number of tens plus a number of units, found?
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«. Write down the square of (40 + 7).

. Indicate, as in Example 1, the square of 78.

Example 1. Find the square root of 2025.

2025(45 1600 + 2x40x5 + 5»(40 + 5

«S|i2S" 21<40+5|2x40x5+5«
*26 e + 40 X 5 + .V

167

S,n.-e the square of tens is hundreds, the part of
20... c iiressed by 25 contains no part of the square
o! the tenfi. i lese hgures are. therefore, disregarded
or the ire^riu. The greatest square in 20 hundred is
16 hiindrt J the square .oot of which is 4 tens.
The rcinainder 425, is equal to twice the tens plus

the units multiphod by the units. Twice the tens is
8 tens; 8 tens is contained in 42 tens 5 i-nes.

Twice the t*us plus the units is 8?. m^\ >", n dtiDiied
by 5 is 425. The square root is 4"

EXERCISE 1(><t

Find the square root of:

1. 289. 5. 1296.

3. 361. 6. 5625.

3. 576. 7. 9025.

4- 626. 8. 2401.

«i, -i;H«H.

i.1* I ii9.

11. 2209.

12. 3136.

EXERCISE 160

Example 2. Find the square root of 4124961.

4|12I49|61 (2031 After finding the first figure of

f
the root and subtracting its

403 1249 square from the left-hand period

.,^«J-i^®® *"^ bringing down the next
4061^4061 period, 12, it is found that 40 is

14061 not contained in 12. A is put
.

in the root, and the next period
w brought down. The part of the root already found
IS doubled and 40 is written as a divisor. It is called

«:
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400, and it is found that it goes into 1249 3 times;
6 IS put in the root and annexed to the 40; 403 is now
multiplied by 3-, and the product, 1209, is written under
the 1249, and subtracted, etc.

Find the square root of:

1. 390625. 5. 820836. 9. 25080064.
2. 262144. 6. 734449. lo. 19228225.
3. 117649. 7. 5764801. n. 44502241.
4. 499849. 8. 40005625. 12. 61685316.

$^

\ll^r:':

r^

i.i

,
EXERCISE 161

1. A man owns a farm in the form of a square, which
contains 10 a. How many rods in length or breadth is it ?

^
2. What would it cost to fence a square lot contain-

ing 16G a., at the rate of $4 per rod?
3. I have a room in the form of a square, which

requires 1 00 yd. of carpet to cover it. What is the size
ot the t.

; a, if the carpet is 1 yd. wide?
4. What is one of the equal factors of 15625?
5. A garden contains 1452 sq. yd., and it is 3 times

as long as it is broad. Find its length and breadth.
6. A certain public hall in a city contains 2646 sq. ft.

and Its length is IJ times its breadth. What are the
dimensions of the hall?

7. A merchant bought a certain number of yards of
muslin, giving as many cents for each yard as there were
yards. The whole cost $72.25. How many yards did
he buy and at what price per yard?

8. What must be the dimensions in feet and inches
of a square garden-lot, which shall be equal to two rec-
tangu ar ones measuring, respectively, 8 by 10 rd. and
8 by 18 rd.?

9. A rectangular court that is twice as long as it is
wide contains 31250 sq. ft. How long and wide is it?

10. A body of soldiers in column forms 361 ranks 9
abreast. If they were drawn up in solid square, how
many would there be in each face?
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cosVs /ifl^'snl^'^''^ \^ ^''?^« ^« '°"g as broad, and
vard finH

,.^"PPos'"? the price to be 4s. 9d. a squareyard, find the dimensions of the piece
square

of walling, if the waif be 2 yd. hlgh^ "" """''' ^'"•''

HI. General Review

EXERCISE 162

Two-'fiSs offhr"""^
between two numbers is 140.

of the fot.""'
®^ ^'- "^'^^ '^"'^'"^ 1^ ^- F'i"d the length

rpfP^;.Ar"^'"^ H"^ contains 22 a. 80 sq. rd. At the

5. Fmd the square root of 3032.7049 and 627264.

in 5 davf''fi^"^"'''
"^^^ ^5 ^""^ ^y 6 men or 12 boys

"yl mJn'andV'bTysT'"^
'^^^ ^^" ^'^^ "-^ ^^ ^--

lon/i'tude 12°' 27' m^^'?"''^ J'VA'"*^ ^^t^^^" Rome,longituae IJ 27 14 E., and Chicago 87° 35' W

of the real vaC'Ste ^^^^^ ^^^Z " '

it J'7 In '°"«'^"^f.
of Jerusalem is 35° 32' E. Whent s 7.30 a.m. at VVmnipeg, longitude 97° 7' W whatisthe time at Jerusalem?

vv., wnat

confaiifs 4T07 so" vd \- 1'T^"' '^"^ ^^ '* '« ^»d«uains 4IU7 sq. yd. Fmd the dimensions of the lot.

$2500 «5|oo'^'".^"';i^n'?
^ ^to'-^' paying as follows:

I5400' H ' -^"^^ ^53000 respectively. They gain•i>400. How much does each gain?

r
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12. From two orchards 280 bbl. of apples were
picked. One orchard produced i as many barrels as

the other. How many barrels were picked from each?

13. An agent sold 1200 bbl. of apples at $2.75 a barrel

on a commission of 2f% and after deducting $82, his

second commission, invested tho remainder in cloth at

25c. a yard. How many yards did he buy?

14. Find the difference between the interest on $5000
•at 8% for 2 yrs. when compounded annually and com-
pounded half-yearly.

15. A bushel of Indian corn weighs 56 lb. and a

bushel of wheat 60 lb. How many bushels of wheat
will weigh a^ much as 1795 bu. of corn?

16. Reduce 17.25, .0625, and 3.75 to vulgar fractions

in their lowest terms.

17. If a njan can row 3| mi. an hour in still water,

how many miles can he row in 4^ hr. up a river that

flows at the rate of j miles an hour?

18. A cistern has two supply pipes and a discharge

pipe. If the supply pipes will fill it in 3 hr. and 4 hr.

respectively and the discharge pipe will empty it in

2 hrs. and all three pipes are opened when the cistern

is already half full, in what time will it be full?

19. A farmer offered to sell a cow for $40. He sold

her at 10% discount and made 20% gain. How much
did the cow cost him?

Jf. If I received $81.12 as interest on $845 for 1

yr. 6 mo., at what rate did I loan the money?

21. Eighty-seven and a half per cent, of a number
is 24| less than the number. Find the number.

22. Find the omitted term in the following:

(a) $12: $30:; ? : 270 yd.

(b) 8f: U:: 487^: ? .

(c) 70bu.: ? :: $34 : $136.

23. A man wishes to get $500 from the Imperial Bank
to pay a debt. He gives his note for 3 mos. (days of

grace included) which, discounted at 8%, just produces^

this sum. For how much was the note drawn?



CHAPTER IX

MENSURAIION

I. Introductory

1. (a) Draw a rectangle 2 in. by 4 in.

(b) Point out the boundaries of the rectangle.
(c) Compare the lines bounding the rectangle

with lines like ,^-:2~- or ^- ^.

The boundary lines of the rectangle are straight lines.
Lines like those in (c) are curved or crooked lines.
2. Draw two straight lines that meet at a point but

are not m the same straight line.

62. The difference in direction of two straight lines
which meet is called an angle.

3. Draw two straight lines across each other so as
to form four equal angles.

63. When two straight lines cut each other so as to
make four equal angles, each angle is called a right angle.

64. A^es less than right angles are acute angles.
An0es gi?eater than right angles are obtuse angles.

*ii
^,*^ 9^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^'^^^ ^8"^^ with opposite sides

parallel and its angles right angles.
(b) Draw a four sides figure with opposite parallel

but Its angles not right angles.

(c) Draw any other kind of four sides figure.

65. Any four sided figure is a Quadrilateral. A
quadrilateral With its opposite sides parallel is a parallel-
ogram. ^

66. A parallelogram with its angles right angles is a
rectangle.
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II
•

5. («\ Draw a rectangle 2 in. by 3 in.

ik) E>raw a rectangle with all its sides equal.

•7, A rectangle in which the sides are not all equal
is an obicng.

•8. A rectangle in which all the sides are equal is a
square.

6. Draw this fig-

ure on cardboard
and cut it out. It is

called a protractor.
Measure an angle of
60"; 0190°; of 75°; of
120°; of 10°; of 45°.

7. D r a w t wo
lines, one due east and from one end of this line,
another due north. What kind of an angle do they
form? How many degrees are there in this angle?

8. Observe this page, the top cf the desk, the wall
of the school, the floor.

The outside of any object is called the surface.
Measure this page; the top of the desk; the blackboard.

(a) How long is each ?

(b) How wide is each?

69. Every surface has two dimensions, viz. : its length
and its breadth.

9. Find the dimensions of this page; the top of your
desk; of the blackboard.

10. (a) Enclose a space by means
of three straight lines.

(b) How many angles has this
figure?

62. A figure bounded by
straight lines is a Triangle.

three

11.

angle,

(a) Draw a triangle with one of its angles a right

^SmW!^^
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(b) Draw a triangle with one of its angles greater
than a right angle.

*

(c) Draw a triangle with each of its angles less than
a nght angle.

70. A triangle with one of its angles a right angle
is a Right Angled Triangle.

71. A triangle with one of its angles greater than a
right angle is an Obtuse Angled Triangle.

72. A triangle with each of its angles less than a right
angle is an Acute Angled Triangle.

12. Using the Protractor, draw the following tri-
angles :

6 "

(a) A right angled triangle.

(b) One with an angle of 120°.

(c) One with each angle Q(f.

(d) One with angles of 90°, 45°

(e) One with angles of 120°, 30'

45*.

a

II. The Rectanole

EXERCISE 163

INTRODUCTORY

Examine this figure.

1. What is its shape?
2. What is a rectangle.-*

3. If it is 8 in. long,
what is its area? 8 ft. long?
8 yd. long? 8 rd. long?

4. (a) Draw a rectangle

•

! 1

__
6 in. by 4 in. and divide it into square inches.

(*) How many square inches are there in one row
aiong the side?

(c) How many rows are there with 6 sq. in. in eachrow ?

(d) What is the area of your rectangle?

%:

:^ »mmm^a^^FS^F^ssmsimi ^
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5. Show by a diagram that a rectangle 7 in. longand 4 in. wide contains 28 sq. in.

6. Draw a rectangle 5 in. long containing 20 sq. in.and find how wide it is.
«» m

7. Show that a rectangle containing 72 sq. inand 9 in. long is 8 in. wide.
^

EXERCISE 164

J. How many square yards are there in the surface
of a table 1 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. long by 1 yd. 9 in. wide?

2 A county ditch 18 ft. wide and 105 rd. long wasdug diagonally across a farm. How many square rods
did the oA^ner lose?

3. A farmer buys a farm of 100 a. at $45 per acre,
across which a river runs diagonally. If the river
measures 87 ft. wide and 62 rd. long, how much is the
land worth that it covers?

4. Find the cost of gilding the entire outside surface
of a covered box, 3 ft. long, 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and 1 ft. 9 in.
deep, at $1.20 per square foot.

5. At $15 per M, board measure, what will be the
cost of 2-in. plank for a 4-ft. sidewalk half a mile
long?

6. Trees are planted 12 ft. apart round the sides
of a rectangular field 40 rd. long, containing 2 a. Find
the number of trees.

7. One blackboard in a school is 4 ft. wide and 16
ft. long; the other is 3^ ft. wide and 24 ft. long. How
w^Yk ^^S """'u ^^ ,''"' «^ ^^^ ^^"gth of the larger
blackboard so that the remainder will have the same
area as the smaller one?

8. A square plot of grass measures 18 ft. 8 in. long
but in the centre is a square flower-bed 4 ft. 6 in. long.Mnd the extent of the grass surface.

9. A field whose length is to its width as 4 to 3.
contains 2 a. 2 ro. 32 rd. What are its dimensions?
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!•. A room 15 ft wide and 18 ft. long is covered withmatting at a cost of S25. What would be the S)^nseof covenng. with the same quality of matt ng a ?^ma yard longer and a yard wider?

«jfi'
^""^P '^ '^'^'^" ^° ^''^ '^^'^ of i an inch to a

"ch-on^thrmTp?
'"" ^" "P^^^^"^^^ ^y ^ -^""e

EXERCISE 165

1. A room is twice as long as it is wide, and its floorarea is 76,V sq. yd. Find its length and width
2. At 30c. per roll of 8 yd., what will be the cost of

PfjPJ \l'-'^^
^/"« ,^"d ^-"i"g of a room, the papebeing 18 in. wide, the room being 24 ft. lone 21 ff

wide, and 12 ft. high, and no deductions be ng^; IIowed
for openings? *" "••"weu

TiJl^ !u'^??u ^""AJ^^ ^ rectangular field of 15 a.The length of the field is to its breadth as 3 to 2. Find
the length of the railing.

4. In what time would a field 80x60 rd. pay for
under-draining lengthwise at 2c. per foot, if the field
yield 2 bu., at 66c. per acre, more than before draining?The drains are 4 rd apart and the first drain runsdown the centre of the field.

J' '
^J'.'i^}}^

^ ^"^^ f^"""^' 180 rd. long by 96 rdwide, at $12.50 per acre. I paid $14.75 per acre for
clearing and $1 35 per rod for enclosing the wholefarm with wire fencing. Taking into account that I
sold the wood for $1160 and ashes for $17.20 howmuch has the improved farm co*t me per acre.'

6. A map measures 4 ft. 6 in. bv 3 ft. 3 in. and indrawn on the scale of i in. to a mile. How many acres
does the map represent?

7. On a map drawn to the scale of | in. to a mile, a
township measures 3f in. long by 1| in. wide. Howmany acres are there in it?

8. A four-foot sidewalk of 2 in. planks is to be laid
round a square field containing 10 a. The inner edge

•1

I.

Mm
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of the sidewalk is to be two feet out from the boundary
of the field. Find the cost of planking in the sidewalk
at $15 per M.

9. Find the cost of fencing a square lot containing
2§ a. with wire fencing five wires high, at 2c. per foot.

10. Find the cost of covering the floor of a hall 54^
ft. long and 16 ft. 8 in. wide with linoleum at $.96 per
square yard.

11. If it cost $285 to fence a rectangular field 98 rd.
by 72 rd., what will it cost to fence a square field of
the same area?

III. The Parallelogram

i

L
% < •
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78.-4 Parallelogram is a four -sided figure whose
opposite sides are parallel.

Make a parallelogram a c d b, Fig. 2, from a piece
of board about half an inch thick. Divide vertically
as in e/ and insert pins so that it may be easily put
together again. Change the parallelogram into a
rectangle.

1. (a) Compare the length of the rectangle with
the length of the parallelogram.

(6) Compare the breadth of the rectangle with the
perpendicular height of the parallelogram.

(c) Compare the area of the rectangle with that of
the parallelogram.

(d) How is the area of any parallelogram found.?

2. Find the area of the following parallelograms:

(a) Length 3 ft. 4 in., perpendicular breadth 2 ft. 6 in.

(b) Length 24 ch.6 1, perpendicular breadth 16 ch.25 1.
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rd.^ 5 yd"^^^
^^ ''^' ^ ^'^' P^n^endicular breadth 24

3. Fill in the blanks in the following-
Length of Perpendicular

parallelosrram breadth Area

500 rods 2ii ch.
^^'

1. A county ditch 18 ft. wide and 105 rods lone was

d.^^fc"nJte°" ^ '^'"''' ^- --y -»-e^:3:

acre!- aVor:^hi^crrritrrSL7ia^.^:^^^^^^^ ^f ^ul

ZZTT'^' l^ '^ ^'^^ ^"^ 62 rods long.how much
IS the land worth that it covers?

3. How many rectangles, each having a base 12 ftong and a breadth of 8 ft., would be required ?o haveH^e same area as a parallelogram 48 ft long wi"h fperpendicular height of 12 ft.?

4. If a parallelogram 16 ft. long and 12 ft. wide werechanged mto the form of a rectangle, what would b^the area of the rectangle?

IV. The Right-Angled Triangle

EXl':HCiSE 166

INTRODUCTORY

1. (a) Draw a rectangle 4 in. by 3 in. .ond joi. twoof Its opposite corners.

(b) Compare the areas of the two triangles so formf d

nn..^"
•1''^ '^^'^ ^ rectangle 5 in. by 4 in. and j.>:n th^opposite angles.

jv.u u!.

(6) What is the area of each triangle?

-^rJ'^L'^^t^ ?^? "^^''^ ^'^^ °f ^he rectangle is t»-earea of each of the triangles?

3. (a) Draw a straight line 5 in. long. At rieht

n tni° '''h'"^*
^"""^ °"^ ^"^' ^'•^^ ^ straight nre

in. long, and join the extremities of these two lines.

tat
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M

ft r

(b) Find the area of the right-angled triangle »<

formed.

4. (a) Draw an oblique parallelogram and join tw(
of its opposite corners.

(b) Compare the area of each triangle thus former
with that of the parallelogram.

5. How does the area of any triangle compare witl
that of a parallelogram formed by drawing line;

parallel to any two of the sides of the triangle?

74. The sides which enclose the right angle of i

right-angled triangle are called the Base and Perpen
dicular. *

76. The side opposite to the right angle is the Hypo
tenuse.

6. Draw a right-angled triangle and name its three
sides.

Find the area of each of the following right-angled
triangles:

7. Base 6 in., perpendicular 9 in.

8. Base 1 ft. 3 in., perpendicular 1 ft. 4 in.

f. Base 2 ft. 6 in., perpendicular 1 ft. 3 in.

10. How is the area of a right-angled triangle found?

11. Draw right-angled triangles of the following
dimensions:

(a) Base 3 in., perpendicular 4 in.

{b) Base 12 in., perj>endicular 5 in.

(c) Base 8 in., perpendicular 15 in.

(d) Measure the length of the hypotenuse in each
case.

12. In example (a), erect squares on each of the three
sides and compare the sum of the areas of the squares
on the base and perpendicular with the area of the
square on the hypotenuse.

1 3. Do the same with examples (6) and (c).
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.he a,«. of the 's^iZV.ZXr^o:^r "
15. Examine this

figure.

(a) Compare the
length of g c with
that of h d.

(b) What kind of
a triangle is h d b?

(c) Point out the
square on the per-
pendicular b d.

(d) Point out a
square equal to that
on the base h d.

(e) Of what does
the figure e gd b a f
consist?

with4^ aT"^'^
^^"^ ^"^"K'e A d b with efkandegh

e g dl af!^^^'^
'^^ ^^"^••e ''A * * with the figure

h d ??
^^^ "''"'"^ ehbk is on which side of th .• triangle

(t) What inference do you draw with rpfprpn,>«to the square on the hypotenuse and thT sum of th'sq.uar^es^upon the other two sides of any ^"gS^t-a'ngli'J

EXERCISE 167

areas of the following right-angled
Find the

triangles:

1. Base 6J yd. and perpendicular 13 yd.
2. Base 10 yd. 2 ft. and perpendicular 10 yd. 2 ft.
3. Base 3 chains and perpendicular 40 yd 1 ft

trian^el'^^
P^^-pendicular in the following right-angled

^^Vi^i;!
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4. Area 195 sq. ft. and base 26 ft.

5. Area 76J a. and base 7200 links.

Find the base in the following right-angled triangles:

6. Area 2J a. and perpendicular 110 yd.

7. Area 33.124 a. and perpendicular 1820 links.

EXERCISE 168

Find the hypotenuse of each of the following right-

angled triangles, whose base and perpendicular are,

respectively

:

1. 35 ft. and 12 ft.

2. 31 ft. 6 in. and 56 ft. 8 in.

3. 408 ft. and 506 ft.

Find the base of each of the following right-angled

triangles, whose perpendicular and hypotenuse are:

4. 36 in. and 85 in. 6. 24 chains and 74 chains.

5. 117 ft. and 125 ft. 7. 1 ft. 2 in. and 4 ft. 2 in.

Find the perpendicular of the following right-angled

triangles, whose base and hypotenuse are, respec-

tively :

8. 56 yd. and 394 yd.

9. 2 rd. and 3 rd. 5 yd. 6 in.

10. 1 chain, 40 links and 5 chains.

11. Find the area of the follow-

ing figure:

AC = 1.26in. BD=.55in.
CD= .95 in. EF=.4 in.

CF= ,71 in. GH=.21 in.

EXERCISE 169

1. If the gable end of a house 64 ft. wide is 24 ft.

high, what is the length of the rafters?

2. Find the width of a house whose rafters are 12 ft.

and 16 ft. respectively, and form a right angle where

they meet.
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. 3. A ladder 85 ft. long stands close aeainst a buildng How far must it be drawn out atX foot thatthe top may be lowered 1 ft ?
^

Jc fL i-^^"^^
a rectangular lot 168 ft. by 95 ft. WhatIS the distance through it from opposite corners?

6 A rope 190 ft long will reach from the top of a

If it'^s^illld'out^^fi frv.'rt' "p"^\' ^s^^"«t ^ ^a"-

top be fowered?
^' '^' ^°"°"^' '^^^ ^^^ ^'W the

8. Two to-rers 94 ft. and 78 ft. high are on oDoositebanks of a stream 30 ft. broad. Whit is the length ofthe shortest hne connecting the tops of the towfrs?

a base^f^72o'Vij^ ^"^ u
^ "g^^-^ngled triangle has

thT^.?J7 ^^^ -^""^ a hypotenuse of 962 ft. Findthe cost of fencmg it at 21c. per foot.

co/n^rYnH U' *^^ '^°'^^'* ^'^^^"^^ between the lower

ln^^%o^ '^!,"PPe'; opposite corner of a room 60 ftlong, 32 ft. wide, and 51 ft. high?

which ^khnif/h^ !f"^'^
°^

l^^
'°"Sest straight rodWhich, without bending, can be put into a box 5 ftlong, 1 yd. wide, and | yd. deep?

V. The Circle

EXERCISE 170

INTRODUCTORY

described dJcle^
Pair of compasses or a pencil and string

theScumfere'n"ce.'''
""'"'' ''' '"^"•"^^ ^^^ ^^^^^-^

diamlte^^^^
''^'^^'°" "^^^^ '''^ '^^'""^ ^^' ^^ ^^^
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(d) Every point in the circumference is at what dis-
tance from the centre?

76. A plane ngure bounded by a curved line such
that every point in the circumference is at the same
distance from the. centre, is a Circle.

2. Procure a round ruler 1 in. in diameter and find
what length of string will just reach round it.

3. If possible, measure a cylinder 7 in. in diameter
to find what length of string will just reach round it.

4. Measure the circumference and diameter of a
stove pipe and compare the length of the circumference
with that of the diameter.

77. It i^ found that the circumference of a circle
divided by the diameter=3.1416, which is usually
denoted by the Greek letter ir. For practical purposes

are

EXERCISE 171

Find the circumference of circles whose diameters

1. 35 ft. 4. 1 rd. 5 yd. 7. 20 ft.

2. 91 chains. 5. 3 ch. 50 1. 8. 4 ch. 76 1.

3. 4 yd. 2 ft. 6. 7ch.841. 9. 5 yd. 1 ft. 4 in.

Find the diameter of circles whose circumferences are

:

10. 44 in. 13. 264 in. 16. 64 rd.

3520 ft. 17. 5 ch. 39 1.

73 yd. 1 ft.

Find its cir-

14.11. 10 ft. 1 in.

12. 3 yd. 2 in. 15. 15.4 mi. 18

19. The radius of a circle is 24 in.

cumference.

20. A wire may be so bent as to enclose a square
whose area is 484 sq. in. If this wire were bent into the
form of a circle, what would be its radius?

21. The radius of a fountain is 21 ft. Find the cost
of enclosing it with an iron railing, at $3.60 per yard.

22. A locomotive is travelling at the rate of 60 mi.
per hour, and the diameter of its driving wheel is 3 ft.

6 in. How many times does it turn in a second?
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EXERCISE 172

INTRODUCTORY

7 8 9

Fio. 4

rlelp^.^^^^^^^^^ make a
the circle into the form ofFg T Into wh.^ ^^"^^
nearl>. has the circle been chlfnged?

^' ^^^^'

equal pJ!^\ttJ:'t^r:s T^r4^r ^^r-^more nearly resembleXe'shlpTof^ha'i '^Jrlf
''''

circumSeS' " *'^ ^^"^^' °^ ^'^' ^' - ^erms of the

radit^^'"' " ''^^ ^'^^^ -^ ^»^^ fi^"^e, in terms of the

in Flg.^S^"'^^'"
'^" ^''^ °^ ^'^- 4 ^>th that of the circle

area?
^^ ^'^^ ^ '' ^^ ' '• '°"8^ ^"^ ^ in. wide, what is its

6. What is the area of a circle 7 in. in radius?
7. What IS the area of a circle 14 in. in radius?
8. How IS the area of a circle found?

EXERCISE 173

meteJsf
'^' ^"^^ °^ "^^"'^^ ^'^^ the following dia-

2 98 id
'• ?f

^''
'' 483 links.

'' »8 yd. 4. 133 ft. 6. 126 ft.
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Find the area of circlef tth the following circum-
ferences:

7. 77 in. 9.220 yd. 11. 473 links.

8. 90.2 chains. 10. 3 rd. 12. 1 mi.

Find the area of circles with the following radii:

13. 3 ft. 6 in. 15. 7 chains. 17. Ird. 5 yd.

14. 7 ft. 7 in. 16. 1.76 rd. 18. 35 chains.

EXERCISE 174

1. How many square yards of cement would
be required to cover a circular hall 45 ft. in diameter?

2. The circumference of a race track is 1 mi. What
id its area?*

3. How many feet of iron must a blacksmith buy
for the tires of 12 wheels 4 ft. in diameter?

4. What space would the driving wheel of a loco-
motive 5 ft. 3 in. in diameter pass over in making 25
revolutions?

5. Find the radius of a circle equal in area to the
sum of three circles whose radii are 8 in., 9 in., and 12 in.

6. A circular lawn 220 yd. in diameter is surrounded
by a gravel path 12 ft. wide. Find the cost of making
the path at 36c. per square yard.

7. Two circles the radii of which are 3i in. are placed
upon one whose diameter is 14 in. Find the area of

the surface not covered.

8. The diameter of a circle is 126 in. Find the
length of an arc of 50"; of 65°; of 80°; of 90°.

9. A circular lawn contains 2^ a. Find its radius.

10. A circle 5 ft. 2 in. in diameter has another 2 ft. 4
in. in radius inscribed within it. Find the area of the
part of the large circle without the smaller one.

11. The diagonal of a square is 5J ft. Find the cir-

cumference of a circle circums'^ribed about the square.

12. A circle whose diameter is i4 in, has 100 Cana-
dian cents placed upon it. Find the area of the part of

the circle not covered by the cents.
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Fig. 8 is a Rectangular Solid of which a b c d is its

d?a^n'dilid1n/.r" 't'
^^^^^"^'•-^' ^^^^ 173. Unc \ e'drawn dividing the sides into equal squares TKp

onTh^.'r°^'"^^'
""'^^ of measure lich c^arbe placed

of measure inThirr"^^ '°.'\" """^^^' «f linea?unftso measure in that line; and the number that can be

plied by the number of linear units of measure h^ theadjacent side ab If the number of ?ubic units of

Sof'm^ *'^^'"*"'^'Pji^^ ^y '^^ ""'"be' of 1 nea

thi nr^^? ".? ^eyesPo^^ing to the height of the solid

Se?reX^lTofe\^^^^^^

Fio. 8

.
Hence, to find the number of cubic units of measurein a rectangular solid, multiply the number of cubic units

of measure that can be placed on a line called thebrSby the number of hnear units of measure in the leneth

vl. Rectangular Solids

EXERCISE 175

1. Find (a) the surface area and (b) the volume ofa cube whose edge is 4^ in. long.
Find (a) the surface area and (b) the

tollowing covered boxes:
lume

%
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2. Length 6 ft., width 2J ft., depth 3J ft.

3. Length 9 in., width 41 in., depth 2\ in.

4. How many 2-in. cubes will be required to build a
cube with an edge 12 in. long?

5. How much does the surface area of the small
cubes m example 4 exceed tjiat of the large one?

6. A schoolroom 34 ft. by 25 ft. is intended to accom-
modate 50 pupils. What must be its height to allow
250 cu. ft. of air-space for each pupil?

7. Find the volume of a cube, the area of whose
entire surface is 7 sq. ft. 6 sq. in.

,. . ?• .A piece o/ copper 1 ft. long, 9 in. wide, and f in.
thick IS rolled into a plate 6 ft. long and 4 ft wideHow thick will the plate be?

9. A log o^ square timber is 18 ft. long, 18 in. broad,
and 15 in. thick. If 2i solid feet are cut off the end of
It, what length is left?

10. A cistern is partly full of water and has 250 gal.

L" *^j Jl.r ^^'^Sth of the cistern be 6J ft. and the
breadth ^ ft., find tne depth of the water.

1 1. A cistern is 12i ft. long and 8 ft. wide. If when
It IS full of water 1500 gal. are drawn off, how much
will the surface of the water sink?

EXERCISE 176

1. A rectangular room 15 ft. high, whose length is
one-half more than its width, contains 12960 cu. ft.
of air space. Find its length.

1 a ?' 1^ rectangular tank holds 12| t. of water. If it is
16 ft. long and 4 ft. wide, how deep is it, supposing 1 cu.
ft. of water to weigh 1000 oz.?

3. A closed tank made of plank 2 in. thick, is 10 ft.
long, 4 ft. wide, and 5 ft. 4 in. deep, external measure-
ment. How many gallons of water will it hold, a galloi
of water being /y of a cubic foot?

4. The surface area of a rectangular solid 1 ft. 3 in.
long and 14 in. wide is 1000 sq. in. Find its depth.
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5. A bnck with mortar occupies a space 9 In. long,
4J in. wide, and 3 in. deep. How many bricks will be
required for a wall 90 ft. long, 13J in. thick, and 6 ft.
high?

6. A rectangular block of wood measures 20 ft. by
1 ft. 10 in. by 1 ft. 3 in. What length must be cut off
It to contain 11 cu. ft.?

7. A rectangular cistern 8 ft. long and 6J ft. wide is

!«L°^ T"^*®^- ,
"°^ ^^^^ will the water sink when

1000 gal. are drawn off?

8. It costs $584.50 to excavate the basement of a
rectangular building 125i ft. long and 28 ft. wide, at 25c.
per cubic yard. How deep was the excavation?

9. A cubic foot of copper is rolled into a sheet 48
ft. long and 4 ft. wide. How thick is the sheet?

19. A rectangular cistern 4 ft. long and 3^ ft. wide
has 500 gal. of water in it. How deep is the water?

11. A cubic foot of swamp oak weighs 43 lb. Find
the weight of 15 planks, each 24 ft. long, 14 in. wide,
and 3 m. thick.

13. Water in freezing expands 10%. How many
loads of ice of 2 tons each will be required to fill an ice
house 44 ft. long, 40 ft. wide to a height of 20 feet,
assuming that a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 o;.,?

VII. The Cylinder

EXERCISE 177

1. Examine a cylinder.

(a) How many parts are there in its
surface?

(b) Wh<it is the shape of each end
face^

(c) Compare the areas of the end
faces.

(.d) Imagine a straight line joining
the centres of the two end faces; at what distance from
this 1line is every part of the curved face?
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i

2. Describe a cylinder.

*. (a) Fit a sheet of paper over the curved face of a
cylinder.

(b) Examine the shape of this sheet.

(c) Compare the area of the sheet with the area
of the curved f; ce.

(d) State the dimensions of the sheet of paper in

terms of the dimensions of the cylinder.

(e) How is the area of the sheet of paper found?

if) How is the area of the curved face of a cylin-
der found?

4. (a) A cylinder is 7 in. in radius and 12 in. long.
Find the area of its surface.

(b) What is the area of rne end ? Of the two ends

?

(c) What is the k.igth of the circumference of the
cylinder?

(d) What is the area of the curved face?

(«) What is the area of the t.ntire surface?

EXERCISE na

Find the surface of each of the cylinders whose
diameter and height are, respectively:

1. 42 in. and 40 in. 4. 126 in. and 20 ft.

2. 3| in. and 10 in. 5. 21 ft. and 4 ft.

3. 14 ft. and 5 ft. 6. 8 ft. 2 in. and 4 ft.

Find the volume of each of the cylinders whose
diameter and height are, respectively:

7. 14 in. and 1ft. 10. 14 ft. and 5 ft.

8. 42 in. and 3§ ft. 11. 21 ft. and 6 ft.

9. 3 ft. tfin. and 15 in. 12. 105 m. and 16 ft.

Find the diameter of each of the cylinders whose
solid content and height are, respectively:

13. 308 cu. in. and 8 in. 16. 115icu. ft. and 12 ft.

14. 1331 cu. in. and 14 in. 17. 2079 cu. ft. and 24 ft.

15. 385 cu. ft. and 10 ft. 18. 513^ cu. ft. and 40 in.

":*fji
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EXCRCItE 179

Vhe area of the curved face of a cylinder is 440
in. It is 5 in. in radius. Find its height.

2. A roller is 6 ft. long and 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter.
How much ground is rolled in 1000 evolutions?

.
3. How often would the roller in the last example

turn in rolling a 10-acre field?

4. P'ind the cost, at 25c. per square foot, of decor-
ating the curved face of a pillar 21 ft. high and 18 in., in
diameter.

5. It costs S3 1.68 to decorate the curved face of a
pillar 21 ft. high, at 36c. per square foot. Find the
diameter of the pillar.

6. A cylinder of coppc 1 ft. high and 7 in. diameter
is rolled out into a plate 8 in. wide and J in. thick.
How long is the plate?

7. The cent is an inch in diameter and V« in- thick.
How many cents can be coined from a cylinder of coppt^i
6 in. in diameter and 1 ft. high?

8. Find the cost, at $1.75 per cubic yard, of sinking
a shaft 120 ft. deep and ft. in diameter.

9. If a cubic foot of iron weighs 488 Ih., find .the
^ '>ht of a solid iron pillar 14 ft. long and 9 in. in
diameter.

10. How many cubic feet of earth must be taken out
in digging a well 30 ft. deep and 6 ft. in diameter?

VIII. Review

EXERCISE ISO

1. Find the area of a board 5 ft. long, 12 in. wide
at one end and 6 in. at the othe -.

2. Draw on paper a figure with two parallel sides
3 in. and 4 in. long and altitude 2 in. "ind its area.

3. If a ton of coal is equal to 36 cu. ft., how many
tons can be put into a bin 81 ft. wide, 8J ft. deep and
18 ft. long?

1^^
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4. Find the volume of a cylindrical column 40 ft
high and 3 ft. in diameter.

5. A circular pond 5 ch. in diameter i.s covered with
ice 8 in. thick. How many cubic feet of ice are there
on the pond?

6. An ice dealer stored the ice from 5 a. of a lake.
The ice was of an average thickness of 2 ft. Find the
weight of ice, each cubic foot weighing 66| lb.

7. Find the cost of slating a roof 50 ft. 6 in. long at
112.50 a square, each side of the roof being 24 ft
(A square- 100 sq. ft.)

8. A bushel contains 2218.2 cu. in. How many bushels
will a bin 8 ft. long, 5 ft. wide, and 6 ft. deep contain?

9. A reservoir in the form of a cylinder is 350 ft.m diameter! How many gallons does it contain when
filled to the depth of 20 ft.? (A cubic ft.-6i gal.)

10. The area of a triangle is 250 sq. ft., its altitude
is 6} ft. ; find its base.

'

11. Find the area of a triangle with two equal sides
each of which is 50 rd. long and the base 40 rd. long.

12. How far from the bottom of a building 70 ft
high must the foot of a ladder 72 ft. long be placed
so that it may just .each to the top of the building?

13. The sides of a rectangle are to each other ? i to
3. The diagonal is 55 ft. long. Find its r rea.

14. Find the side of the largest square that can be
inscribed in a circle 10 ft. in diameter.

15. Find the distance from a lower corner to the op-
posite upper corner of a rectangular room 32 ft. long,
24 ft. wide and 16 ft. high.

16. At $2.25 a rod, how much less will it cost to fence
a field 80 rd. square, than a field of the same area
one-fourth longer?

1.7. A roof ih 36 ft. long and each side is 24 ft. wide.
Slates are 16 in. by 12 in. and lap 10 in. How many
slates will it take?

18. How many board feet are there in 84 boards,
each 7 ft long and 10 in. wide?

«
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t9. Estimate the number of gallons of water in a well
4i (t. in diameter when the water is 9 ft. dee-^.

20. A lot was bounded as follows:—beginning at the
north-east corner, the line ran west 40 li.; thence south
75 ft, thence east 100 ft ; thence to the north-east
corner. Find the cost of sodding this lot at 15c per
square yard.

21. A room is heated by 350 feet of steam |)ipe 2 in.
in diameter. Find the area of the curve ' surface
which radiates the heat.

22. How many gallons (277 274 cu. in ) of water are
there in a cylindrical tank 35 ft. high and 21 ft. in
diameter when it is full ?

23. The globe in school is 12 in. i.i diameter. Find
the length of the equator and of a degree of latitude
at the equator.

24. At 84c per sq. yd it cost $26.88 to ave a tri-
angular court the base of which was 32 ft. Find the
altitude of the court.

25. The perimeter of a square and the circumference
of a circle are each 42 ft. Which has the greater area
and by h'^w much?

26. Find the cost of concreting the bottom of a circu-
lar fountain 63 ft. in diameter at $1.50 per square yard.

27. Two vessels sail from the same port. One sails
due north at the rate of 13 mi. per hr. and the other due
west at the rate of 14 mi. per hour. How far apart
are they at the end of 12 hr.?

28. Find the cost of material for a 4-ft. sidewalk
240 feet long of 2-in. plank resting on two rows of 2

" x 6"

scantling if lumber is worth $26 per M.
29. The cost of building a sidewalk 120 feet long of

2-inch plank supported on two linesof 2
" x 6"scantling at

$25 per M. was $48. Find the width of the sidewalk.
30. A sidewalk 3 ft. wide of 2-inch plank supported

by two rows of 2" x 5" scantling is built the full length
of a block 500 ft. long. How much more would V s
sidewalk have cost had it been 5 ft. wide, lumber being
worth $28 per M?

1

f
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31. How many sq. yds. of oilcloth are needed for a

kitchen 15 ft. x 21 ft., allowing 5 percent more than the

area for matching?

32. A farmer who has a section of wheat makes the

first cut around it with a binder having a 5^ ft. cutting-

bar.

(a) How long will it take to make the first round

if the horses travel at the rate of 3 miles an hour?

(b) How many acres does he cut the first round ?

(c) If four binders each with a 5^ ft. cutting-bar are

set at work, how many acres remain uncut after each

machine has made 18 rounds?

33. Find the cost of laymg a granolithic sidewalk

120 feet longi 4 ft. wide, at 45c. per sq. yd.

34. Find the cost of cementing the floor of a cellar

18 ft. X 15 ft., if it requires one cubic yard of gravel

at $1.50 a yard and 2 sacks of cement worth 90 cents

a sack are required for every 3 square yards.

35. In question 28, had a granolithic walk been laid

what would the cost have been (a) if the cost of laying

it was 5 cents a square foot; (6) if it had cost 24 cents

a running foot?

36. A close board fence 4 ft. high is built around a

block of land 500 ft. long, 270 feet wide. The boards

are nailed to two lines of 2" x 4" scantling. Posts are

placed 10 feet apart and cost 22c. each. Find the

entire cost of the fence if lumber is worth $27 per M.

37. A man who owns a corner lot 33 ft. by 132 ft.

decides to build a picket fence on the street sides and

a close board fence 4 ft. high on the inside of the lot.

The posts cost 25 cents each and are placed 8 ft. 3 m.

apart. The pickets are 2f' wide and are placed 2'

apart and cost $4.40 per 100. Two rows of scantling

2"x4" support the pickets and the boards. In the

case of the picket fence a base board 12" wide is used,

while a rain board costing 3 cents a foot is placed

below the pickets. If lumber is worth $27 per M, find

the entire cost of the material, allowing $2.75 for nails.
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IX. General Review

EXERCISE 181

1. Find the cubic contents of a cubical box, if the
area of its faces is 24576 sq. in.

2. What change ^nust I make in my watch in going
from Calgary, longiti^de 102° 33' W., to Paris, longi-
tude 2" 20' 22" E. ?

3. A and B hired a pasture for $50. A put in 60
sheep for 6 mo. and B 90 sheep for 4 mo. How much
should each pay?

4. How many yards of paper 32 inches wide, with
a pattern every 1 ft. 3 inches, are required to paper the
walls of a room 20 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, and 12 ft. high?

5. Find the proceeds of a note for $876 made on
June 16 for 3 mo. and discounted July 8, at 6%.

6. A mill was insured for f of its value at f%. The
premium being $77.50, find the value of the mill.

7. When flour is selling at $5.40 per barrel a mer-
chant loses 10%. What would be his gain per cent,
if he sold at $6.50 per barrel?

8. The assessed value of the property of a town is

$2496000. The estimated expenses are for schools
$5400 ; for streets $8600 ; interest on debentures $10000

;

salaries and other expenses $5952. Find Mr. Smith's
tax whose real estate is assessed for $8750.

9. Extract the square root of 9456.76 and of 32.7184.

10. Resolve thenumber 9216 into its prime factors and
from these determine its square root.

1 1. If $10920 includes the amount expended for hides
and the agent's commission at 2|%, how much does
the agent spend in buying hides?

12. A bankrupt has $36384 assets, and $72560
liabilities. • The expense of settlement is $3240. How
much can he pay on the dollar?

13. Find the cost at 20c. per single roll of papering the

.•^i
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walls of a room flS ft. long. 12 ft. wide and 8 ft. high with

paper 18 inches wide with the pattern every 10 inches.

14. Find the cost of carpeting a room 18 ft. long.

14 ft. 6 inches wide with carpet 18 inches wide, at 51.75

per yard, allowing 7 inches on each strip excepting the

first for matching the pattern.

15. A room 12' long and 10'6" wide is to be carpeted

with carpet 27" wide at $1.45 per yard:

.(o) How many strips would be required?

(6) How many inches would have to be turned under

or cut off the last strip?

(c) Find %he cost, allowing 8" off each strip except the

first for waste in matching the pattern.

16. A farmer sold two horses for the same price,

$189. On one he gained 12^% and on the other he

lost 12i%. Find his total gain or loss.

17. Fill in the blanks:

Cost

$40
$240
$?
$?

Selling Price

$54
?

$164
$56

Gain

?

?

?

$14

Gain
?

161%.
33i%.

?

18 I wish to obtain $800 from the Traders Bank

For what sum must I give a note for 3 mo., if discounted

at6%?
^ , . .,

19. The distance round a circular park is one mile.

How many acres does it contain?

26. If the interest on $1600 for 2 yr. 6 mo. is $180,

at what rate was it computed?

21 What is the value of a stock of goods if $231 is

paid for insurance on f of their value at i%?

22. ^'s share of the gain is \^ of the whole. 5's

capital is $7500. Find i4's capital.

23 What sum will pay for a bill of goods for $540,

discounts of 25% and 5% being allowed?

24. How high must wood be piled in a car 38 tt.

long and 8 ft. wide to contain 15 cords?



CHAPTER X
MISCELLANEOUS AND INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS

EXERCISE 182

1. Find the cost of sending the following telegrams
at 25c. for the first 10 words and Ic. for each additional
word:

(a) 16 words; (b) 40 words; (c) 54 words.

2. How much will it cost to talk over a long-distance
telephone for 7 min. at 75c. for the first 2 min. and 30c.
for each additional minute?

^
3. Find the freight charges on 1750 lb. of sugar

shipped from Toronto to Calgary at SI.52 per cwt.

4. A piece of work has been half done by A, B and
C working together in 8 da. If ^4 and B together can
finish it in 12 da., in what time could C have finished it?

5. A train 132 yd. long passes a post in 6 sec. At
what rate per hour is the train moving?

6. A bin is 12 ft. long, 8 ft. broad, and when filled

holds 2000 bu. How deep is it?

7. If a steer when killed and dressed weighs yV as
much as when alive, what was the weight of one that
weighed 756 lb. when dressed?

8. A farmer drew his produce to market, a distance
of 4.75 mi., at a cost of $2.42 per load. If each load
has 66 bu., find the cost of moving his crop of 3450 bu.

9. A fruit grower shipped 1200 ten-pound boxes of
cherries to Vancouver, where they were sold at 80c.
per box. Picking and packing cost Ic. per lb., freight
and refrigerator 20c. per box, and other expenses
amounted to $20. Find the net amount received by
the fruit grower.
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,.. Solve the following and fill in the blanks^-

Cost
$12
$15

?

?

?

Selling Price

?

$18.50
$18.50

?

Gain in Dollars Gain %
*2.50 ?

? 6%
*4.50 ?

? 7%
$12.40 4%

1 k:« mi ft hv 7h ft. by 54 ft. is filled with

egrc-'""Ho;"maU ton's'a're inlt. fl 1 ton occupies

''
U Mart g'oS that cost as follows so that there will

be a pJ^fit of 2?% after giving the indicated discount:

(o) Cost 48c., discount 20%.

(6) Cost 54c., discount 10%.

(c) Cost 80c., discount 161%.

.eiihtTvV^^^^^r^^B
Id One vear a coffee planter had 96 a. of land on

(a) The number of lbs. of coffee sold.

(b) The net gain of the planter.
., ^ , ,

\c) The gain per cent, on his outlay if the plant-

ation cost him $10000.

». At a factory where 1000 men and women are

en.'^oy^eV^'t&eJaily wage
^^

«^50 ^r a .an

and $1.50 for a woman. Ihe ^o^^a' wcigc y

'Tl "::eT:L::"v:Sera°n:?ive tapped 250

ru^Ser't-re^^V^rtl,.,^,"' f^^T. ^B^^n
Each gallon of m,lky,dded 2. lb^o^rubb„^

^^ ^.^^^^

l"cT^pti°g%TdYnVa-rh^S>>'-tH^rst^ Find:
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(a) The number of pounds of rubber per tree ob-
tained at each tapping:.

(6) The total number of pounds collected during
the season.

(c) If the rubber was sold in New York at $1,45 per
pound, find the sum received.

17. How far may a person go in an automobile at
the rate of 25 mi. per hour and drive back at the rate

of 7i mi. per hour, to be 65 min. away?

18. The average yield of wheat in various countries

was as follows:—Canada, 21.4 bu.. Great Britain 31.8

bu.; France 26 bu.; Germany 19.4 bu.; United States,

13.4 bu., Argentina 18.6 bu. Find the yield from 56 a.

in each of these countries.

19. An Alberta farmer had a field of wheat 1 mi. long
and f mi. wide. In ploughing it, he used two gang
ploughs each turning 12J a. r»er day of 10 hr. He
sowed 6 pecks of seed to the acre at 90c. per bushel.

The crop averaged 22.5 bu. per acre and was sold at the
elevator at 65c. per bushel. The cost of ploughing,

threshing, and transporting to the elevator amounted
to lOjc. per bu. Find:

(a) The number of acres in the field.

(6) The number of days it took to plough the field.

(c) The cost of the wheat before it was stored in

the elevator.

(d) The profit to the farmer from this field.

20. The hay from 15 acres was stored in a mow 40
ft. by 27 ft. and when well settled filled it to the depth
of 20 ft. How many tons did the field yield per acre,

if 450 cu. ft. of hay is 1 ton?

21. Each summer a farmer fills his coal bin with furn-

ace coal for next winter. The bin is 8j ft. by 7 ft. by
6 ft. Find: (a) the number of tons he burns, 35 cu. ft.

of hard coal being 1 ton ;
(b) the cost at $7.25 per ton.

22. In what time would a field 80x60 rd. pay for

underdraining lengthwise at 2c. per ft. if the field

yield 2 bu., at 66c. per acre more than before draining?
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I

The drains are 4 rd. apart and the first drain runs down

the centre of the field.

23. I bought a bush farm, 180 rd. long by 96 rd. wide,

at $12.50 per acre. I paid $14.75 per acre for clearing

and $1.35 per rod for enclosing the whole farm with

wire fencing. Taking into account that I sold the wood

for $1160 and ashes for $17.20, how much has the

improved farm cost me per acre?

24. A map measures 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 3 in., and is

drawn on the scale of \ in. to a mile. How many acres

does the map represent?

25. At a cheese factory, milk was paid for accord-

ing to the a'mount of battel fat it contained. How
much did a farmer receive who brought 6400 lb. of

milk that tested 3|% of butter fat, the factory price

of butter fat being 27ic. per pound?

26. A farmer, by feeding his cows $2 worth of meal

per day more than he had been feeding them, in-

creased the percentage of butter fat from 3^% to 4%
and increased the daily yield of milk from 2000 lb. to

2250 lb. How much did he gain per day by the

experiment, the price of butter fat being 28c. per pound?

EXERCISE 183

1 In 1901 the population of Canada was 5371315

and of these 3312593 were unmarried. What per cent,

of the population were unmarried?

2 In 1891 Manitoba had 896622 a. under wheat

and produced 16092220 bu. In 1901 it had 1965200 a.

in wheat and produced 18353013 bu. Compare the

average yield per acre in these two years.

3 In 1901 in the Territories, now the Provinces of

Alberta and Saskatchewan, 1676545 lb. of cream were

manufactured into 745134 lb. of butter and sold for

$152667, of which $118085 was paid to the patrons of

the butter factories; find the value of (a) cream per

lb.; (b) butter per lb.
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4. In 1841 there were 16 mi. of steam railways in
Canada; in 1851 there were 159 mi : in 1861, 2146 mi.;
in 1871, 2695 mi.; in 1881, 7331 mi.; in 1891, 13838 mi.;
and in 1901, 18140 mi.

(a) Find the increase in mileage during each of
these decades.

(b) r?nd the increase per cent, during each decade.
(c) During which period was there the greatest

increase per cent.?

5. The Canadian Pacific Railway consists of 3971
mi. of rnain line, 2023 mi. of branches and 3202 mi. of
leased lines.

(a) What per cent, of the whole railway is leased?

(b) The main line is what per cent, of the whole
system?

6. The total cost of operating the 20487 mi. of rail-

way in Canada in 1905 was $79977574. How much
was that per mile?

7. In 1905 there were 793 mi. of electric railways
operated in Canada at an expense of $5918194.

(a) How much was that per mile?

(6) Compare the expense of running electric rail-

ways with that of steam railways in Canada in 1905
(Seie question 6.)

8. At the close of 1901 there were 895 Post Office

Savings Banks in Canada, and there was to the credit

of the depositors $39950813. What was the average
deposit for every man, woman, and child in Canada.
(See question 1.)

9. In 1905 there were 110 Money Order Offices in

the Territories. There were 131681 Money Orders
issued for $2439394. Find the average number of

orders issued by each office and the average value of

each order.

1©. In 1904 there were 193916100 two-cent postage
stamps issued in Canada, and in 1905, 210605800. Find

:

(a) The increase in value.

{b) The increase per cent, in the number.
,
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11. In 1904 the fire insurance companies doing busi-

ness in Canada received $13169882 and paid in losses

S14099534. In 1905 they received $14298750, and
paid $6008457.

(a) Find the per cent, of loss or gain during each
year.

(6) Find the net gain during these two years.

(c) If the gross amount of policies issued was
$1140075512, in 1905, find the average rate of insur-

ance.

12. A census table for Manitoba shows as follows:

—

Year 1881 1891 1901
Population 65954 152506 255211
Occupiers of land 9077 22571 32495

(a) Which is increasing more rapidly, the popu-
lation or the occupiers of land ?

(b) V^hat per cent, of the population were occupiers
of land during each census year?

13. In 1905 there were 24233 mi. of railway includ-
ing sidings in Canada; there were 2906 engines in use,

1285 first-class passenger cars, and 57229 cattle and box
car.. How many engines, passenger cars, and freight

cars were there to each mile of railway?

14. The following table shows the quantity of pre-

served salmon and its value from British Columbia:

—

Year 1000 1001
Quantity... 31155881b. 50864176 1b.

Value $3050680 $5986618

1002 1003 1004
301037761b. 22744656 lb. 22302012 lb.
$3010377 $2274465 $2236201

(a) Find the average price per pound of preserved
salmon in B.C.

15. In the manufacture of agricultural implements,
4543 men were employed in 1891, their wages being
$1812050. In 1901, 5788 men received $2129241 for

this kind of labor:

(a) Find the average wage paid to a workman in

each of these years.

(b) How much has the wages changed during the
10 years?
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railwaJs^is'fft'^^Sl
^^"^p°" ^"'T^^" ^"^ English

I125V200?^ Itt^HfetXtl S:?^^^^V^
27!?%

64%
;
and leather and its finished products

(a) Find the value of the textile products.

tr ' aftJThiJ^^f "^!i"'°'^
important Canadian indus-tr alter that of producing food products.

in the rxatpl'.^''"^^°^^^°f^^^'"d-tries mentioned

18. In 1891 there were 113811 a. in wheat- in U.Ol

years?
^"^^ "^^^ ^^^ y'^'^ P^*" acre during each ct these

(b) What was the per cent, of increase in the acreage?
(c. What was the per cent, of increase in the yield?

19. The average temperature of the Province of

r"K^"° '?o.^^^5 ^^« a« follows:-JanuaT 13 6°
February 12.7», March 27.2°, April 41 1° Mav ^27°'

ictobe?r7
J"'y 68.7° August ^A^Septe'^Z'^O^.r

October 47.5°, November 33.7°, December 27.0°.
(a) Find the average temperature for the year.

Tnn?^^/"'^*^^^
average of the month of April, May,June, July, August, and September.

^

is 47n'^\T'"'°K^° "^"u""^ ^^^ "'^^^'^ of J">y the Sun

9fi«r7 K fi ^^u""^
the horizon. In 1905 there were

265.7 hr. of bright sunshme. What per cent, of the dayswere clear dunng this month?
^

21. In 1991 there were 4807 wage earners engaged in

S «i"7^Q?Qfl?^^-^4
^""^ "^^^^^^ '" ^^"a^a- They receiv-

ed 51791981. Ten year, before that there were 9056wage earners and they received S2999572. Had thewages mcreased or decreased per capita and how
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23. Out of 6 lb. of food eaten by orioles, 121 oz. in

vegetable food, the remainder being insects injurious

to plants. What per cent, of the food is injurious to

plants?

23. In 1901, Canada produced 582157 oz. of gold

valued at 19163443. What is an ounce of gold worth?

CXCRCifC 184

1. The total mineral products of Canada in 1905

were $27176504. Write the sentence in words.

2. Canada has 6558 steam engines, 244 gas engines

and 2683 Water wheels. V/rite this sentence, using

Roman numerals.

3. Explain how you multiply a number by 10, by

100, by 1000, by merely moving the decimal point.

Illustrate by multiplying 71.345 by each of these

multipliers.

4. A has $784 ; 5 has $980. By how much per cent,

must A's money be i.icreased to equal J3's?

5. Separate the number 7056 into its prime factors

and from these determine its square root.

6. The diameter of a bicycle wheel is 28 in. Find

the number of revolutions it makes in going one mile.

7. From a cellar 36 ft. long and 21 ft. wide there

were taken 196 cu. yds. of earth. Find the depth of

the cellar.

8. Reduce .0072i and .008J to equivalent vulgar

fractions in their simplest form.

V. Reduce the ratio 9?: 20f, to an integral form in

its lowest terms.

It. A base ball "diamond" is 90 ft. square. Find the

distance between two diagonally opposite corners.

, EXERCISE 185

1. Divide the sum of eighteen ten thousandths,

one hundred and six millionths, eighty-four hundred ihs,

and five hundred and nine ten thousandths by fifteen

inillionths.
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2. A gallon measure holds 277.27 cu. in. and a rubic
foot of water weighs 62.5 lbs. Find the weight of water
in a bushel measure when full.

3. The sum of two numbers is 100. If the first
number were multiplied by 2 and the second were
increased by 10, the numbers would be equal. Find
the numbers.

4. A sold a horse to B gaining 25%. B sold the horse
'°

.? -t ^„«?*" P^ ^^^- W^at aid the horse cost A i( C
paid 1176 for it?

5. Successive trade discounts of 25%, 10%, and 5%
are equivalent to what single discount?

6. A merchant sends his agent $5000 to purchase
hay after deducting his commission of 2%. How much
was spent in buying hay?

7. The half-yearly interest on a mortgage at 6%
per annum is $285. What is amount of the mortgage?

8. Divide 104 into three parts v hich shall be to one
another in the ratio of 2§, Sf, and 5.

9. The bottom of a rectangular cistern is 7 ft. 6 in.
by 3 ft. 2 in. How deep must it be to contain 4275 lb.
of water when full, a cubic foot of water weighing 62*
lb.?

!•. If a man inhales 25 c. in. of air at each breath
and breathes 16 times in the minute, how long does it
take him to inhale 10 c. feet of air ?

11. In measuring cloth a yard stick is used which is

i in. too short. Find the length of 144 yds. measured
by this stick.

12. What is the combined length of four boards
whose lengths are 5=5 ft., 7| ft., 9| ft., and 12.8 ft.?

13. How much will it cost to insure a cargo of 4000 t.

of coal valued at $3.25 per ton for f of its value at i% ?

14. If the mercury in a barometer falls 1 in. for
1000 ft. of ascent, what will be the difference be. .

.

the height of the barometer at the base and sun...iit
of a mountain 13750 ft. high?
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EXCRCItC 1M

1. If a cubic foot of water weife 1000 ounces and

mercury is 13.59 times as heavy «s water, find the

weight of a cubic inch of mercury.

2. Find the area of a triangle whose base is 13 yd.

1 ft. 6 in. and its altitude 8J ft.

3. ( struct an isosceles triangle with a base 8 in.

long ana each of the equal angles at the base 60*.

Find its area.

4. The fi^de of an equilateral triangle is 12 in. long.

Find its area.

5. Find the af ^a of the curved surface of a cylindrical

standpipe 28 ft. in diameter and 60 ft. high.

6. A butcher buys an equal number of cows, pigs,

and sheep. Each cow cost $32.75, each pig $S.15, and

each sheep $4.50. He pays S3640 in all. How many
of each does he buy?

7. Simplilv (84x36x96x51x48) + (17x7x3'x2*).

8. A room is 32 ft by 28 ft. It has three windows

each containing 12 panes of 30 in. by 22 in. Find the

ratio of the floor space to the window space.

9. If a man travels away from home 7§ h, .
at the

rate of 6i mi. per hour, how long will it take him to

rerurn at the rate of 4J mi. per hour?

10. In a rectangular garden 150 ft. by 100 ft. there

are two circular flower beds each 21 ft. in diameter

and 4 oblong beds each 12^ ft- by lOJ ft. The rest is

in grass. How much is in grass?

11. From the top of a triangle whose ba&3 is 24 in.

and altitude 16 in., a small triangle is taken off by a

line parallel to the base, so that the altitu le of the

small triangle is 8 in. and its base 12 in. Find the area

of the part remaining.

12. Find the weight of air in a room 70 ft. by 35 ft.

by 16 ft. Air weighing .0012 times as much as water.

13. About 75% of potatoes is water. Find the weight

of dry matter in 240 bu. of potatoes.



CHAPTER XI

THE METRIC SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

„7?V '" 1705 France adopted a system of
Weights and Measures called the Metric
System, based upon the decimal system of
notation, all the divisions and multiples
being by 10. It has since been adopted by
most of the nations of Europe and is in
partial use in Canada and the United
States.

79. Unit of Length. The metric stand-
ard for measurement of distance is the
Metre, which is 39.37 inches lonjr. or al-
most 3 ft. 3§ in.

^

From the Metre all the other measures
of this system are derived, hence the name
Metric System.

The metre was defined by a law of the French
Kepubln to be the distance between the ends of a
rod of platinum made by Borda, the temperature
being that of melting ice. It was supposed that
this rod represented one ten-millionth part of the
distance from the earth's equator to the pole. It
has since been found that this is not exactly the
case, and thus the metric standard is not the
terrestrial globe but Borda's platinum rod.

The annexed diagram represents one-
tenth of a metre in length and is called
decimetre. It is sub-divided into ten equal
parts, each of which is called a centimetre,
and each of these again into ten equal
parts, each of which is calle<l a millimetre.

80. Unit of Volume. The unit of volume depends
directly on the unit of length. The capacity of a box
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one-tenth of a metre (a decimetre) long, wide, and deep

is the standard unit of measure. Such a measure is

called a Litre, and is equal to 1.761 pints (imperial).

81. Unit of Weiglt. The weight of so much dis-

tilled water at a temperature of 4*'C. as would fill a

measure one-hundredth of a metre (a centimetre) long,

wide, and deep is the standard unit of weight, and is

called a Gram.

82. By using Latin and Greek prefixes denomina-

tions higher and lower than the standard units are

formed, the Greek numerals indicating multiples and

the Latin ordinals indicating decimal divisions, thus:

Deca stands for 10 "1

100 'Hecto
Kilo
Deci
Centi
Milli

times the unit.

1000 I

10th ]

100th \ part of the unit.

1000th J

METRIC TABLES

88. Measures of Length

10 centimetres
10 decimetres
10 metres
10 decametres

s 01 metre
= 1

rs: 1.
== 10.
= 100.
= 1000.
= 10000.

The unit is the Metre.
10 millimetres (mm.) =1 centimetre

(cm.) = 1 decimetre
(dm.) = 1 metre

(m.) = 1 decametre
(Dm.) = l hectometre

io hectometres (Hm.) = 1 kilometre

10 kilometres (Km.) = 1 myriametre

Note.—Metre = 39i in. nearly; 70 yd =64 metres nearly.

1 kilometre = 1100 yd. nearly; 8 km. =5 mi. nearly.

The measures more commonly used are in italics.

Cloth, etc., is measured by the metre; very small

distances by the millimetre; great distances by the kilo-

metre.

A rough rule for converting metres into English

yards is to add 10 per cent, to them; thus 40 metres are

equal to 44 yards.
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The centimetre is nearly equal to ^V in., hence to
convert centimetres to inches, multiply by 4 and point
off the last figure.

• J\^>P^^.^^^
millimetres to inches or decimals of the

mch: Multiply by 4 and point off the last two figures.

EXERCISE 187

1. How many metres in a decametre? In a
hectometre? In a kilometre? How many decametres
in a hectometre? In a kilometre?

2. What part of a metre is a decimetre? A centi-
metre? A millimetre?

3. With a metre-stick or a string one metre in length
measure the height of your desk; the length and width
of the schoolroom; the length and width of the plat-
form; the width of the nearest street. Measure the
foregoing with a yard measure. Convert the metric
measures into feet and inches approximately and
compare with the actual measurement by these units.

4. Find the value of each of the following expres-
sions in metres:

(a) .435 m.+825 cm.+4263 mm.+.1595 Km.
(6) .927 Km.-6495 cm.; 4.37 cm.-42.87 mm.
(c) 8X.0457 Km.; 38019 ir,ni.-.097.

5. Find the cost of 83.75 m. of cloth at $3.25 per
metre.

.»r.rJ*
^^^ expense of building a certain railroad is

$25000 per kilometre. What is the whole cost of the
road if its length is 72 Km. and 53 m.?

7. The length of the tunnel through Mont Cenis is
about 12.22 Km. What is this in miles very nearly?

XI r.
*' ^^^ "^^^^^ °^ ^^^ Atlantic is about 3000 mi.

What is its width in kilometres?

9. A train is running at the rate of 48 Km. an hour.
How many metres does it travel in a second?

10. Reduce 27 m. to the fraction of 36 Km.
11. Take 31 Km. 3 Hm. 9m. from 115 Km. 2 Dm.

i dm.
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12 Find the total cost of 75 cm. at 4 ^-ancs pe;

Jtre. 625 mm. at 8 francs Per metre^^^^^^

francs per metre, and 7 m. 8 cm. at zo iraui, y

'

84. Measures of Surface or Square Measure

100 sq. decimetres
^^J" '^™- zj f^' "ecan>e"« = ^*'-

100 sq. metres
< %S^- ={ sa' h^tonietre= 10000.

NOTE.-The are, centare, and hectare are used onl

in land measure.

The are is slightly less than 4 sq.rd.

S?n::erhSVit^^^^^^^bmce tne scaie la ^" v
hprtares 2 ares, 5 centare

!st„STo"205°SecS"s!SloT^'u- metres.

EXERCISE 188

1 Write 12 square kilometres as square metres

2 Write 8 square metres and 35 square decimetr

"
'rA fa'mertad 5 hectares 5 ares 9 centares of Ian

4. Find in square i etres the area of a room 4.53

long and 2.75 m. wide.

5. Divide 73 sq. m. by 25.

6 How many square millimetres are there in c

^'"rFTndte area in square metres of a lot ^

'T FfndZZ. of a floor 15 m. 68 cm. long and 7

2 cm. 5 mm. wide.

9 Find the cost of carpeting a rectangular ro

1 A m 9 dm 4 cm long, 7 m. 8 dm. 5 cm. wide v

frp"tl t: IcZ 8 «^ wide, at *5 Per -tre^

i« A rectangular field has an area of 43 ares

centares;Tts tength is 150 m. What .s Us breadtl

metres?
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11 A rectangular surface measures 1 sq. m.; it is 1

cm wide. Find its length.

12 How many bricks each 16 cm. long and 8 cm.

wide win be^equked to pave a walk 24.8 Km. long and

2.4 m. wide?

85. Measures of Capacity

/ ».™^-lpii cenumetre= .000001 cu. metre.

1000 cu. milUmetres (c-m™- ij ^"- Si^t^tre = .001
1000 cu. centimetres c.cm.)-l cu. ^«^^»-" ^ j

1000 cu. decimetres (c.dm.)-l cu. meirc

= 1 litre.

= 1 stere.

1.

2.

3.

NOTE.-In measuring ood a cubic nietre, called a

stere {St.), is used; 3,V steres = l cord nearly.

In measur' liquids the cubic decimetre, called a

ZiJ is used x^our litres=seven pints very nearly.

^*'''in measuring grains, fruits, etc.. the hectolitre is

""^The numeral prefixes are used with the litre as with

the metre.

EXERCISE 189

Write 5.14 cubic decimetres as cubic metres.

Write 8765345 cubic centimetres as cubic metres.

Add 3 cu. m. 18 cu. dm. 207 cu. cm.

385cu.m.230cu.dm.895cu.cm.^l0^cu.^mm.

ExpreLThe'sum in cu. metres, then in cu. dm

4. How many steres of wood are there in a pile 26

m lone. 2.25 m. wide, and 3 m. high.''

5 lind th. cost of 27.5 HI. of wheat at $0.13 per

'"f How many litres will a rectangular box 1.5 m.

long .72 m. wide, and .84 m. deep ho d?

\ How many litres are there in 75 decalitres?

8 A family consumes 2 litres 4 dl. of milk daily.

Find" the weekly cost at 6c. per litre.

9 What is the volume of rectangular stone 2 m.

lone 8 dm. broad, and 5 dm. 6 mm. thick?

'°To'. How many phials, fachholcHng 2.5 centilitres,

may be filled from a vessel containing 2^ litresr'
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EXERCISE 190

I Write in full the table of Dry, or Liquid Measure.
2. Write 4 litres and 8 decalitres as litres.

3. Write 175.4 decilitres as litres.

4. At $2 a litre, what is the price of a cenrilitre?
5. How much must I pay for 56.25 litres of coal

oil at I8|c. a litre?

6. How many litres are there in a cubic metre?
7. How many gallons are there in 20 litres?

8. A merchant bought 10 hectolitres of potatoes at
91 per hectolitre, and sold them at 50c. a bushel. Did
he gain or lose, and how much?

9. How mkny litres are there in a rectangular tank
3.5 m. long, 2.6 m. wide, and 3.1 m. deep ?

10. Taking a pint as equivalent to .568 1., how many
hectolitres correspond to 3125 bu.?

86. Measures of Weight
10 milligrams
10 centigrams
10 decigrams
10 grams
10 decagrams
10 hectograms

(mg,) = 1 centigram =
(eg.) = 1 decigram =
(dg.) = 1 gram = 1

.

(g.) = 1 decagram = 10.
(Dg.) = 1 hectogram = 100.
(Hg.) = 1 kilogram = 1000

01 gram.
1

Note.—A cubic centimetre of water at its greatest
density weighs one gram. This is the unit of weight.

A gram = 15i grains neariy; 28 grams=1 oz.. Avoir,
nearly.

The gram is used in weighing letters, mixing and
compounding medicines, and in weighing all lieht
articles.

The kilogram equals about 2^^ lb. Avoirdupois. It
IS the ordinary unit of weight.

In weighing heavy articles two other weights, the
quintal (100 kilograms) and the tonneau or ton (1000

««J?F»"^^)' ^^^ "^^^- The ton is a little less than
2205 lb.

A litre of water weighs 1 kilogram.
A cubic metre of water weighs 1000 kilograms.
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EXERCISE 191

i' Writ': Lri^::-""
""" '« ^^^'"^ ^^ ^'-"-

' ,„" ' ' """grams as grams,

grams
'' " «""'^' ^ ««igrams, and 1 milligram as

5. How many grains are there in 2 grams?

976 is g?als?'"^
P^""^^ Avoirdupois are there in

12 lb. WT"^ ^""""^^ ^"-^ ^^-^ '" 12 lb. Troy? I„

postage-fhSdTa^^t^Atr^-'^
does the Canadian eTcLd t^^^r^en^h^ Sl^wreT^^^^
was i4f lb AvoTto ^ti^'

atmosphere on a certain day
the correspond, pressure in'M" ^^^' ^°"'^ ^^
centimetre? ^ ^ "'^ '" kilograms to the square

53125 Kg. How mfnv Jm^
^"^""^ ^^'"'°" consumes

son? ^ ''^ ™^"y ^°'^»^« are there in the garri-

Review

EXERCISE 192

decimJtres.?^""'''''
'^"^'^ '^''^ ^'^ ^^^ n)any square

oblongtdmTy'eXT ""^'"^^^^^^ ^^ ^'^^ - -
is 64 dm.' 'pinV'thVra^'^ " ' '"^•' ^"^ ^^^ ^'^'^"^e

leng'hTs''to"?heTr:;dfh\^^^^^ %''\ -^ ^he
breadth, and area.

^- ^'""^ ^^^ '^"gth.

62.8'm"?°'^
""^"^ "''^^ ^'"^ ^'^^'^ in a fi^Id 7-2.5 m. by
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6. A boy rode on his bicycle 2645 m. in 5 min. At
this rate how far would he ride in U hr.? Express the

answer in kilometres.

7. Divide 16 HI. of wheat equally among 20 persons.

Express the answer in litres.

8. In a right-angled triangle the base and perpen-

dicular are respectively 24 dm. and 70 dm. long. Find

the hypothenuse.

9. A bin is 12 m. long and 8 m. wide. How deep

must it be to hold 1080 HI. of wheat ?

10. Write the following as cubic metres:

(o) 47 cu. m. 7 cu. dm. 8 cu. cm.

(b) 57 cu. m. 19 cu. dm. 84 cu. cm.

(c) 758 cu. m. 78 cu. cm.

11. The total surface of a cube is 2400 sq. m. Find

its volume.

12. How many dekalitres of water will weigh 18.05

Kg.?

EXERCISE 193

1. Find in miles the length of 10 Km., a metre being

39.37 in.

2. How much is a pile of wood 8 m. long, 4.5 m.
wide and 3.4 m. high worth at $1.25 a stere?

3. Find the cost of 36.8 a. of land when $750 is

paid for 4.25 Ha.

4. The circumference of a wheel is 4.5 m. in length.

How many revolutions will this wheel make in going

278.1 Km.?
5. How deep must a rectangular box be to hold

30 1. if it is 45 cm. long and 24 cm. wide?

6. What weight of water will fill a vat 96 dm. long,

75 dm. wide and 42 dm. deep?

7. If alcohol is 80% as heavy as water, find the

weight of alcohol in a rectangular vessel 5 dm. by 4
dm. by 24 cm.

8. The circumference of Tom's hoop is 3.8 m. How
many times will it turn in rolling a distance of 66.5 dm.?
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^
9. A nickel 5-cent piece weighs 5 g. How many

nickels can be made from a bar of coin metal weighing

10. How many cubic metres of earth must be remov-
ed m excavating a cellar 8.5 m. long, 6.4 m. wide and
2.2 m. deep?

EXERCISE 194

1
*• 9°^P^''^ ^^^ ^''ea of a rectangular field, whose

length IS three times its breadth, and perimeter 1200 m.,
with the area of a square field whose perimeter is 1000 m!

^ ,
?-^°^ many acres are there in one rectangular

field 75 m. by 66 m.?
3. The diameter of a circle is 371 cm. long. Find

Its circumference and its area.

4. How much will it cost to paint the curved surface
of a standpipe 20 m. high, and 8 m. in diameter at 25c.
per square metre?

5. Reduce the following:

(a) 24.7 cu. m. to cubic decimetres.
(b) 1847689 cm. to metres.
(c) 87 Hg. to decigrams.
(d) 84 a. to sq. metres.
(e) 5.8 Kg. to centigrams.

(/) 49 sq. m. to sq. centimetres.

6. How many litres will a box hold which is 82 cm.
long, 16 cm. wide and 15 cm. deep?

7. An empty jug weighs 1.04 Kg.; full of water it
weighs 3.8 Kg. Find the capacity of the jug in litres.

8. Intp how many lots of 4.25 a. may 8 ha. 5 a. be
divided ?

9. Find the weight of a bar of iron 50 cm. long, 4
cm. wide and 2.5 cm. thick, iron weighing 7.8 times
as much as an equal volume of water.

10. Express in kilograms the weight of .375 cu. m.
of water at its greatest density.

11. A ditch 90 m. long, 75 dm. wide and 50 dm. deep
is full of water. Find its weight.
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CHAPTER XII

TABLES OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES FOR REFERENCE

16 drams (dr.) .

16 ounces .

100 pounds . . •

20 hundred-weight .

Avoirdupois Weight

1 ounce • • • ,,

1 pound . .-. ; : , „
1 hundred-weight, 1 cental,^^

1 ton

or 1 ox.

lib.
1 cwt.
1 1.

NoTE.-In Grkat Britain 112 lb. make a hundred-weight, and

2240 lb. make a ton, called the long ton.

Fluid Measure—Medicine

60 drops
8 drams

20 ounces
8 pints
1 dram
2 drams
4 drams

1 dram.
1 fluid ounce.

1 pint.

1 gallon.

1 teaspoonful.

1 dessertspoonful.

1 tablespoonful.

Long Measure

12 inches (in.)

3 feet

5i yards
40 rods
8 furlongs .

1 mi. =320 rd. = 1760 yd. =5280 ft

1 foot .

1 yard .

1 rod
1 furlong
1 mile .

or 1 ft.
" 1 yd.
•• Ird.
" Ifur.
" 1 mi.

a 80 chains.

long.

Note.— 6 feet .

120 fathoms
880 fathoms

1 fathom.
1 cable length.

1 mile.
sou laiiiuiHo . • -

x»,o HanH rthe breadth of the hand and thumb) used ii.

„Sn77he\eiht SlTorie^ « the shoulder, U 4 iache,.

214
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Surface, or Square Measure

144 square inches (sq. in.)

square feet

30} square yards .

160 square rods
640 acres ....

Note.— 10,000 square links =

10 square chains >

160 a. >-a quarter section land.

320 a. --a half section land.

1 square font . or 1 sq. ft.

' 1 square yard . . " 1 sq. yd.
' 1 square rod . .

" 1 sq. rd.
i 1 acre . ."la.

I square mile . .
" 1 sq. mi.

I square chain.
4840 sq. yds. = 1 acre.

I

640 n. =a whole section land
I « 1 sq. mi.

1728 cubic inches
27 cubic feet

128 cubic feet

36 sections = 1 township (tp. )

Cubic or Solid Measure

(cu. in.) = 1 cubic foot
= 1 cubic yard

. = 1 cord

or 1 cu. ft.

" leu. yd.
" 1 cd.

Measure o' Capacity

1 quart
1 gallon
1 peck .

1 bushel

. Ok 1 qt.

. . .

"
1 gal.

.

"
1 pk.

. . .

" Ibu.

1 cu. ft. of water weighs 1000 oz. and contains 6} gal.

The following table shows the weight of a bushel of the article

named:

2 pints (pt.)

4 quarts .

2 gallons .

4 pecks

Lime . . 801b.
Bituminous coal 70 lb.

Beans . 601b.
Clover seed . 60 lb.

Peas . . 601b.
Potatoes . . 60 lb.

Turnips . . 601b.
Carrots . . 601b.

Parsnips
Beets .

Wheat
Indian Corn
Rye
Flax seed
Onions
Barley

Measure of Time

60 1b.

601b.
60 1b.

56 1b.

56 1b.

56 1b.

501b.
48 1b.

Buckwheat
Timothy seed
Hemp seed
Castor Beans
Malt
Oats
Blue grass seed

60 seconds (sec.)

60 minutes
24 hours ....
7 days ....
12 calendar months or 365 days =

366 days ....

1 minute,
1 hour,
1 day,
1 week
year.

or

60 seconds (")

60 minutes
360 degrees

= 1 leap year.

Circular or Angular Measure

. = 1 minute, .

. = 1 degree, .

. =» 1 circumference,

48 1b.

48 1b.

44 1b.

401b.
361b.
34 ib.

14 1b.

1 min.
1 h.

1 da.
1 wk.
lyr.

or 1'.

" IC.
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English or Sterling Money

4 farthings (far.) . - 1 penny, .

12 pence - 1 shilling, .

20 shillings - 1 pound, .

NOTB.—iJl sterling -M-86|, and Is. -24i cents.
1 Guineas 21 Shilling's

or Id.
" Is.
•• £1.

Miscellaneous Table

12 units
12 dozen
12 gross
20 units
24 sheets
20 quires
196 lb. flour

200 lb. pork

1 dozen, .

1 gross,

1 great gross
1 score,

1 quire,
1 ream,
1 barrel, .

I barrel, .

1 doz
1 gro

or 1 SCO
" 1 qr.
" 1 rm.
" 1 bbl
" 1 bbl

Freezing point of water, on Fahrenheit scale, 32° above zero.

Boiling point of wu-. r, under a pressure of 760 mm., 212 F.

A board foot is 12X^i in. X 1 in.

A bunch of shingles contains 250. A thousand shingles ai

reckoned to cover 100 sq. ft.

A bundle of laths contains 50; each is 4 ft. long and li in. widi

When nailed vhey are left | in. apart.

Light travels at the rate of 186000 mi. a second.

Sound travels in the air at the rate of 1100 ft. a second.

An Imperial gallon contains 277.274 cu. in.

The wine gallon contains 231 cu. in. 6 wine gallons -5 standar

gallons.

A bushel contains 8 imperial gallons.

The long ton is used in the United States custom houses and i

wholesale transactions in iron and coal.

Atmospheric pressure. At the level of the sea the pressure (

the atmosphere is about 14.7 lb. per square inch.

The barometer. The column of mercury falls about an inch f(

each 1000 ft. of ascent.

A brick is 8 in. long, 4 in. wide and 2 in. thick. About 22 bricl

and the mortar will fill 1 cu. ft.

A lath is 4 ft. long and IJ in. wide. They are usually left | ii

apart when nailed. There are 50 laths in a bunch. A bunc

will cover 3 sq. yd. of surface.

Wall paper in America is 18 in. wide and is put up in double rol

16 yds. long. English wall paper is usually 21 in. wide.
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